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1. Introduction 

1.1 Climate change and the nature of climate adaptation problems 

“We stand now where two roads diverge…The road we have long been traveling is 

deceptively easy, a smooth superhighway on which we progress with great speed, but 

at its end lies disaster. The other fork of the road — the one less travelled by — offers 

our last, our only chance to reach a destination that assures the preservation of the 

earth.”  

(Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, 1962:277). 

Humankind’s inability to live within the Earth’s limits has led to the rise of intractable 

environmental problems. Long-standing issues such as declining freshwater quality, 

habitat destruction, deforestation, flooding, biodiversity loss, soil erosion, and air 

pollution, are intensifying and have been joined by more modern ecological catastrophes 

like plastics pollution, agricultural pollution, climate change, and ocean degradation. Our 

impacts are now felt at the geological scale, with scientists labelling a new epoch after us: 

the Anthropocene. The Anthropocene label underlines the fact we are changing the global 

biophysical environment so drastically that “we face scarcity in critical resources, the 

degradation of ecosystem services, and the erosion of the planet’s capability to absorb our 

wastes” (Steffen et al. 2011:1). We are clearly at the ‘fork in the road’ even more critically 

now than when Rachel Carson warned us over half a century ago. 

Defined by the UNFCCC as “a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly 

to human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere…” (UNFCCC 

article 1), climate change has been labelled a wicked issue “par excellence” (Jordan et al. 

2014:387). It is a particularly far-reaching problem that exacerbates the others1. The 

global community has developed a two-pronged approach in response to climate change: 

mitigation addresses its causes and aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and prevent 

further atmospheric warming, while the increasingly essential adaptation approach 

addresses impacts and requires an “adjustment in natural or human systems in response 

to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm or exploits 

beneficial opportunities” (IPCC, 2001:869). At all levels of government, from local to 

international, adaptation policies are being developed in response (Massey et al. 2014). 

However, the climate system (as part of the broader ecological system) has several 

characteristics that make it difficult to develop truly effective solutions. In his book, 

Rational Ecology: Environment and Political Economy, Dryzek (1987) explains that the 

ecological system is deeply interconnected, and this makes it hard to define boundaries. It 

has emergent, non-reducible properties, so the dynamics of the system cannot be identified 

                                                           
1 For example, climate change increases the threat of wildfires, which increases toxic air pollution; it affects 

the hydrological cycle and water distribution; it impacts wildlife habitat and forces species to migrate or 

become endangered; it increases the acidity of the oceans- to name a few interactions. 
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by examining separate components, and is self-regulating, with no central coordinator. It 

follows then that problems exacerbated by climate change are highly complex, non-

reducible, variable, collective, and uncertain (Dryzek 1987).  

Adaptation problems resemble these characteristics in several ways. First, adaptation 

planning is very complex and, like ecological problems generally, it involves the 

interaction of multiple elements. For example, adapting to the effects of climate change 

challenges us to rethink our use of water (Massey et al. 2015), how we structure our 

agricultural systems (Howden et al. 2007), urban planning (Mees 2014), biodiversity 

governance (Lockwood et al. 2014), and broader issues of social justice (Adger et al. 2006). 

This complexity means we are left without a common goal for climate adaptation, it seeps 

into all and is “essentially about everything” (Huitema et al. 2016).  

Issues related to climate adaptation exhibit broad spatial and temporal variation, and the 

need to adapt depends on ecological and social vulnerabilities at a local and regional level 

(Huitema et al. 2016). Adaptation problems are also collective, with large numbers of 

diverse stakeholders potentially affected (Termeer et al. 2011). It is argued that 

adaptation responses are needed from a broader set of societal actors such as business and 

civil society organisations (Mees et al. 2012). Finally, ecological problems can be uncertain, 

which concerns “the nature of present or future conditions, and consequences of human 

actions” (Dryzek 1987:31). Due to our incomplete knowledge of the effects and causes of 

climate change, adaptation planning is also highly uncertain, and measures taken to 

address the risks can have unexpected adverse effects (Huitema et al. 2016). 

1.2 The potential for policy experiments to address climate adaptation  

Dryzek (1987:46-54) lists several conditions a governance system needs to meet in order 

to solve a social-ecological problem like climate change. First, it would need to be able to 

recognise when the natural system is correcting for a deviation in its normal processes 

(negative feedback). It would need to coordinate communication among actors 

(coordination), and it would also need to be flexible as circumstances change (flexibility)2. 

These requirements resemble an adaptive approach to decision making, where actions are 

constantly adjusted in light of feedback from the social-ecological system (Lee 1999). This 

process informs decision makers about the impacts of new practices, emphasises 

flexibility, and intends to incorporate different perspectives and understandings (Holling 

1978; Folke et al. 2005).  

Experimentation is a key component of adaptive decision making (Lee 1999). Experiments 

allow observers to experience and evaluate how an innovative solution performs in 

practice, which may shift understanding about the nature of the problem and build 

broader societal and political support without full adoption (Brodkin and Kaufman 2000; 

Kivimaa et al. 2015; Ansell and Bartenberger 2016). In this way, experiments are 

synonymous with a “learning by doing” approach, where an idea is executed and evaluated 

                                                           
2 Dryzek (1987) also lists ‘resilience’ as a condition, but only for social responses to severe and urgent 

ecological problems. These problems require immediate action and experiments cannot be expected to be any 

use in those situations.  
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to understand its impacts and reduce uncertainty (Lee 1999). Most understandings of 

experimentation emphasise learning as a key motivation (Ansell and Bartenberger 2016; 

Turnheim et al. 2018) and for a policy experiment, the intention is to encourage learning 

of a new proposal’s effects, providing feedback and flexibility for political decision making 

(Fischer 1995; Peters 1998; Sanderson 2002).  

The idea of experimentation as an approach to governance is gaining traction (Peters 1998; 

Folke et al. 2005; Huitema et al. 2009). A focus on the role of experimentation in policy 

studies and environmental governance has swiftly evolved since this research project 

began (in the last year alone, two books [James et al. 2017; Turnheim et al. 2018] and two 

journal special issues [Hildén et al. 2017; Huitema et al. 2017] have been published). 

Experiments are being shown to be more effective in addressing the “multi-dimensional 

and complex nature” of climate change than other, more traditional governance modes 

(Kivimaa et al. 2017:1) and are being increasingly viewed as foundational for developing 

effective sustainability solutions (van der Heijden 2014; Huitema et al. 2017).  

1.2.1 The need for greater insight into the relationship between experiments and 

learning 

Recent empirical work has zoomed in on the role and outcomes of experiments in climate 

governance (Hildén et al. 2017; Huitema et al. 2017) with a focus on where experiments 

originate, how they function, and whether they are a viable alternative to regular 

governance responses (Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2013; van der Heijden 2014; Bernstein 

and Hoffmann 2018). Inroads have also been made into understanding how experiments 

can be embedded in societal and political fabric and upscaled to enhance their potential to 

achieve transformative change (Bai et al. 2010; Laakso et al. 2017; Turnheim et al. 2018).  

These studies provide valuable theoretical advances and empirical insights into the need 

for and performance of experiments in climate governance, but the mechanisms by which 

experiments bring about change are still underexplored (Kivimaa et al. 2017). Learning is 

a driver of policy change (Leach et al. 2013) and is considered both a key output and a 

positive outcome of experimentation, which increases an experiment’s chances of 

successfully influencing decision making, being upscaled or broadened, or being adopted 

(Brown and Vergraat 2008; Bos et al. 2013; van der Heijden 2014; Kivimaa et al. 2017; 

Antikainen et al. 2017). This thesis was undertaken in response to a call for more empirical 

analysis into the effectiveness of experiments in environmental governance (Huitema et 

al. 2009) and in line with this, its overall research objective is to explore how the use and 

effectiveness of experiments for climate adaptation can be improved with a focus on 

learning outcomes. 

Several fields that contribute to the knowledge base of environmental governance (e.g. 

adaptive co-management, transition management, the policy sciences) have investigated 

how learning effects emerge from experimentation, with mixed results. Armitage et al. 

(2008) found that a case of adaptive experimentation produced both knowledge and deeper 

conceptual learning effects, whereas Farrelly and Brown (2011) were unable to isolate 

deeper learning in their examination of urban water experiments (the expected outcome 

of experiments also put forth by Fischer [1995]). Further, in their study on social 
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experiments, Greenberg et al. (2003) assessed five experiments and found a limited degree 

of influence on policy decision making (see also Vreugdenhil et al. [2010]).  

Based on these findings, there is a need for systematic, empirical studies that explore why 

some experiments produce more varied learning effects than others (Ansell and 

Bartenberger 2016). Noting that “scholarship fails to describe specific design and 

organisational characteristics of experimentation aimed at maximising widespread 

learning”, Bos et al. (2013:399) partially fills this gap by examining the relationship 

between learning outcomes and experiment characteristics of one large governance 

experiment. However, their study only goes as far as investigating the influence of 

separate process factors on learning and does not question whether some experiments 

generate different learning effects than others and, if so, under what conditions. If 

experiments are producing new knowledge and understanding of how innovations affect 

the social, technical, and/or ecological systems, but rarely any deeper learning changes, it 

is worth finding out why.  

1.2.2 The need for a policy-centric analysis of experimentation 

The rise in interest in experiments can be partially attributed to the fragmented nature 

of climate governance, where in the search for climate solutions, non-state actors have 

colonised the space left by governments (Chan et al. 2015). From this perspective, 

experiments are defined as initiatives that cross jurisdictional boundaries and do not 

involve state actors (Hoffman 2011). This has contributed to the dominant framing of what 

it means to experiment in climate governance- the spontaneous and isolated initiatives 

that emerge as local forms of climate action, such as grassroots initiatives or living labs 

(Hoffman 2011; Turnheim et al. 2018). Less common in climate governance are the 

experiments that are structured and found in more formal settings (Turnheim et al. 2018). 

The dominance of the localised, informal experiment conducted in mainly social-technical 

settings (e.g. Kemp et al. 1998; Berkhout et al. 2010) has led to a lag in analyses of state-

involved experiments for climate adaptation (which more commonly operate in social-

ecological settings).  

This gap is compounded by the consistent framing of an experiment as a neutral act, which 

is separate from policy making and politics in general (Brodkin and Kauffman 2000; 

Simons and Voß 2017). As Brodkin and Kauffman (2000) point out, experiments are 

neither neutral nor able to be separated from the policy process they are embedded in. The 

choice to experiment, the people involved, and the impact of experimental outcomes on 

political decision making all amplify the political context within which an experiment 

operates. It is for these reasons this thesis attempts to use a policy science perspective to 

study policy experiments.  

1.3 Research questions 

To address the research gaps outlined above, the overarching research question considered 

in this thesis is:  
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To what extent do policy experiments produce learning effects, and how can 

experiments be designed so that they are effective in the governance of climate 

change adaptation?  

In this section, the research question is broken down into five sub-questions that are used 

in the thesis to structure the analysis. 

First up, it is noted that Ansell and Bartenberger (2016:64) describe experimentation as a 

“protean” concept because of its multiple uses in disciplines addressing environmental 

policy issues; including to understand human behaviour, evaluate policy interventions, 

and solve sustainability and climate change issues. This divergence of meaning leads to 

conceptual inconsistencies that hinders theoretical development. In response, the first 

question addressed by this thesis is (chapter two): What do we mean when we talk 

about policy experimentation? In answering this, their evaluation and innovation 

components are argued for and positioned in line with the need for experiments to produce 

evidence for policy decisions. 

The second question helps define an experiment’s role in the policy process. An experiment 

that produces evidence for policy making is operating as an interface between knowledge 

production and policy action, at the ‘science-policy interface’, which is a social process that 

“encompass[es] relations between scientists and other actors in the policy process, and 

which allow[s] for exchanges, co-evolution, and joint construction of knowledge with the 

aim of enriching decision-making” (van den Hove 2007). Positioning experiments in this 

way is a conceptual innovation and produces questions about the sorts of roles experiments 

have in policy making as knowledge producers. This understanding of an experiment leads 

to the second research question- what role do policy experiments play at the science-

policy interface? To address this, a framework is developed that draws on Pielke (2007) 

to describe three types of policy experiment that differ according to the role each plays in 

policy development- the technocratic experiment, which resembles the linear model of 

science by separating science from policy; the boundary experiment, where participatory 

and co-management processes provide the experiment with a role akin to “societal peer 

review” (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1990); and the advocacy experiment, which is used to 

promote an idea supported by a group of like-minded people. The framework sets out how 

choices made when designing an experiment will influence the type and extent of learning 

outcomes. Developing the framework involved opening the ‘black box’ of experimentation, 

teasing out the specific choices made when designing an experiment including who was 

involved, the information they considered valid, and how authority was distributed. 

The need to better understand the relationship between experiments and the learning 

outcomes they produce drives question three. There is a chronic lack of learning studies 

that set out hypotheses for testing (Gerlak et al. 2017) which implies a need for 

theoretically derived definitions and transparent and direct measurement of clearly 

defined hypotheses (see also Rodela et al. 2012). In response to this, a framework is 

developed that connects differences in learning outcomes to differences in experiment 

design, by drawing on from studies in the learning literature that isolate structural and 

process variables found to be responsible for learning outcomes (see, for example, Mostert 
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et al. [2007], Muro and Jeffrey [2012], and Leach et al. [2013]). The framework contains 

various explicit hypotheses for testing. A typology of three policy learning effects- 

cognitive, normative, and relational learning is operationalised to measure the amount 

and kinds of learning experienced by the participants in an experiment, to answer the 

third research question: In the context of climate adaptation, what is the 

relationship between a policy experiment’s design and the types and levels of 

policy learning produced? This question is broken down into a set of sub-questions: Do 

policy experiments produce policy learning, and if so, what types of policy learning? Do 

differently designed experiments produce different learning effects? To what extent does 

governance design explain the levels and types of learning produced? And what are the 

implications of the findings for climate adaptation? 

Question four focuses on the broader learning impacts produced by an experiment. 

Experiments are expected to produce a range of outcomes, including changing discourses, 

facilitating emerging technologies, and changes in policy and institutions (Kivimaa et al. 

2017). Regarding the latter outcomes, policy experiment effects can be direct or indirect 

and design elements are expected to influence the extent of outcomes produced (Greenberg 

et al. 2003). Learning takes place within the network an experiment is embedded in, by 

the people who utilise the results and make the policy decisions (the ‘policy network’). 

Based on knowledge utilisation theory, chapter four addresses a fourth research question: 

what is the relationship between the governance design of a policy experiment 

and its influence on the policy network? This question is also broken down into sub-

questions: In what ways are political decision-makers influenced by policy 

experimentation? To what extent does governance design explain how experiments influence 

political decision-makers? What are the implications of the findings on our understanding 

of how experiments are used in policy making? 

Finally, question five acknowledges that although learning is a central desired outcome of 

experimentation, it alone will not guarantee an experiment has an impact on decision 

making. Further, although support for experimentation is growing, the costs and risks 

associated with experimentation prevent actors from adopting it as a method of policy 

development (Newig et al. 2016) and decision makers can make selective use of experiment 

results or ignore the evidence altogether (Brodkin and Kaufman 2000; Sanderson 2002; 

Ettelt et al. 2015). These issues underline the fact that choosing to experiment is 

inherently a political act and organisers may benefit from strategies that enable them to 

heighten the visibility and influence of their experiments. 

This political dimension has been largely ignored in studies on experimentation (Brodkin 

and Kaufman 2000) in particular the role of experimentation in policy change. Examining 

experiments from a policy entrepreneur’s perspective, the fifth research question is 

addressed in chapter five: what role can experiments play in a policy entrepreneur’s 

change strategies?  
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1.4 Research approach and method 

A mixed-methods research approach (Johnson 2004) that combined qualitative and 

quantitative methods was used to answer the five research questions. Overall, the thesis 

utilises a literature review and content analysis to construct the design-learning 

framework, desktop analysis to identify the 18 experiment cases, 23 semi-structured 

interviews for the case studies, two online surveys to gather data on learning and design, 

and a half day workshop with 11 experiment organisers. Using a deductive approach to 

analyse experiments is novel, since most multi-case analyses of experiments aim to build 

hypotheses or describe the characteristics of groups of experiments (e.g. Farrelly and 

Brown 2011; Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2013; Van der Heijden 2014; and recently 

Kivimaa et al. 2017). The combination of a comprehensive and theoretically informed 

conceptual framework, systematic survey techniques, statistical tests, and large number 

of survey respondents (n=173 from the participant survey and n=70 from the policy 

network survey) increased the robustness and validity of the findings.  

To test drive the design-learning framework described above, a case study of a policy 

experiment conducted in the Netherlands was undertaken, which allowed for the 

identification of strengths and constraints of the framework. For example, the limitations 

of focusing on process and structural variables to explain learning were revealed, which 

helped isolate the intervening variables to be measured in the later applications of the 

framework. To measure learning outcomes from the experiments a deductive approach 

was used. The framework was applied to investigate learning within the experiment 

(‘participant learning’). To collect data, an online survey was sent to participants in 18 

Dutch policy experiments, with a response rate of 64%. The survey measured institutional 

variables, such as the participant’s role in the experiment, and the participants’ learning 

experiences. Non-parametric statistical methods such as the Kruskal-Wallis H test and 

Somers' d nonparametric test were used to analyse the data and draw findings. 

Systematically gathering learning data from a large n-sample follows Muro and Jeffrey 

(2012) and Leach et al. (2013) and relies on self-reported learning, which means some bias 

was expected in the findings.  

The framework was applied again to investigate learning from decision makers in the 

experiments’ policy network (‘network learning’). Random sampling from a second online 

survey was used to identify respondents, and out of 18 experiment cases only 14 generated 

enough responses for analysis. The respondents were surveyed on their perceptions of the 

experiment within their network and the results were analysed using Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA), a parametric statistical test. An inductive research approach was used to 

explore how entrepreneurs use experiments, and data was gathered from a half-day 

workshop and analysed for patterns and insights into how experiments can be used 

strategically for policy change.  
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1.5 Outline of thesis 

This thesis is composed of six chapters, and chapters 2-4 are each a stand-alone, peer-

reviewed research article, which answer the research questions in turn. Chapter five is an 

academic manuscript currently in review. See Figure 1.1 for a visual representation of the 

thesis structure. 

Chapter two introduces the conceptual framework (the design-learning framework) used 

to assess how policy experiments relate to learning for climate adaptation, both 

participant and network learning. In chapter three, the framework is applied to the set of 

18 Dutch policy experiments relevant to climate adaptation. Cognitive, normative and 

relational learning effects were measured, first for the whole group of experiments and 

then separately for the three experiment types. 

The experiment cases 

The eighteen experiment cases tested a variety of potential solutions to problems 

caused by climate impacts. The cases can be divided into three sorts of policy 

approaches being tested using experimentation. First, multi-functional solutions were 

trialled that mostly combined defence against sea level rise with nature restoration. 

These were the most commonly tested (ten experiments) and tended to try and improve 

on existing practices; for example, the sand supplementation using natural processes 

to restore wetlands and provide coastal defence. An example of this is the South-west 

Ameland Climate Buffer experiment, which examines the role of salt marshes in the 

security and development of potential measures to protect against sea level rise. This 

experiment is sited on Ameland Island off the coast of the Netherlands and was started 

in 2012. 

A second group of four experiments sought to meet existing policy objectives by 

investigating more flexible management strategies. An example was the Muskrat Field 

Trials, a nation-wide programme implemented by the Water Boards that ran from 

2013-2016. During this experiment, three management strategies were implemented 

simultaneously to test the best solution for stabilising a muskrat population that 

compromises dike defences.  

The third set of four experiments tested ideas that shifted responsibility for water 

management from the public to the private sphere. An example of this was the 2013 

Oranjepolder Pilot, which was situated in a built-up area dominated by greenhouse 

agriculture. The experiment tested a process whereby farmers stored water on their 

own land for their professional use, but when the Water Board alerted them to a 

predicted heavy rainfall, the farmer would empty their stored water and thus provide 

extra water storage during the inundation.  
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Chapter four tests the hypotheses formed regarding how experiment design influences the 

effects of the policy experiment on its surrounding policy network. Fourteen experiments3 

were assessed to understand how credible, salient, and legitimate political decision 

makers perceived the experiments to be. Chapter five uses the results of a half day 

workshop to tease out how policy experiment organisers use their experiment strategically 

to drive policy change, and how design choices can facilitate successful change strategies 

such as developing an idea, demonstration, coalition building, and exploiting windows of 

opportunity.  

Finally, the conclusions section summarises all the results and findings of the three 

analyses in the thesis and applies the results to broader questions on experimentation and 

learning. The chapter reflects on the usefulness and limitations of the framework 

developed in this thesis, followed by the description of a tentative research agenda. The 

chapter closes with some reflections on how effective experiments are for solving climate 

adaptation problems.  

                                                           
3 Only fourteen experiments were analysed out of the group of 18 because of a lack of survey responses for 

four cases. 
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2 Are all experiments created equal? A framework for 

analysis of the learning potential of policy experiments in 

environmental governance4. 

 

Abstract 

Environmental changes are increasing the need to understand complex cross-scale 

feedbacks in social–ecological systems. However, consistent conceptualisation of learning 

associated with environmental governance is lacking, and research mainly centres on 

individual variables. This paper identifies a typology of such learning and theorises about 

configurations of variables. Focusing on experimentation as an intervention geared 

towards learning, it proposes a definition of policy experiment. A theoretical framework is 

presented, summarising a typology of experiments based on learning-related variables 

embedded in design choices, and reflected in institutional rule aggregations. The 

framework facilitates systematic analysis of real-world cases and testing of hypotheses on 

the effects of different types of experiment on learning. A case study demonstrates 

application of the framework. Results suggest future research paths that include attention 

to additional relevant variables. The findings have relevance for scholars interested in 

experimentation and learning, and environmental policy-makers considering 

experimentation to assess policy innovations. 

2.1 Introduction 

Environmental problems increasingly require policy solutions that recognise the 

complexity of social–ecological systems and the inherently uncertain cross-scale feedbacks 

acting within them (Folke et al. 2005). Governance choices can influence how much is 

learned about these systems and therefore the responsiveness of policy to them: studies 

show strong links between particular governance factors (as independent variables) and 

learning outcomes (e.g. Schusler et al. 2003; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013). 

These studies, however, centre on the learning effects of individual factors rather than 

sets of combined factors. In this regard, the suggestion by Muro and Jeffrey (2012) that 

some organisational arrangements (which are sets of multiple factors and concrete aspects 

of governance processes) may be more effective in fostering learning than others is novel 

and needs further exploration.  

The research setting for this paper is policy experimentation: a process that generates 

learning through an explicit intention to test new ideas (Sanderson 2009). Political agents 

can indicate a serious commitment to improving policies by enacting experiments, 

generating evidence of what works, and thus quickening the pace of learning (Garaway 

                                                           
4 Chapter 2 was published as: McFadgen, B., & Huitema, D. (2016): Are all experiments created equal? A 

framework for analysis of the learning potential of policy experiments in environmental governance, Journal 

of Environmental Planning and Management. To link to this article: 

 http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09640568.2016.1256808 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09640568.2016.1256808
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and Arthur 2004; Sanderson 2009). Several studies demonstrate links between 

experimentation and learning. Armitage et al. (2008) describe experiments as learning 

mechanisms and examines a case of adaptive experimentation with noted first- and 

second-order learning effects. Farrelly and Brown (2011) link transitions theory to social 

learning in an examination of urban water experiments and their potential as producers 

of second-order ‘conceptual’ learning (see also Bos et al. 2013). Van der Heijden (2014:18) 

analyses learning as one output of experiments in the Dutch and Australian building 

sectors, finding experiments “need to be developed around the aim of drawing lessons.” 

Finally, Greenberg et al. (2003) assess five experiments for their substantive and 

conceptual effects on policy decision-making. 

In terms of what is learned, experiments are generally expected to provide instrumental, 

reliable knowledge about the effects of an intervention. However, experiments may also 

lead to other forms of learning, including changes in the understanding of interests and 

perspectives, in trust and understanding of relationships among participants, and in levels 

of awareness and experience of decision processes (Munaretto and Huitema 2012). Some 

consider them capable of producing reflexive learning processes (Armitage et al. 2008) but, 

others, Fischer (1995), for example, determine that experiments are unsuitable to enable 

changes in worldview or beliefs relevant to policy (see also Farrelly and Brown [2011]). 

These conclusions are theoretically informed but lack an empirical evidence base, in line 

with the lack of hypothesis testing and direct measurement in learning scholarship in 

general (Rodela 2011). Thus, while experiments are generally understood as vehicles for 

learning, the studies encompass varied notions of learning and a wide range of empirical 

examples of experiments without classification. The studies also do not go beyond 

investigation of the influence on learning of separate process factors or question whether 

some experiments generate different learning effects than others and, if so, under what 

conditions. Our research is intended as a focused first step to fill these knowledge gaps 

and to help fill the need for more structured assessments of learning effects.  

We propose that differences in the governance design of experiments affect the types of 

learning they produce. This would build on the research into influences on learning, for 

example, by Armitage et al. 2008, who suggest that in order to understand how learning 

comes about, it is important to examine who participates in an experiment, how they 

participate, and the extent of representativeness (see also Mostert et al. 2007). To facilitate 

a systematic testing of hypotheses about the learning effects of different experiments, an 

exploratory framework is developed that uses three policy experiment types based on the 

policy appraisal, social learning, and science–policy interface (SPI) literatures. The 

framework is demonstrated using a case study of an environmental policy experiment in 

the Netherlands. The results, further development of the framework, and limitations of, 

and future paths for this research are discussed. 
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2.2 Defining learning and experimentation 

2.2.1 Policy learning 

It was noted over 15 years ago that the learning literature includes at least 50 theoretical 

definitions (Social Learning Group 2001), a number that can only have increased since 

then5. A conceptualisation of learning is chosen for this research that has proven to be 

highly applicable to environmental governance. As we are mainly interested in learning 

in policy settings, we use a slightly revised version of Sabatier’s oft-cited definition of 

learning: “the relatively enduring alterations of thought or behavioural intentions that 

result from experience, [and] which are concerned with the attainment or revision of 

[public policy]” (Sabatier 1988:131) 6 . For learning among the participants in an 

experiment, this concerns the gaining of new knowledge and improved structuring of 

existing knowledge (cognitive learning), as well as acquiring a deeper understanding of 

the policy process that requires reflection on, and changes in, perspective, goals, or 

priorities (normative learning). Following Haug et al. (2011), we supplement this 

definition with an additional dimension: relational learning – a change in trust, the ability 

to cooperate, and understanding of other parties (Webler et al. 1995; Pahl-Wostl 2006). 

There is a marked difference between learning amongst participants in the experiment 

and the impact on actors within the wider policy network. The learning effects for the 

participants in an experiment are expected to be relatively direct, some available for 

assessment immediately after an experiment has ended. However, the effect of experiment 

results on political decision-makers is more likely to be indirect and protracted (Weiss 

1977; Greenberg et al. 2003). For this reason, we analyse ‘enlightenment’ as the type of 

learning experienced by political decision-makers as an impact of an experiment (Weiss 

1977) in addition to the types of learning experienced by experiment participants, as 

described above. Decision-makers may decline to use research findings in their work, but 

this does not necessarily mean the results have not had an effect. According to Weiss, 

enlightenment is a subset of research utilisation that focuses on the ‘gradual 

sedimentation’ of the knowledge and understanding produced by research into policy-

making. 

Section 2.3 explains the application of these learning typologies in more detail, but first, 

we define policy experiments for the purposes of our analysis. 

2.2.2 Policy experiments 

Experimentation is currently a popular area of exploration in several fields, including the 

policy sciences, adaptive management, transitions management, and climate governance. 

Understanding of the concept in environmental governance has diverged considerably: 

                                                           
5 Relevant studies on learning include: Lindblom’s (1968) study on policy learning, where he delineates 

between instrumental and political learning; Argyris and Schön (1980) studies on single- and double-loop 

learning; Hall’s policy learning (1993) with first-, second-, and third order learning. 
6 This definition is considered applicable because Sabatier also refers explicitly to experimentation as a tool 

that enables policy learning. 
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experiments are analysed as ex ante policy appraisals that assess alternative 

management interventions (Lee 1999; Campbell 1998; Sanderson 2002; Armitage et al. 

2008; Huitema et al. 2009); as ‘niches’ to test specific mechanisms and increase the 

likelihood of adoption into the wider ‘regime’ (Hoogma et al. 2002; Berkhout et al. 2010, 

Farrelly and Brown 2011; Bos and Brown 2012); or as ‘purposive’ initiatives existing 

outside normal processes of policy implementation (Hoffman 2011; Castán Broto and 

Bulkeley 2013). The different understandings, nevertheless, all consider experiments as 

temporary and reversible interventions without permanent policy consequences (Tassey 

2014), and as venues to promote learning. This paper provides a specific definition of policy 

experiment for environmental governance that encompasses these common 

characteristics.  

Reviewing the literature, Huitema et al. (2009) conclude that experimentation is 

understood in environmental governance as either as a research methodology or as an 

approach to management. In the former, experiments test hypotheses on the ecological or 

social system response to different interventions in order to improve our scientific 

knowledge of the system and identify better solutions for particular problems (e.g. Richter 

et al. 2003; Cumming et al. 2013). This understanding arises particularly in political 

science, where analysing alternative social interventions using an experimental design 

(randomising groups, including a control setting) is considered the most rigorous method 

(Campbell 1998; Vedung 1997; Haynes et al. 2012; Druckman and Lupia 2012). The second 

approach sees management as a form of experimentation, based always on incomplete, 

uncertain information, and consequently as a kind of hypothesis testing (e.g. Walters and 

Holling 1990; Pahl-Wostl 2006). Here, the need for rigorous scientific design is relaxed; a 

quasi-experimental design can be implemented instead (Bennett 1996). Most of the 

environmental governance references to experimentation fit this approach. Castán Broto 

and Bulkeley (2013), for example, study climate experiments they define as novel, 

purposive initiatives emerging outside formal policy processes. Experiments can also be 

alternative policy processes that enact new ideas with the aim of identifying ways to 

upscale them (Farrelly and Brown 2011; Bos and Brown 2012). Climate experiments and 

experiments intended for upscaling do not require testing and evaluation trials; rather 

they focus on the novelty and diffusion mechanisms of the intervention.  

Here, we focus on experimentation as a management approach, and treat it as a temporary 

science-policy interface- a social process “which encompass[es] relations between scientists 

and other actors in the policy process, and which allow[s] for exchanges, co-evolution, and 

joint construction of knowledge with the aim of enriching decision-making” (van den Hove 

2007:815); see also Hoppe (2010). To address the current imprecise use of the concept, we 

propose two further requirements: (1) a focus on novelty–risk-taking with actions outside 

established practices (cf. Hoffmann 2011) released from established laws, and the creation 

of free spaces (niches, shadow networks) where innovations can emerge (Olsson et al. 

2006); and (2) explicit expectations and assessment. In our understanding, an experiment 

should determine whether an innovation works, not how it can be made to work 

(Sanderson 2002). Thus, an experimental initiative must contain an explicit action theory 

that includes the intended effects, and organisers must be open to testing this theory. 

Evaluation leads to reliable information derived from management interventions in 
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practice, potentially providing new evidence for policy-making (see Rondinelli 1993, 

Campbell 1998, Lee 1999, Millo and Lezaun 2006, Armitage et al. 2008).  

Since an experiment should both enable and test an innovative concept, we propose the 

following definition: a temporary, controlled field-trial of a policy-relevant innovation that 

produces evidence for subsequent policy decisions. Policy relevance can be explicit (e.g. 

testing a new policy instrument) or implicit (e.g. testing new policy concepts or policy-

related management interventions). The connections between experiments and policy can 

be either direct (implementation requested by policy-makers) or indirect (results 

eventually inform decisions on policy options). Either way, the goal is to create some form 

of policy learning.  

Variation in the characteristics of a policy experiment, as defined above, may influence 

the learning generated, particularly in comparison with non-experimental interventions. 

However, we focus instead on the governance design of experiments because the literature 

on learning (e.g. Mostert et al. 2007; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013) emphasises 

that process factors heavily influence the levels and types of learning generated (see 

Section 3.3). The next section sets out the development of an analytical framework to delve 

deeper into the question of how aggregations of factors, as embedded in governance design 

choices, could influence learning.  

 

2.3 Analytical framework 

The analytical framework brings together typologies for learning and experimentation to 

facilitate the testing of hypotheses about the nature of their relationship. For participant 

learning, we use the typology developed by Haug et al. 2011. The typology used to assess 

learning as an effect on the wider policy network (enlightenment) comes from science-

policy evaluation (Cash et al. 2003; Saarki et al. 2014). For experiments, the framework 

uses ‘ideal types’ (in the sense of Weber [1968]), to categorise variations in governance 

design choices. The analytical framework is set out in Figure 2.1. 

2.3.1 Typologies for assessment of policy learning 

The selected unit of analysis is learning at the individual level, systematically measured 

via survey or interview, with results then aggregated to produce findings on group 

learning. The three learning types used for assessment, cognitive learning, normative 

learning, and relational learning (Haug et al. (2011), contribute to environmental 

governance. For example, well-structured information as a form of cognitive learning 

brings advocacy and enlightenment functions (Sabatier 1978; Grin and Loeber 2007). 

Normative learning can enhance individual awareness; at the group level (social learning), 

it may be expressed as the development of common interests or goals, leading to political 

consensus and collective action (Leach et al. 2013). Relational learning mirrors the goal of 

moral development, enabling participants to consider alternative perspectives and 

improve cooperation (Webler et al. 1995).  
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Figure 2.1: Main elements of a proposed analytical framework used to explore the 

relationship between different ideal types of policy experiment, as based on 

differences in governance design, and their learning effects on participants 

and policy decision-makers within the policy network. 
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This typology has been applied several times in the study of learning from policy appraisal 

or collaboration in environmental governance (Huitema et al. 2010; Haug et al. 2011; 

Baird et al. 2014). Although the forms of learning echo other definitions, certain 

characteristics set them apart. In particular, cognitive learning is similar to single-loop 

learning, where a “mismatch is detected and corrected without changing the underlying 

values and status quo that govern the behaviours” (Argyris 2003:108). In contrast, 

normative learning compares to double-loop learning, where a “mismatch is detected and 

corrected by first changing the underlying values and other features of the status quo” 

(Argyris 2003:108). However, loop typology involves a hierarchy: double-loop learning is a 

supposed improvement on single-loop learning because the latter fails to change guiding 

assumptions. The aim only to implement projects that lead to a change in assumptions 

risks not getting “the job done and could result in endless cycles of reflection without 

implementation” (Fabricius and Cundill 2014:4). Improving existing practices helps 

develop better policies and is arguably as valuable as changing practices altogether 

(Owens et al. 2004). We, therefore, delineate learning types without valuing one more than 

another. The typology is also innovative in that it distinguishes relational learning, which 

(if measured at all) tends to be subsumed under normative or ‘higher’ forms of learning 

(Pahl-Wostl 2006).  

To assess the impact of an experiment on political decision-makers, we focus on 

enlightenment. Enlightenment, as the deepening understanding or illumination of 

research where actors form a positive view of the value of the new insights, is a valid 

measure of research usability (Weiss 1977). To gauge the extent of enlightenment, Weiss 

developed research characteristics for rating by decision-makers, including technical 

quality, political acceptability, and relevance to policy (Weiss 1977). Based on such 

characteristics, we operationalise dimensions regularly used to assess SPIs: credibility, 

salience, and legitimacy (Cash et al. 2003; Saarki et al. 2014). Policy decision-makers are 

expected to find the experiment credible if they consider it authoritative and of high 

quality, and if they trust the outcomes. They consider an experiment salient if they regard 

it as relevant to policy at a certain moment in time. Finally, decision-makers will think an 

experiment is legitimate if they view the experiment process as fair and fully incorporating 

the values, concerns, and perspectives of different actors (Cash et al. 2003). We select these 

dimensions because they are (1) well established in the literature; and (2) they capture 

key expectations of policy experiments, including the production of good-quality evidence, 

a meaningful influence on policy, and the ethical treatment of communities in which they 

are embedded (Greenberg et al. 2003). 

2.3.2 A typology of experiments 

As producers of evidence for political decision-making, experiments connect the science 

and policy worlds, and can thus be understood as temporary SPIs. One way of categorising 

SPI arrangements is by differentiating the roles of science in policy-making (Pielke Jr. 

2007): science used to arbitrate, advocate issues, or in honest brokering of policy options. 

These categories echo the technocratic and interpretive approaches to policy analysis (e.g. 

Owens et al. 2004; Fischer 2007). Through these established concepts, three ideal types of 

experiments can be identified for empirical investigation: the technocratic, boundary, and 
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advocacy experiments. Real-world examples can then be approximated against these 

theoretically informed types (Weber 1968; Dryzek 1987).  

The three types are distinguishable through differences in their governance design; such 

as whether they are open, partially open, or closed to participants; whether they rely on 

lay knowledge or just expert knowledge as evidence; or whether they tend towards more 

hierarchical or egalitarian authority distributions. In order to structure empirical 

analysis, as well to connect to process factors highlighted in the learning literature, the 

governance processes are translated into specific settings of institutional rules, as 

described in the Institutional Analysis and Development Framework (IADF) developed by 

Elinor Ostrom (2005). Using Ostrom’s rules to structure an analysis provides robust 

conceptual clarity and analytical precision (Huitema and Meijerink 2014), and they are 

highly relevant: six of the seven sets of rules (governance process factors) in the IADF have 

been found independently to influence learning outcomes in mostly collaborative settings 

(Schusler et al. 2003; Mostert et al. 2007; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013) (see 

Section 3.3)7. The six rule sets cover: boundary (entry or exit) – who participates and how 

they are eligible; position – available roles and how they are assigned; information – 

information types, distribution, and generation; choice – assignment of action and 

prescription of power; aggregation – collective decision-making and decision weighting; 

payoff – management of costs and benefits, funding. The sections below describe the rule 

settings for each ideal type. (The relationships between governance design and rule setting 

are set out in Appendix 2.1). 

2.3.2.1 Technocratic ideal type 

The technocratic experiment resembles the technical–rational model of policy decision 

making, where an expert elite generates knowledge for policy decisions that is assumed to 

be universally applicable and thus independent of its context or subjects (Owens et al. 

2004; Fischer 2007). Typically, due to political disagreement over the effects of a policy 

proposal, policy actors commission such an experiment in order to obtain factual evidence. 

They fund the project, develop an action theory, and, following Churchill’s assertion that 

‘scientists should be on tap, but not on top’8 set the policy goals for the experiment. The 

experiment produces scientific information regarding the effects of the new policy 

approach with connections to the policy process suspended until the end of the experiment, 

when the results are presented to decision-makers. Thus, the experiment is expected to 

play a neutral role in politics as a ‘science arbiter’ (Pielke Jr. 2007). Expert actors are the 

initiators of, and participants in, a technocratic experiment, and maintain control over its 

design, implementation, and evaluation. Scientific knowledge is the only type of 

information valued and generated by the experiment, and fact finding occurs within the 

parameters of the goals previously set. This arrangement helps reinforce the view that 

science is impartial to politics, which upholds the scientific integrity of the evidence but 

may limit its policy relevance. 

                                                           
7 The ‘scope rules’ were omitted since there is little relevance of scope rules to factors found to generate 

learning.  They are also difficult to operationalise. 
8 Cited by Randolph Churchill (1965, 127). 
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2.3.2.2 Boundary ideal type 

A boundary experiment is one where the policy process is open to any actor, state, or 

nonstate that has a desire to influence policy-making. The role of the experiment 

resembles that of ‘honest broker of policy alternatives’ (Pielke Jr. 2007) as it engages with 

the policy process and develops policy solutions in accordance with multiple value 

perspectives. A boundary experiment is initiated by a collaboration of actors, and 

generates diverse knowledge types, including ordinary and practical knowledge from non-

experts, rendering it potentially responsive to policy needs. This policy-relevant 

knowledge is also subject to an extended societal peer review (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1990) 

since non-state actors have influence and decision power over either some or all the 

experiment’s design, monitoring, and evaluation. Discussion over goal setting is strong in 

a boundary experiment, and reflection occurs on whether the experiment adheres to 

accepted societal aims. Deliberative practices are encouraged with transparent 

information transmission, open dialogue, and regular communication among participants. 

Ideally, this engagement allows different interpretations of the policy problem to emerge 

that build to a common consensus on the most appropriate course of action (Dryzek 1987). 

2.3.2.3 Advocacy ideal type 

An advocacy experiment is designed to produce evidence that steers policy towards a 

predefined position (Pielke Jr. 2007). Reflecting their own ideology, e.g. a commitment to 

market mechanisms and the framings of neoclassical economics, or to their beliefs about 

which interested parties take precedence, the organisers intend to push action in a 

particular policy direction. They use the experiment in the following ways: as a ‘proof of 

principle’ (Voß and Simons 2014); for softening objections to a predefined decision (Owens 

et al. 2004); or as a tool to delay making final decisions (Greenberg et al. 2003). An 

advocacy experiment is organised by policy-makers, and populated by dominant, 

traditional actors (Hoogma et al. 2002). Although appearing neutral, the experiment is not 

open, as participants must be invited. Involvement is restricted by certain conditions and 

excludes those with contrasting expectations. A steering group of dominant participants 

controls the design, monitoring, and evaluation procedures, reinforcing existing power 

structures. Closed to outsiders, the advocacy experiment is not transparent; within the 

experiment, information distribution channels are inconsistent as the organisers maintain 

control over what knowledge is available in order to suppress criticism. Within the group, 

only the dominant participants discuss and shape goals using a facilitator; so prevailing 

norms are protected, which also limits the generation of new ideas.  

To summarise, the three experiment types each represent an aggregate of different rule 

settings that create divergent configurations of participants, information, and power 

distribution (see Appendix 2.2 for more details on how the rules are set for each ideal type). 

Experiments could be examined in other ways; for instance, by looking at their purpose 

(Ettelt et al. 2015), their non-governance-related characteristics (learning mechanisms, 

biases, and direct outcomes) (van der Heijden 2014), or their different implications for the 

policy process (e.g. Greenberg et al. 2003). However, our research investigates instead the 

potential significance of governance design as captured in different aggregations of 
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institutional rules; the aim is to build on work showing an influence on learning of 

individual process factors/ institutional rules. 

2.3.3 Experiment design and learning 

The framework is based on the proposal that aggregates of factors in the governance of 

experiments influence cognitive, normative, and relational learning effects amongst the 

participants, and on the perceived credibility, salience, and legitimacy (elements of 

enlightenment) of the experiment findings as an impact on political decision-makers. To 

build hypotheses on how experiment governance factors are related to learning, use is 

made of the significant theoretical and empirical advances in research that explain both 

participant learning (e.g. Pahl-Wostl 2006; Mostert et al. 2007; Newig et al. 2010; Rodela 

2011; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013) and political impact (e.g. Cash et al. 2003; 

Koetz et al. 2012; Sarkki et al. 2014). For example, Mostert et al. (2007) outline a list of 

71 governance factors in eight themes that they found hinder or enable learning. The 

factors include independent facilitation, dissemination of information, joint planning and 

influence over the process, diverse but limited numbers of participants, common 

understanding, and frequent discussions. These factors have since been utilised as 

independent variables in other learning studies (e.g. Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 

2013). To facilitate systematic comparison, they are embodied within rule settings in the 

governance design of experiments. Similarly, variables have been identified from the 

above texts as those that influence enlightenment as the impact on political decision-

makers. Based on the experiment typology and these variables, we propose the following 

hypotheses and supporting explanations: 

Hypothesis 1: A technocratic experiment produces high levels of cognitive learning, 

no normative learning, and limited relational learning within the circle of 

participants. Political decision-makers will consider the experiment’s findings very 

credible, but not salient or very legitimate. 

We argue that the emphasis of the technocratic experiment is on building scientific 

expertise. Given pre-set objectives, an experiment will be based on chosen points of debate, 

and results of theory testing in the experiment will conform to the paradigm of those 

points. As the boundary rules preclude the entry of actors with different ideas, the 

information rules emphasise expertise that fits the paradigm. As a result, governance of 

the experiment precludes normative learning, and produces mostly cognitive learning. 

Because the information rules allow open communication without suppression, some 

relational learning may occur in the process, but most will be internal scientific (informing 

those best at solving the puzzle at hand and at understanding the social–ecological 

system), and unlikely to create higher levels of trust within a policy network.  

Regarding pay-off rules, funding for technocratic experiments is likely to be from 

organisations concerned more with publishing scientific results than with policy 

relevance. Due to the length of time that passes between commissioning the experiment 

and the generation of results, policy relevance and salience of the outcomes will probably 

be low. The closed character of the experiment is expected to reduce its legitimacy as the 
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formulation of the research question, the data gathering process and the report writing 

will not involve stakeholder groups or ordinary citizens and may not address arguments 

they consider important (Milo and Lezaun 2006). A high level of credibility is expected; 

however, reflecting the likelihood that (1) scientific information will be developed 

according to the highest standards of reliability; and (2) scientific output is, in general, 

perceived to be credible.  

Hypothesis 2: A boundary experiment produces medium levels of cognitive learning 

and high levels of normative and relational learning within the circle of participants. 

Political decision-makers will consider the experiment’s findings moderately or very 

salient and highly legitimate, but only somewhat credible. 

This hypothesis stems from the open design of a boundary experiment, where the 

boundary rules are set so broadly that they include all stakeholders who want to 

participate. This is expected to lead to participant diversity, which is considered a trigger 

of learning (Schusler et al. 2003, Mostert et al. 2007, Gerlak and Heikkila 2011, Muro and 

Jeffrey 2012, Leach et al. 2013). Participants are exposed to a variety of ideas and 

understanding of the policy problem, which are shared amongst the group through open 

and transparent information rules. Through the choice rules, non-state actors influence 

the setting of the problem definition and experiment goals, which increases the probability 

of public support for the intervention and the generation of shared norms. Since there is 

no dominant paradigm, a kaleidoscope of perspectives shapes the experiment, creating 

possibilities for normative learning. The focus on capturing different knowledge types (e.g. 

non-expert/lay knowledge about the system within which the experiment is embedded) 

can be expected to enhance the breadth of understanding about the experiment’s effects. 

However, the focus on including the actors’ various perspectives and values may be 

expensive and time consuming (Owens et al. 2004), distracting from the singular focus of 

developing objective evidence, and reducing the amount of cognitive learning (further, Bos 

et al. 2013 demonstrate that the extent of learning can also be affected by what role the 

learner plays in the experiment).  

Participants have decision power through choice rules to influence the evaluation process, 

thereby capturing a wide variety of concerns, and generating trust in the political process 

– relational learning – as participants feel their needs are being met (Dryzek 1987; Webler 

et al. 1995; Mostert et al. 2007; Muro and Jeffrey 2012). Within the policy network, 

boundary experiments are perceived as highly legitimate, because the focus on 

stakeholder interests and establishing ways to meet those interests ensures the findings 

meet societal expectations; however, non-expert knowledge may undermine the technical 

quality of the experiment findings, so reducing credibility. If the political decision-makers 

are ‘in tune’ with the current societal norms, then the findings will be considered very 

salient, but if the policy network is responding to cues other than societal norms (e.g. 

international, economic, or political influences), the findings will be moderately salient.  

Hypothesis 3: An advocacy experiment produces medium levels of cognitive 

learning, low normative learning, and low to medium levels of relational learning. 
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Political decision-makers will consider the experiment’s findings salient (under some 

circumstances), but not very credible or legitimate. 

This hypothesis reflects the intention of initiators to present a predefined policy solution 

as the most suitable course of action. Boundary rules allow entry to a potentially diverse 

set of participants, but access is limited to those chosen by the initiator with eligibility 

restricted to those who support the proposal. Participants contribute knowledge (Hegger 

et al. 2012; Muro and Jeffrey 2012), leading to the expectation of some cognitive learning, 

and slight normative learning triggered by persuasion tactics (Haug et al. 2011), but less 

than could result from a breadth of viewpoints (Schusler et al. 2003). Both types of 

learning are inhibited by the lack of open and regular lines of communication (Muro and 

Jeffrey 2012). The familiarity of participants with each other and their aligned views holds 

the potential for some relational learning, but no new actor networks emerge, and the 

suppression of certain information and lack of authority for most participants inhibit trust 

building. Credibility and legitimacy are questionable for an advocacy experiment: 

credibility is undermined by the inclusion of policy and non-state actors in the experiment 

along with expert actors, and by the production of practical knowledge alongside scientific 

knowledge, where a focus on the former can distract from the latter. The reliability of 

knowledge attributed to the experiment is diminished when favourable information is 

promoted, and contrary results are suppressed.  

The initiator’s aim to advocate a particular proposal blocks participation by actors critical 

of the proposal, and undermines their concerns, limiting fairness, and the perceived 

legitimacy of the project. However, the salience of the findings may be perceived as high 

when the experiment serves to keep an idea alive (Greenberg et al. 2003), and the 

presentation of outcomes is timely. Table 2.1 summarises the hypothetical expectations.  
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Table 2.1: Expected learning outcome levels for ideal type experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important to recognise that governance design factors are not the only factors related 

to learning; per the non-governance characteristics described above, and the discussion 

section below, our application of the framework has led us to include a set of control 

variables for assessment in parallel with the design choice/learning rules framework. The 

following section demonstrates basic use of the framework as applied to an experiment 

conducted in the Netherlands. 

2.4 Methods 

In 2013–2014, we conducted a case study to empirically test the framework using an 

exploratory research approach, with mixed methods so as to triangulate the data and 

improve the validity of our findings (Creswell 2014). The study assesses the institutional 

rule settings for a water management experiment conducted from 2008 to 2012 in the 

Netherlands, which involved sand nourishment and associated oyster reef structures. The 

case is relevant to climate adaptation and has potentially large social and ecological 

effects. It was chosen as a good example of the Dutch government testing a policy 

innovation – the coupling together of water management issues within one solution. It 

puts into practice a change in approach to water management – combining coastal flood 

defence and ecological restoration – and was conducted in the Dutch Delta’s Oosterschelde, 

a former estuary in South-West Netherlands (a map of the case study area is provided in 

Appendix 2.3).  

Learning 

effect 

Experiment Type   

 Technocratic 

experiment  

Boundary 

experiment  

Advocacy 

experiment  

Cognitive high medium medium 

Normative low/none high medium 

Relational medium high low 

Impact:    

Credibility high medium medium 

Salience low/none high high 

Legitimacy medium high low 
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Data were collected via interviews, surveys, and document analysis. We conducted seven 

semi-structured interviews with policy advisors, experts, and stakeholders, on the phone 

or in person, to ask about the reasons for experimenting and the participant’s role. These 

respondents and other participants also completed an online survey. Survey links were 

sent to all 25 project participants, with 20 responses collected, giving an 80% response rate 

(and 2 open question responses). The survey questions asked participants about their 

position, the extent of their authority, what information they contributed, etc., so we could 

map the experiment’s governance design9. The survey also asked questions to gauge 

participants’ learning effects. Here, we measure the learning process, where new 

information or knowledge is acquired, processed, and transferred across individuals 

within a group (Gerlak and Heikkila 2011), and measured via everyone ‘reporting’ their 

experiences10 (Appendix 2.4 lists the learning questions). 

Secondary data collection was elicited from a range of documentary sources including 

project reports, media articles, scientific reports, and email correspondence (among 

others). This data improved our understanding of each experiment’s context and policy 

relevance and verified the interview data. Questions used in the survey to measure the 

participants’ learning effects mirrored (as much as possible) questions that have been 

published in the existing literature (e.g. Schusler et al. 2003; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach 

et al. 2013). These Likert-scale survey questions asked respondents to rate their 

experience on a four-point scale: 1 = ‘not at all’, 2 = ‘slightly’, 3 = ‘a moderate change’, 4 = 

‘a considerable change’ (see Appendix 2.4) and inform the scale used in Table 2.3.  

For assessment of the three learning dimensions of impact on political decision-makers, 

we were unfortunately unable to gain access to those involved, and so were unable to fully 

assess enlightenment. We instead assessed by proxy, via interviews with the organisers, 

a document analysis of the perceived quality of the results, and a determination of whether 

action proceeded from them, and whether critical questions were raised on the policy side. 

The lack of survey data from decision-makers in the policy network represents a clear 

limitation to our research design. 

The next section first reflects on the use and applicability of the framework, and then 

presents empirical evidence of the rule settings and learning and enlightenment effects.  

2.5 Results 

To determine the experiment’s ideal type, we assessed its governance design against 

possible institutional rule settings, as set out in Appendix 2.1. The analysis reveals that 

the experiment most resembles the technocratic ideal type (see Table 2.2). The boundary 

rules, which determine who is eligible for entry and how they access the experiment, are 

set heavily in favour of scientific experts, with minor representation of business and policy 

                                                           
9 The survey consisted of closed questions but allowed respondents the opportunity to comment in an open 

section at the end. It was piloted on professionals known by the researchers. 
10 A common method of learning assessment among many is to assess observed products of learning; for 

instance, policy changes, new projects, or new strategies (Bennett and Howlett 1992; Armitage et al. 2008; 

Gerlak and Heikkila 2011). An alternative method, and the one utilised in this research, is to measure the 

process of learning. 
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interests. Civil society actors were invited into the process but decided to take an 

observational stance (although an NGO is involved in the steering committee that received 

the results and advised decisionmakers). 

 

Table 2.2: Results of analysis of design choice rule settings in Netherlands 

Oosterschelde Delta water management experiment. 

Institutional rules Case study findings 

Boundary rules 

Set broadly to include scientific experts, state actors, and 

industry actors. State actors involved from both national and 

regional government. Access open to joining. 

Position rules 
State took roles of initiator and primary funder. No facilitator 

role. 

Information rules 

Information produced was predominantly scientific. Some lay 

information used in design phase of experiment B. Emphasis 

on instrumental information and non-instrumental 

information extended to awareness of policy goals, but 

facilitation not used to communicate differing views. 

Communication channels reported as open and information 

regularly received. Knowledge transmitted rarely to general 

public through press releases. Participants had face-to-face 

contact through workshops. 

Aggregation rules 

State ultimately made decisions on project goals and design. 

State took decisions on execution of sand nourishment; expert 

collaborative on the oyster beds. Evaluation and conclusions 

decided upon consensually by state and scientific experts. 

Choice rules 

Majority of participants reported holding advisory or decision-

making power roles at the monitoring and evaluation nodes. 

Least equitable power balance found at design node. 

Payoff rules 
State paid most costs with contribution from research 

collaboration. 

One group raised concerns over impacts on recreational uses of the Oosterschelde if the 

management approach were formally adopted within policy; however, they did not feel the 

need to participate for the experimental phase (telephone interview, April 2013). The 

information rules determine what information is considered valid, how it is distributed 

among the group, and who receives it. The exchange of information was the highest among 

scientific experts, and most open during the design of the experiment. This skews the 
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categorisation towards the technocratic type because information was not shared evenly 

across the group of participants. The experiment investigated scientific hypotheses, so 

scientific information about the natural world dominated; however, non-scientific lay 

information from the fishermen involved was used to design and implement the oyster 

beds because the scientists had limited knowledge of oysters and useable substrate 

materials (interview, December 2012).  

The experiment design did not encourage the development of reflexive knowledge, 

although some participants recalled discussion of policy objectives. Finally, the choice 

rules determine the distribution of authority between participants. Authority was 

measured at three decision nodes: the design, monitoring, and evaluation nodes, and 

participants were asked about the extent of their decision-making authority at each node. 

Results show that policy-makers were mainly responsible for the design phase, with few 

experts having any say at all (bringing some similarity to the advocacy type), whereas 

scientific experts held decision power over the monitoring and evaluation stages. Since the 

rules were set to include mostly scientific experts who were assigned authority at nodes of 

their expertise and who regularly and openly shared scientific and non-reflexive 

information, this experiment most closely matches the technocratic ideal type.  

We expected that a technocratic ideal experiment type would produce high cognitive 

learning, low normative learning, and some relational learning with results that are 

considered credible and partially legitimate by the policy network. The survey results for 

the case study (Table 2.3) mostly meet expectations, showing that experiment participants 

recorded high cognitive learning and medium relational learning; however, there was also 

some normative learning.  

In terms of political decision-maker learning, the experiment produced generalisable 

scientific results, with a focus on monitoring and the use of state-of-the-art equipment. An 

evaluation of the experiment had taken place after four years, with results presented to a 

workshop attended by policy-makers from the national government and the province, and 

scientists from the participating knowledge institutes. The initiator reported no criticism 

or questioning of results, and it was suggested that policy-makers recognised the calibre 

of the knowledge institution contracted to perform the monitoring work (interview, March 

2014). 
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Table 2.3: Learning measurements from the participant survey and desktop analysis 

for the case study of Netherlands Oosterschelde Delta water management 

experiment. (Out of 4: where >3.0 is high; 2.5- 3.0 is medium, and <2.5 is 

low).  

Due to the experiment, larger sand supplementations are now planned for the 

Oosterschelde, showing confidence of decision-makers in the results of this experiment. To 

gauge saliency, we looked at the science–policy relationship and the relevance of the 

solutions to policy after five years since the beginning of the experiment. Two interviewees 

mentioned tensions between scientists and policy-makers where scientists expected 

results based on certainty gained over time. Policy-makers felt they needed to make 

decisions based on other considerations (Interviews, December 2012; January 2013). This 

suggests that the experiment produced results that had more relevance to science than 

policy, and that results could not be directly converted into policy. Despite this, Dutch 

water governance remains intent on pursuing solutions that solve nature and water safety 

policy problems concurrently, and the experiment remains relevant, e.g. through a ‘climate 

proof’ initiative, and integration into the south-western Delta programme. Finally, to 

assess the legitimacy of the results – the degree to which the process was seen to be 

equitable – we looked at the way stakeholder concerns were met and the extent of their 

involvement. The organisers developed a reporting system with industry stakeholders 

that would alert experiment participants to adverse effects caused by the sand 

supplementation, with a ceiling effect arranged so operations could be halted if the effects 

crossed a threshold. However, the extent of industry involvement beyond this contingency 

arrangement is almost negligible; industry actors were not involved in the final workshop, 

evaluation, or presentation of results.  

Reflecting on usability, the use of Ostrom’s rules provides a scope sufficiently broad to 

capture a range of structural and process variables relevant to learning. The neutrality of 

the rules means they can be ‘set’ in various ways (e.g. boundary rules can be very open, 

very closed, or somewhat open), allowing differentiation of the three ideal types. The 

simplicity of the rules means they can easily be made the subject of survey questions to 

determine experiment type based on respondent data. This research approach ensures a 

consistent and systematic analysis, which is novel for a learning study (Rodela 2011). The 

learning questions were designed to capture data in line with the definitions of each 

learning dimension (Appendix 2.4). It is a weakness, however, that they do not assess the 

Cognitive 

learning 

high (3.3) Credibility high 

Normative 

learning 

medium/low (2.5) Salience medium 

Relational 

learning 

medium (2.75) Legitimacy medium 
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position of the respondents before the experiment. In terms of relational learning, for 

example, we cannot judge whether the participants already had a relationship that was 

strengthened, or whether new bonds grew because of the experiment. A question asking 

how many participants were known to a respondent prior to the experiment should clarify 

their responses. 

2.6 Discussion and conclusion 

This paper initiates inquiry beyond the effects of separate governance design factors on 

policy learning. It sets out principal learning types and constructs a framework that 

identifies the relationship between policy learning and ideal types of policy experiment 

based on governance design. Here, we reflect on the novelty of the framework, findings 

from its application, and possible future paths for the research.  

The framework draws on relatively established learning typologies and a new typology of 

policy experiments derived from the science–policy literature. Basing the experiment 

typology on differences in governance design is a new theoretical approach that allows 

unprecedented testing of hypotheses on the effects of governance factors on policy 

learning. The use of a single case study illustrates the details of the framework, and how 

a type is determined and analysis conducted.  

As expected, given the nature of ideal types, a degree of non-conformity of the experiment 

to type is seen: experts were not the only actor types involved; some lay knowledge was 

incorporated into the implementation of the experiment; and access was open to all parties 

rather than by invitation only. Collaboration of government with different ‘target groups’ 

as seen in the case study, for example, is common in Dutch environmental policy-making 

(Pettenger 2007). Further, the legal requirements in the case demanded open access due 

to the siting of the experiment in a Natura 2000 area11, which obliged the initiators to 

invite all stakeholders into the process. The type, nevertheless, provides an accurate 

summary of key choices made for the governance of an experiment. Analysis of a sample 

of multiple experiments is needed to show the degree to which the factors, as described for 

each ideal type, prove sufficiently realistic.  

A key finding is that structural and process variables are insufficient to explain the 

resultant learning. In our case study example, control variables may explain the increased 

normative learning and salience. The extent of conflict in the surrounding community as 

context, for example, could cause participants to reconsider their perspectives despite the 

lack of deliberative governance factors; or, in terms of agency variables, an information 

source outside the experiment in the wider policy world might influence the reputation of 

the experiment, and increase its saliency. This could be particularly so given that the 

policy issue is topical (climate change adaptation and water management). In support of 

these observations, the literature suggests that agency and context factors should be 

accounted for as controls in subsequent hypothesis testing. For example, agency factors 

include the quality of leadership of the experiment initiator, the demographics of 

                                                           
11 92/43/EEC 
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participants, and the extent of their motivation (Gerlak and Heikkila 2011; Leach et al. 

2013). In the wider policy network, relations may vary considerably; the parties involved 

(e.g. regulators and interest groups) may be either antagonistic or collaborative. This 

might be important in terms of governance design and therefore the type of experiment 

but could also affect the perception of experiment in the network and therefore 

enlightenment. 

In terms of the empirical approach, an additional limitation arises, at least partially, in 

the basis of analysis on self-reported insights into learning. Self-reported learning scores 

are recognised as likely to be biased to some extent (Haug et al. 2011). We also note again 

that the conclusions about enlightenment are largely drawn from document and interview 

data; data recording the perceptions of political decision-makers about whether they 

gained enlightenment would have been preferred as a direct source for assessment.  

Limitations and the need for parallel assessment of additional factors understood, the 

framework has strong implications for both academic scholarship and policy practice. The 

inherent political nature of experiments is an under-represented angle in experiment 

studies (one noted by scholars in adaptive management in particular; i.e. Voß and 

Bornemann 2011); the science-policy interface lens helps make it clearer. Theoretically, 

the governance design aspects of experiments, assessed as institutional rules per Ostrom, 

provide a thorough and relevant set of variables for learning analysis; the framework 

includes three perspectives typically studied independently: participation, information 

transmission, and power sharing. Use of institutional rule settings thus helps in 

understanding the politics of experimentation through the examination of exclusion and 

inclusion of participants, and of controls over decision-making and information. A lot is 

expected of experiments, but claims have rarely been tested in practice (van der Heijden 

2014). The framework enables more empirical analysis through the typologies, since they 

are easily operationalised, and can be used in large-N studies if sufficient data are 

available. For practitioners, the framework provides options by clearly and systematically 

setting out the learning implications of the design choices they make (or allow others to 

make). With experimentation on the rise, and so much variation in quality (van der 

Heijden 2014), these insights may be welcome.  

The analysis of a single case study serves as a demonstration. Further research could 

develop a methodology for determining the degree of closeness of an experiment to an ideal 

type, and a method to show such variations graphically to facilitate easy comparison 

within a field of cases; these additions would be supported by research into what underpins 

variation from type and breadth of difference in a set of cases. Future work could focus 

also on connections between learning within the experiment, and enlightenment effects in 

the wider policy environment, e.g. do strong learning effects for participants contribute to 

impact on political decision-makers? If not, why not? The relative weight of individual 

rules within the aggregations offers another potentially rich area for exploration; do some 

rules affect learning more than others (as explored by Leach et al. [2013] in aquaculture 

partnerships)? However, the most important next steps for research are to use the 

framework to test the above hypotheses on multiple experiments to see whether 

experiments vary in learning outcomes based on governance design, (and are indeed not 
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‘equal’), and to include in the analysis the presence of predetermined intervening variables 

(context and agency) that are not incorporated in governance processes.  

In conclusion, this explorative research clarifies the concepts of learning and experimental 

design and provides a mechanism to determine the relationship between them; offering 

answers that could help against policy making by ‘spurious certitude’ (Gunderson 1999). 

The framework may contribute to greater understanding of experimentation and learning 

as two key coupled prescriptions in adaptive management and increasingly in 

environmental governance in general, helping to cope with social–ecological crises arising 

in modern times. 
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3 Stimulating Learning through Policy Experimentation: A 

Multi-Case Analysis of How Design Influences Policy 

Learning Outcomes in Experiments for Climate 

Adaptation12 

Abstract 

Learning from policy experimentation is a promising way to approach the “wicked 

problem” of climate adaptation, which is characterised by knowledge gaps and contested 

understandings of future risk. However, although the role of learning in shaping public 

policy is well understood, and experiments are expected to facilitate learning, little is 

known about how experiments produce learning, what types of learning, and how they can 

be designed to enhance learning effects. Using quantitative research methods, we explore 

how design choices influence the learning experiences of 173 participants in 18 policy 

experiments conducted in the Netherlands between 1997 and 2016. The experiments are 

divided into three “ideal types” that are expected to produce different levels and types of 

learning.  

The findings show that policy experiments produce cognitive and relational learning 

effects, but less normative learning, and experiment design influenced three of six 

measured dimensions of learning, especially the cognitive learning dimensions. This 

reveals a trade-off between designing for knowledge development and designing for 

normative or relational changes; choices that experiment designers should make in the 

context of their adaptation problem. Our findings also show the role leadership plays in 

building trust.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

Many of the climate adaptation issues emerging to challenge modern society revolve 

around the threat and management of water. Sea level rise, flooding, water variability, 

and drought are all environmental problems exacerbated by climate change, and they 

require swift, innovative and effective solutions. To identify solutions that work, it is 

suggested that policy actors employ a “learning-by-doing” approach, where an idea is 

executed and evaluated to understand its impacts and reduce uncertainty (Lee 1999). 

Climate adaptation requires the production of new knowledge to understand the impacts 

of climate change, new knowledge about the impacts on the ecological system of society’s 

response to those changes, and insights into how actors perceive and understand the 

changes that are happening (Huitema et al. 2016). Governance systems that enable 

learning will make better use of this knowledge and understanding and build adaptive 

                                                           
12 Chapter 3 was published open access as: McFadgen, B., & Huitema, D. (2017). Stimulating Learning 

through Policy Experimentation: A Multi-Case Analysis of How Design Influences Policy Learning Outcomes 

in Experiments for Climate Adaptation. Water, 9, 648. 
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capacity (Baird et al. 2014), improve their decision making, and potentially enable policy 

change (Bennett and Howlett 1992; Leach et al. 2013). 

Experimentation is also considered a key component of adaptive co-management 

(Huitema et al. 2009; Baird et al. 2014). There is considerable conceptual divergence for 

the notion of experimentation in environmental governance (Ansell and Bartenberger 

2016) and this paper focuses on the “policy experiment” (Dunn 1998). As an ex ante form 

of policy appraisal, policy experiments are used to test innovative climate policy solutions 

in the real world. There are several interpretations of the concept (that we discuss below), 

but relevant to us is Lee (1999), who describes experiments as a “mode of learning” because 

they explicitly produce new knowledge for political decision making, particularly for 

environmental and social issues (Walters and Holling 1990, Kemp et al. 1998; Dunn 1998; 

Sanderson 2002; Millo and Lezaun 2006; Huitema et al. 2009). Although the characteristic 

flexibility of experimentation generally has the potential to assist in successful adaptation 

governance, where policy development has so far been defined by controversy, uncertainty, 

and long-time frames (Massey and Huitema 2013), experiments vary in purpose and 

design (Ansell and Bartenberger 2016). The aim of this paper is to explore whether policy 

experiments produce learning, and if so, how learning outcomes vary in different types of 

experiments, so we can draw conclusions regarding to what extent policy experiments can 

be designed to maximise learning for climate adaptation.  

To date, conceptual and empirical work on policy learning and experimentation has been 

mostly limited to in-depth qualitative studies and theoretical discussion, which has most 

commonly found that while experiments produce new knowledge and understanding of 

how innovations affect the social, technical, and/or ecological systems, deeper normative 

learning changes are lacking in experiments (Walter and Holling 1990; Fischer 1995; 

Armitage et al. 2008; Farrelly and Brown 2011; Bos and Brown 2012; Ansell and 

Bartenberger 2016). Learning scholars have made concerted efforts to find out how 

learning is produced in broader collective settings and have demonstrated that both agent-

based and process factors influence learning outcomes; for example, who is involved, the 

organiser’s competence, the sort of information that is produced and how it is made 

available, the use of technology, and the extent of representativeness (Leach et al. 2013, 

Mostert et al. 2007; Gerlak and Heikkila 2011; Newig et al. 2010; Muro and Jeffrey 2012). 

The insights from these studies into the factors that encourage learning are valuable, but 

multi-case comparisons are still needed to empirically test hypotheses on how learning is 

produced (Rodela et al. 2012) and no work of this kind has been performed to evaluate 

learning from experiments (McFadgen and Huitema 2016). 
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Based on these knowledge gaps, we analyse a set of eighteen real-world policy experiments 

that were conducted in the Netherlands between 1997 and 2016 to answer the research 

question: In the context of climate adaptation, what is the relationship between a policy 

experiment’s design and the types and levels of policy learning produced? This question can 

be broken down into a set of sub-questions:  

1. Do policy experiments produce policy learning, and if so, what types of policy 

learning? 

2. Do differently designed experiments produce different learning effects? 

3. To what extent does governance design explain the levels and types of learning 

produced? 

4. What are the implications of the findings for climate adaptation? 

To answer these questions, we conducted a quantitative analysis to test hypotheses 

developed about the relationship between policy learning and the governance design of the 

experiments. We analysed extensive survey data from 173 people who participated in the 

set of policy experiments, which assessed new policy initiatives relevant to climate 

adaptation in the Netherlands (where climate change is a national priority). The 

analytical framework employs a multi-dimensional learning typology (cognitive, 

normative, or relational learning) and the experiments are grouped into three “ideal types” 

of policy experiment: the “technocratic experiment” which is populated and controlled by 

technocrats, the “advocacy experiment” which contains a broad set of like-minded actors 

controlled by a small group trying to push a certain idea, and the “boundary experiment”, 

which is inclusive and egalitarian with a broad set of actors (McFadgen and Huitema 2016; 

Pielke Jr. 2007). Based on theoretical assumptions from the learning literature, the 

hypotheses examine to what extent the experiment types produce varying amounts of 

cognitive, normative, and relational learning.  

The next section of this paper sets out the definitions and typologies of policy learning and 

policy experiments used in the study. The hypotheses about the relationship between the 

two typologies are then explained, followed by a description of the 18 experiments and how 

the cases were assessed. The section following then provides an explanation of the data 

collection and survey methods. Results are presented, and form the basis of discussion on 

implications of the findings for learning and policy theory, as well as practical advice for 

organisers in the adaption field who are considering using experiments. 

3.2 Theoretical Framework 

This section first defines policy learning and describes the learning typology, followed by 

descriptions of the three-policy experiment ideal types.  
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3.2.1 Definition and typology of policy learning 

We start from Sabatier’s definition of policy learning as: “relatively enduring alterations 

of thought or behavioural intentions that result from experience and that are concerned 

with the attainment (or revision) of public policy” (Sabatier 1987). This definition is 

applied at the level of an individual who has a bearing on public policy decision making 

but works in a collective setting (Heikkila and Gerlak 2013). In this study, it is the 

experiment participants who learn, and they can be one of five actor types: a policy actor, 

expert, business actor, NGO representative, or a private citizen. We draw on three types 

of learning: cognitive, normative, and relational (Table 3.1), which are cognitive or 

relational changes, as opposed to changes in behaviour or actions (e.g. new policies, 

strategies, etc.). As defined by Haug et al. (2011), cognitive learning can refer either to an 

individual’s gain in knowledge or to greater structuring of existing knowledge. Cognitive 

learning in experiments includes changes in understanding about feedbacks and key 

relationships between humans and biophysical systems (Armitage et al. 2008) and the 

discovery of previously unknown effects (Millo and Lezaun 2006). Normative learning is 

defined as a change in an individual’s values, goals, or belief systems, such as a shift in a 

participant’s perspective on the issues surrounding the experiment, or the development of 

converging goals among participants. Like second-order or conceptual learning, normative 

learning is considered vital to bring about systemic change (Haug et al. 2011). Relational 

learning refers to the non-cognitive aspects of learning improvements in understanding of 

other participants’ mindsets and an increase in trust and cooperation within the group, 

which gives a participant a sense of fairness and ownership over the process that in turn 

may increase acceptance of the new management approach (Webler et al. 1995; Reed 

2008). A list of factors derived from the literature that are expected to have a positive 

influence on these learning effects is summarised in Table 3.1 and discussed in Section 

3.2.4. The factors are drawn from several sources (Mostert et al. 2007; Newig et al. 2010; 

Gerlak and Heikkila 2011; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013; Baird et al. 2014). 
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Table 3.1: A typology of learning with definitions and factors from the literature said 

to enhance the different learning types. 

This typology has been used in empirical studies to conceptualise and measure learning 

in collective settings relevant to environmental governance (Huitema et al. 2010; Haug et 

al. 2011; Munaretto and Huitema 2012; Baird et al. 2014). The first two learning types 

resonate strongly with the policy learning literature (Haug et al. 2011), whereas relational 

learning reflects the notions of understanding others’ roles and capacities, which are 

developed in the social learning literature (Webler et al. 1995; Pahl-Wostl et al. 2008). We 

use the typology here because it draws clear distinctions useful for empirical analysis and 

it separately categorises relational learning, which has previously been subsumed under 

normative or “higher forms” of learning (Pahl-Wostl et al. 2008). 

3.2.2 Definition of a policy experiment 

Historically, the notion of policy experimentation can be traced back to Dewey's classic 

'The Public and Its Problems' which notes that policies could be “-experimental in the 

sense that they will be entertained subject to constant and well-equipped observation of 

the consequences they entail…” (Caspary 2000). This idea was later developed by 

Campbell, who challenged the taking of policy decisions without risk of criticism or failure 

(Campbell 1969). He advocated policy evaluation, with fully experimental and quasi-

experimental approaches, to gather evidence on the viability of proposed policy reform 

(Dunn 1998). Experimental evaluation gained traction, and in the following decades 

randomised control trial (RCT) experiments were conducted to improve economic, health, 

and education policy, particularly in (but not limited to) the US and UK (Greenberg et al. 

2003).   

Learning 

Effect 

Definition  Influencing Factors 

Cognitive knowledge acquisition;  

improved structuring of 

existing knowledge  

Exchange of information open and 

sufficient; technical competency; 

diverse information from a range of 

participants. 

Normative change in perspectives; 

goal convergence 

Diversity of actors to share 

perspectives; facilitation; discussion 

about participants’ goals. 

Relational increase in understanding of 

others’ mind-sets;  

increase trust and 

cooperation 

Participants control the process/joint 

fact-finding; consensus decision 

making; buy-in to the process; 

facilitation; option to engage in 

process; open communication. 
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However, the notion of an “experiment” does not always refer to the research methodology 

(Huitema et al. 2009). For example, from a planning perspective, experimentation is also 

understood as policy development in exploratory, incremental steps (Lindblom 1959) and 

in the last couple of decades, adaptive (co)management and transition management 

approaches to environmental governance have developed and they have their own ideas of 

what it means to experiment (Lee 1999; Kemp et al. 1998; Sanderson 2002). Adaptive 

(co)management understands experimentation as a process that explores new ideas by 

testing them and using the results to refine the proposal under conditions of uncertainty, 

and transition management views experimentation as protected niche spaces where new 

innovations can emerge (Berkhout et al. 2010). Transition management has recently 

influenced climate governance, which considers an experiment a radical invention, a novel 

improvement to existing policy action that exists outside the political status quo and seeks 

to change it (Hoffman 2011; Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2013).  

As we require a set of policy experiments for systematic analysis, clear analytical 

categories to identify what is and what is not an experiment are needed. To pay regard to 

the different conceptualisations outlined above, it is posited here that policy experiments 

should be novel and innovative, as well as able to play an evaluation role in environmental 

governance (McFadgen and Huitema 2016). In line with this, and despite being wary that 

analytical divergence is all but a given, a definition of a policy experiment is proposed that 

we believe captures its important characteristics: “a temporary, controlled field-trial of a 

policy-relevant innovation that produces evidence for subsequent policy decisions”.  

By emphasising the role as producers of policy evidence, this definition characterises an 

experiment as a temporary science-policy interface. Connections between experiments and 

policy can be either direct (implementation requested by policy-makers) or indirect 

(results eventually inform decisions on policy options). Either way, the goal is for the 

experiment to create some form of policy learning through testing new policy instruments 

or concepts. The criterion requiring a policy experiment be “controlled” includes the 

attempts to form hypotheses and evaluate against expectations as a form of control (a 

“quasi-experiment”- Dunn 1998). Enforcing the more stringent requirement of a “control 

group” would reduce the sample considerably, as they are very rare in environmental 

management (Dryzek 1987). 

3.2.3 Policy experiment “ideal types” typology 

Theories in the policy science and science-technology studies (STS) literatures explain 

different forms of policy development and roles of science in policy making, which can be 

grouped into three models: the expert driven “technocratic” model, the participatory 

“boundary” model, and the political “-advocacy” model (Dryzek 1987; Owens et al. 2004; 

Pielke Jr. 2007). These models differ in their governance design and we use them as the 

basis of a neutral “ideal type”13   typology (Heikkila and Gerlak 2013). These choices 

include: what actors are involved; how authority is distributed; and what information is 

                                                           
13 Ideal types used in the sense of Weber (1949) 
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generated and shared14 (Huitema and Meijerink 2014). The focus on design provides a 

comprehensive and functional-analytical framework that relies on theoretical propositions 

about the production of learning (McFadgen and Huitema 2016). Below we summarise the 

governance design of each ideal type, and Table 3.2 sets out their characteristics in more 

detail. 

3.2.3.1 Technocratic ideal type  

The technocratic experiment represents an instrumental means to policy problem solving 

by generating (assumedly) objective knowledge for policy development, which is 

independent of its context or subjects. Organisers intend a separation of power between 

the experts who participate in, design, monitor, and evaluate the experiment, and the 

policy actors who make decisions based on the evidence produced (Owens et al. 2004). 

Policy makers typically commission the experiment because they need evidence to support 

or refute a claim and end a political disagreement; they are absent from the experiment 

other than possibly providing funding and framing the issue to be studied. Construction 

of the policy problem and solution to be tested is determined by policy actors in advance, 

so the appropriateness of policy goals is not discussed or debated (Fischer 1995).  

3.2.3.2 Boundary ideal type  

In contrast, a boundary experiment represents a participatory and dialectical approach to 

policy appraisal that focuses not only on producing evidence but also on debating norms 

and developing shared values among participants. Organisers design a boundary 

experiment when they want to maximize the involvement of different actors in policy 

development. Participant diversity brings multiple knowledge types: scientific knowledge, 

practical knowledge, and traditional, lay knowledge, so both scientific and non-expert 

knowledge is utilised. Experiment results are verified by the range of actors who address 

both policy and local community needs (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1990).  

3.2.3.3 Advocacy ideal type  

With this design, the organisers intend to push action in a policy direction by using the 

experiment as a “proof of principle” (Voß and Simons 2014) for softening objections to a 

predefined decision (Owens et al. 2004), or as a tool to delay making final decisions (see 

the “stealth advocate” role in Pielke Jr. [2007] for comparison). An experiment serves these 

tactics because a reversible temporary change provides a sense of security, and the change 

involved may meet with less resistance (Vedung 1997). An advocacy experiment will be 

initiated and dominated by policy actors, who may exclusively invite other actor types if 

they support the initiative. Those with authority retain control over design, monitoring, 

and evaluation procedures, reinforcing the existing structures of power in policy making. 

  

                                                           
14 Design choices are based on the institutional rules set out in Ostrom’s Institutional Analysis and 

Development framework (2005) - the boundary, position, information, pay-off, and aggregation rules. 
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the characteristics of policy experiment ideal types. 

Action 

Rules 

Design 

Choice 

Indicator 

Technocratic 

Experiment 

Boundary 

Experiment 

Advocacy 

Experiment 

BOUNDARY Actor 

Constellation 

Expert actors All actor types 

involved 

Predominantly 

members of an 

advocacy 

coalition 

Access to 

experiment 

Required Those requesting 

involvement 

Those invited by 

initiator 

Criteria for 

new 

participants 

Expert actors Those with local 

and/or expert 

knowledge 

Those in support 

or who will build 

support for 

experiment 

POSITION Initiator role Expert actors Collaborators Policy actors 

Use of 

facilitator 

None Yes (and neutral) If yes, then 

with/for core 

members only 

INFORMATI

ON 

Contribution to 

goals 

None - already set by 

policy makers 

By all actors By actors who 

are in agreement 

Lay knowledge 

acknowledged/ 

accepted 

No Yes, to a large 

degree 

Yes, but not 

solely 

Scientific 

knowledge 

acknowledged/ 

accepted 

Exclusively As one of many 

inputs 

Only if from 

scientists within 

the coalition 

Information 

transmission 

Information for 

majority 

Information for 

all participants 

Information for 

minority 

Opportunities 

for personal 

contact 

between 

scientists and 

policy makers 

Few Frequent Very frequent 

but only within 

the group 
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Action 

Rules 

Design 

Choice 

Indicator 

Technocratic 

Experiment 

Boundary 

Experiment 

Advocacy 

Experiment 

 Outsiders 

informed of 

progress 

Occasionally Frequently Rarely 

CHOICE Authority at 

decision nodes 

Expert initiators Participants 

share power 

Policy initiators 

Variation in 

authority 

Most actors have 

advisory role 

Most actors have 

decision role 

Most actors have 

no authority 

PAY-OFF How costs 

distributed 

Minimal buy-in Buy-in No buy-in 

AGGREGATI

ON 

How decisions 

are made 

By experts in 

majority (in line 

with scientific 

methods) 

Everyone by 

consensus (on 

basis of 

deliberation) 

Policy actor by 

majority (on 

basis of shared 

principles) 

 

3.2.4 Hypotheses on the generation of different learning effects by different 

ideal types of experiment 

The literature on learning explores the institutional dimensions of a process to understand 

what sort of learning is produced and what factors are most important (Gerlak and 

Heikkila 2011). It is expected, for example, that a process where the participants have 

different backgrounds and perspectives (participant diversity) is more likely to produce a 

change in an individual’s perspective than one with a homogenous set of actors (Muro and 

Jeffrey 2012). Similarly, a process where participants share tasks and responsibilities and 

have an equal say over proceedings (joint decision making) may produce higher levels of 

relational learning (Mostert et al. 2007) than processes where decision making is less 

inclusive. The degree of distribution and openness of information transmission and the 

extent of technical competence of individuals may also influence the extent of knowledge 

acquisition (Newig et al. 2010; Leach et al. 2013). Opportunities to discuss opinions on 

goals and perspectives could lead to the development of common goals (Newig et al. 2010). 

Based on this theory, our hypotheses predict relationships between the governance design 

of policy experiments and learning. We now discuss the anticipated learning effects per 

type of experiment in turn. 

The technocratic experiment is hypothesised to generate high levels of cognitive learning, 

little normative, and some relational learning. The focus of this ideal type on instrumental 
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rationalisation means the experiment is expected to produce large amounts of data 

regarding the impacts of the intervention which will be shared openly and regularly to all 

participants who will use it to increase their stocks of knowledge and restructure their 

existing understanding of the issues. However, the disconnection of the experiment from 

the policy process and lack of an opportunity to decide on policy goals means the level of 

normative learning is predicted to be low or absent. The lack also of participant diversity 

means there will be no necessity to align interests and goals. Thus, some relational 

learning may be produced but it is likely to be limited to that between experts who build 

trust and understanding in a scientific capacity. Nevertheless, the open information 

distribution and partially shared authority improve the chances that participants will 

actively cooperate, possibly contributing to some relational learning.  

For boundary experiments, we expect high relational and normative learning effects but 

only some cognitive learning. The design choices allow any actor who wants to be included 

to be involved. This ensures a mix of interests and knowledge, diverse views and 

perspectives, which are likely to encourage participants to reconsider their own priorities 

and views, and possibly to develop a common interest. Open communication, regular 

information distribution, and use of a facilitator to manage proceedings increase the 

chance that actors get to know one another and understand how others perceive the policy 

problem. Sharing authority and costs is likely to increase a sense of buy-in, and therefore 

a participant’s trust and cooperation within the group. However, the diversity and focus 

on relationships means the uptake of knowledge may suffer somewhat; the consideration 

of different sorts of knowledge, however, may ensure a deeper understanding of system 

complexity.  

In advocacy experiments, we hypothesise that some cognitive and normative learning will 

emerge, but little relational learning. Some knowledge acquisition is expected since expert 

and non-expert actors contribute their knowledge and skills; however, cognitive learning 

will be limited by the restricted information distribution and lack of open communication 

among participants. Some normative learning is expected, due to the sharing within the 

core group of views on the experiment goals; however, views are likely to be aligned due 

to the restriction of access to favoured participants. In contrast, restricted information 

distribution, the lack of buy-in, and rigid hierarchy of authority means trust and 

cooperation are likely to stagnate; the homogeneity of views is likely to offer little chance 

to understand alternative views, also contributing to low relational learning. 

In sum, we posit that the ideal types will produce variant patterns of learning due to their 

different designs. The conceptual assumptions explained above are summarised in Table 

3.3. We are particularly interested in whether the types produce significantly different 

scores for each learning type, allowing us to draw conclusions about the importance of 

experiment design. To test our hypotheses, 18 experiments were identified and analysed 

using the methods and results presented in the sections below.  
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Table 3.3: Expected learning effects for ideal type experiments. 

 Cognitive 

learning  

Normative 

learning 

Relational 

learning 

H1: Technocratic type High Low Medium 

H2: Boundary type Medium High High 

H3: Advocacy type Medium Medium Low 

3.2.5 Role of intervening variables 

While our hypotheses focus on how governance design facilitates learning, the literature 

also refers to non- institutional variables that may have a bearing on how participants in 

experiments learn. Five intervening variables are identified and analysed for this study. 

First, learning from an experiment may stem from the nature of experimentation itself- 

that is, the choice to test an innovation in practice. Here, it is expected that the new and 

uncertain environment, whether stemming from a policy crisis or the idea’s novelty, will 

motivate participants to assess new information (Checkel 2001). A second consideration, 

the charisma or competence of an organiser, is also considered notably influential in these 

situations. Charismatic leaders can produce a group environment that shares information 

openly and broadly, shapes shared values, and ensure new ideas are nurtured (Gerlak and 

Heikkila 2011). Three other intervening variables focus on the participants themselves: 

actor type, which generally indicates the competence of participants in understanding the 

material; participant demographics (Leach et al. 2013); and the extent to which 

participants knew each other previously. 

3.3 Methods 

This section sets out how the experiment cases were selected and what data collection 

methods were used. It also details how the sample cases were matched against the ideal 

type categories.  

3.3.1 Case selection 

The search for adaptation-relevant policy experiments was conducted throughout various 

institutions of the Netherlands with a focus particularly on the country’s water authorities 

(“water boards”). The water boards sit at the regional level between local and provincial 

government. Researchers conducted a semi-structured search and data collection through 

government websites and research programmes between February and November 2013. 

The search included phrases such as: test, pilot, innovation, and experiment, “proef”, 

“onderzoek” (test and research respectively in Dutch). The search was national in scope, 

accessing programme websites, ministry, province and water board websites, and projects 

mentioned in scoping interviews. The topic of water issues affected by climate change was 

selected to provide consistency of comparison of experiment subjects. Such issues are 
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increasingly understood as a matter of urgency in the Netherlands, which is a lowland 

country particularly vulnerable to sea-level rise, flooding, salt-water intrusion, fresh water 

availability, and increased drought. The water boards’ main responsibilities are the 

maintenance of dikes and dams, water quantity and water quality. 

Our “policy experiment” definition was operationalised through the three criteria used to 

identify experiments: whether the project was testing for real-world effects in situ 

(temporary, controlled15 field trial); whether it was innovative with uncertain outcomes 

(innovation); whether its findings were intended to have relevance for policy (evidence for 

decisions). Projects deemed outside our definition included product testing, concept or 

scenario pilots, modelling projects, and reapplications of an initial experiment. In addition, 

for consistency, experiments were selected only where the intervention related to climate 

change adaptation, where there was state involvement, and where an ecosystem response 

was elicited (see Table 3.4). The initial search identified 147 potential experiment 

interventions (provided as Appendix 6.1) with 18 cases meeting all six criteria. The cases 

have different spatial and temporal scales and deal with different problems related to the 

larger topic. However, they are comparable because they conform to the above stringent 

criteria. 

Table 3.4: Criteria and associated indicators used to identify policy experiments in 

climate change adaptation in the Netherlands. 

Criteria Indicators Relevance to definition 

Testing for real-

world effects 

In-situ intervention with monitoring 

and evaluation framework  

Temporary “controlled” field 

trial 

Innovation Previously untried policy or 

management practice 

Innovative intervention with 

uncertain outcomes 

Policy relevance Test of policy concept or approach Produces evidence for policy 

decisions 

State involvement Organiser or other participatory role 

played by an actor employed by state 

or state agency 

 

Ecosystem 

response 

Intervention extends across social-

ecological system 

 

Climate change 

adaptation focus 

Exploring new policy concepts to 

manage sea-level rise, flooding, fresh 

water availability, and increased 

drought 

 

                                                           
15 The criterion requiring an experiment be “controlled” refers broadly to the term, in that an attempt to 

form hypotheses and evaluate against expectations is in itself controlled. The more stringent requirement of 

an experiment containing a “control group” would reduce the sample considerably, as they are very rare in 

environmental management (Dryzek 1987). 
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3.3.2 Policy Experiment Cases 

Adaptation involves searching for technical solutions, such as enhancing dikes or 

increasing water-storage capacity, as well as governance solutions, like reforming land-

use planning, efficient water use, or agricultural transitions. We had a sample of eighteen 

policy experiments that tested the viability of proposed policy innovations relevant to 

Dutch climate change adaptation. There were five coastal management experiments, five 

water storage experiments, three freshwater experiments, three water variability 

experiments, and two dike management experiments in the sample. Ten experiments 

tested technical innovations (the application of a technical solution on the ecological 

system to measure its impacts); four experiments tested governance innovations (the 

application of a governance solution on the social and ecological system); and four 

experiments trialled both (McFadgen and Huitema 2017).  

The experiments in our sample trialled and evaluated several new policy concepts. The 

“Building with Nature” concept (a design philosophy that utilises the forces of nature to 

meet water management goals) was tested in three experiments, the multi-functional land 

use concept tested five times, and three cases experimented with shared responsibility for 

water resources (i.e., passing responsibility for water management onto farmers). One 

experiment looked at pest management to minimise damage to inland dikes, and another 

tested the “Climate Buffers” concept (climate buffers are natural areas specially designed 

to reduce the consequences of climate change). In one experiment, De Kerf, examined the 

“Dynamic Coastal Management” concept, which is explained in more detail in McFadgen 

and Huitema (2017). Further information about the policy issue and intervention for each 

experiment case is provided in Appendix 3.4.  

All completed experiments were included in the sample, whereas ongoing cases were 

included if they had been implemented for at least two years or were subject to an interim 

evaluation (following the case selection method of van der Heijden 2014). Their start dates 

range between 1997 and January 2013; six were ongoing as of September 2016 but had 

reached intermediate conclusions that allowed assessment of their learning effects. 

3.3.3 Data collection 

People who were actively involved in the experiments were considered experiment 

participants and were identified during interviews with project leaders and checked 

against project reports where possible. Participant numbers varied across cases, the 

lowest eight and the highest 40. Each participant was one of five different types of actor: 

policy actors (n = 84), experts (n = 39), business actors (n = 16); NGO representatives (n = 

16); and private citizens (n = 13). 73 out of the total 173 participants claimed to be an 

initiator of the experiment they were involved in. 

Between April–June 2014, these experiment participants were sent (via email) an online 

survey that asked about their role in the experiment, their opinions on design aspects, and 

questions to gauge their learning experiences. Three reminder emails were sent at weekly 

intervals. From a total of 265 survey emails, 173 were completed, giving a 64% response 
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rate. Each case had either a minimum of 6 responses or responses from at least half the 

participants (minimum 4). The respondents were asked a total of 63 survey questions. To 

determine the cases’ design, 34 factual and attitudinal questions were asked; including 

specific questions about the role of the respondent, the information they contributed, the 

extent of their authority, and their role in financing the project. We chose an ex post, self-

reported learning approach to assess learning (following Baird et al. 2014, Muro and 

Jeffrey 2012, Schulser et al. 2003 and Leach et al. 2013). Two variables were measured for 

each of the three learning types, six variables in total. Two questions were asked for each 

learning variable (12 questions altogether) but only two variables had questions that 

reliably measured the construct (i.e., met the requirement of 0.7 Cronbach alpha score) so 

four questions were removed from the analysis. Therefore, our learning data consists of 

eight questions measuring six variables. The questions are listed in Appendix 3.2 and 

translated from Dutch. The questions were measured on a five-point scale, in line with 

previous learning studies (Schusler et al. 2003; Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013). 

Using 6–12 questions follows the Muro and Jeffrey (2012) and Leach et al. (2013) learning 

assessments. Eleven questions were also asked to measure the intervening variables 

discussed in Section 2.5. 

Although the survey data was collected from 173 respondents, the unit of analysis in this 

study is the experiment because we are comparing cases, so we averaged the respondents’ 

scores for each case. 

3.3.4 Matching experiments to ideal types 

To assign the cases to its ideal type, each case was individually assessed using fifteen 

indicators and subsequently assigned an ideal type. The indicators are based on the 

institutional rules described by Ostrom (2005) and allow us to assess each case’s 

institutional design, including actor constellation, variation in authority, extent of 

information distribution, and openness (see Appendix 3.1 for a detailed breakdown of 

indicators). Each indicator was assigned three “settings”—a description of measurable 

action related to each indicator for each ideal type. Using survey data, the experiments 

were assessed against the indicator settings and each case was labelled the type that its 

scores matched best (all but three experiments displayed characteristics of one, dominant 

type). A dominant type was assumed if one type had a majority of more than three 

indicators over the other types. For example, out of 15 indicators, experiment 2 scored one 

for technocratic, nine for boundary, and five for advocacy; thus, it was classified clearly as 

a boundary experiment. The assessment resulted in five technocratic, six boundary, and 

seven advocacy experiments. 

3.4 Results 

This section first presents the entire sample’s learning results, then a breakdown of the 

scores for comparison by ideal type. This is followed by a Kruskall-Wallis H (K-WH) non-

parametric statistical test analysis to assess the relationship between structure and 

learning outcomes, and the role of intervening variables.  
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3.4.1 Overall learning results 

Graph 3.1 shows the mean scores for the variables measuring the six dimensions of 

learning. Cognitive learning was highest, with “new knowledge” reaching a high score and 

“restructuring knowledge” a medium score. Normative learning scored noticeably lower; 

“goal convergence” scored medium but there was a definite lack of “priority change” across 

all cases. Relational learning displayed a similar pattern, with strong “trust building” but 

a negative score from participants for “understanding mindsets”. This question attempted 

to gauge whether participants gained understanding from others who they initially 

disagreed with.   

 

 
Graph 3.1: Mean scores for six measured learning variables across the entire experiment 

sample. High = >1; medium= 0.5 - 1; low= 0- 0.49; and none= < 0. 

3.4.2 Learning patterns in types and their significance 

To test the hypotheses that ideal types produce different levels of learning, the learning 

scores for the policy experiment cases in each type were compared and a K-WH test was 

performed to assess the significance of the differences in scores. The K-WH test is a non-

parametric test that is used to determine if there are statistically significant differences 

in the distributions of an ordinal dependent variable (learning) between three or more 

groups of an independent nominal variable (experiment types). If the K-WH tests revealed 

significant differences in learning scores between the experiment types, then this provides 

strong evidence that design influences learning outcomes.  
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Starting with graph 3.2, we find that as expected, the four technocratic experiments 

produced more knowledge and knowledge restructuring than participants in the other two 

types. Scores for the knowledge restructuring dimension were lower than for knowledge 

acquisition, with boundary experiments doing noticeably worse than the other types. 

When comparing the groups of cases, the K-WH tests were significant for both cognitive 

learning variables, confirming that technocratic experiments produce more cognitive 

learning than the other experiment types (see Appendix 3.3 for statistical results).  

 
Graph 3.2: Comparing mean scores between ideal types, for both cognitive learning 

variables (n=18). high = >1; medium= 0.5 - 1; low= 0- 0.49; and none= < 0. 

asterisks denote that for this variable, there were statistically significant 

differences in scores between the cases, as revealed by the K-WH test. 

Graph 3.3 sets out the normative learning scores for the experiment types. All experiment 

types record noticeably lower normative learning, with a “change in priorities” clearly not 

a product of any experiment type. Boundary experiments scored medium for “goal 

convergence”; higher than the other types, but lower than expected. Technocratic 

experiments also produced medium levels of “goal convergence”, which was unexpected. 

When comparing the learning scores of each experiment type using the K-WH test, no 

significantly different scores were found (see Appendix 3.3 for statistical results). 
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Graph 3.3: Comparing mean scores between ideal types, for both normative learning 

variables (n=18). high = >1; medium= 0.5 - 1; low= 0- 0.49; and none= < 0.3. 

Finally, graph 3.4 sets out the results for the relational learning variables between 

experiment types. Again, one measured dimension of learning is stronger than the other, 

in this case it is “building trust” which scores well and the “understanding mindsets” which 

lags. Advocacy experiments recorded a surprisingly moderate amount of trust built among 

participants, with boundary experiments not scoring that much higher. All three types 

scored poorly for the understanding mindsets variable than expected, although the K-WH 

test reveals that despite the low score, participants in the boundary experiments learned 

to understand one others’ mindsets significantly more than participants in the other 

experiment types (see Appendix 3.3 for results). 
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Graph 3.4: Comparing mean scores between ideal types, for both relational learning 

variables (n = 18). high = >1; medium= 0.5 - 1; low= 0- 0.49; and none= < 0. 

the asterisk (*) denotes that for this variable, there were statistically 

significantly differences in scores between the cases, as revealed by the K-WH 

test. 

As indicated by the asterisks in the graphs, the patterns we observed for three learning 

dimensions (both cognitive learning variables and one relational learning variable) appear 

to be statistically significant. This provides evidence that some of the variance in scores 

can be attributed to differences between types (see Appendix 3.3 for statistics). Reviewing 

the K-W H post-hoc tests (which statistically inform us which type scores significantly 

higher than the others) we observe that technocratic experiments produce significantly 

more knowledge than both other types, and significantly more knowledge restructuring 

than boundary experiments; and boundary experiments encourage the understanding of 

others’ mindsets significantly more than advocacy types.  

3.4.3 Influence of intervening variables 

Data were collected from participants for the five intervening variables described in 

section 3.2.5 that could also potentially influence the differences in how much and what 

type of learning was produced. There were three ordinal independent variables (extent the 

policy problem was urgent; leader competency; extent participants already knew each 

other) and two nominal independent variables (demographics- age and sex; actor type). 

The relationship between the ordinal independent variables and the six ordinal learning 

variables was measured using the Somers' d nonparametric test (SMD). KWH tests were 

conducted to measure the relationship between the two nominal independent variables 

and the learning variables. 

Appendix 3.3 sets out the statistics for the relationship between the five intervening 

variables and six learning variables. For the ordinal independent variables, we found that 
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the competence of an organiser and the extent the participants knew each other, both had 

a positive impact on the amount of trust that was built in the experiment cases. We would 

expect that experiments would be bringing actors together in new constellations, but the 

results demonstrate this is not often the case, with 43% (77 out of 153) participants 

claiming they knew over half the other participants in their experiment. The extent an 

experiment addressed an urgent issue did not significantly correlate with any learning 

variables. 

KWH tests assessed the relationship between actor type and learning. No significant 

relationship was found between actor type and cognitive or relational learning variables, 

but both normative learning variables had significant correlations, and it was individual 

citizens who experienced the most change for these two normative learning variables. 

Finally, no relationships were found between age and sex of participants and any learning 

variables. 

3.4.4 Returning to the hypotheses 

Table 3.5 summarises the hypotheses (H1, H2, H3) and findings for predictions related to 

the six learning variables. Out of the 18 units (six variables x three hypotheses) 12 were 

rejected and six were not rejected. H1 (technocratic experiments) is partially correct for 

all three learning types, with more normative learning occurring than expected. The 

significance tests confirmed that technocratic experiments are strongest in cognitive 

learning but particularly weak in one dimension of relational learning, in comparison with 

the other types. In contrast, the H2 predictions were almost all incorrect, with boundary 

experiments producing only medium/low levels of normative and relational learning. It is 

worth noting, however, that boundary experiments scored higher than the other types for 

both these learning types, and for two of the four variables the differences were significant. 

For H3, advocacy experiments met expectations for cognitive learning, but normative 

learning was lower than expected and relational learning was higher.  
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Table 3.5: Results for the hypothesised levels of learning for each experiment type. 

asterisks (*) denote the variables that have statistically significant 

differences in levels of learning between the types. 

Hypothesis  

for Each 

Exp. Type 

Cognitive learning 

variables 

Normative learning   

variables 

Relational learning   

variables 

 New 

knowledge

* 

Restructur

e 

knowledge

* 

Priority 

change 

Goal 

convergence* 

Understa

nd 

mindsets

* 

Build trust 

H1: 

Technocrat

ic 

Failure to 

reject 

Reject Failure to 

reject 

Reject Reject Failure to 

reject 

H2: 

Boundary 

Failure to 

reject 

Reject Reject Reject Reject Reject 

H3: 

Advocacy 

Failure to 

reject 

Failure to 

reject 

Reject Reject Reject Reject 

 

3.5 Discussion  

This research conducted a systematic quantitative analysis of learning effects from 

climate adaptation experiments in the Netherlands. Being quantitative, the findings allow 

for broad rather than deep analysis, but our research design ensured they are thorough 

and robust. Our analysis determined what types of learning were affected by differences 

in governance design and which were more influenced by non- institutional variables. The 

findings provide insight relevant to actors who want to initiate an experiment to test 

adaptation solutions, helping them to understand the potential effects of their design 

choices on learning experiences. Next, we discuss how there seems to be a trade-off 

between experiment types in terms of the learning they produce, which indicates that the 

choice in design may have to partially depend on context of the problem. We then look at 

how testing for intervening variables reveals some interesting relationships where design 

is not a factor, followed by discussion on the methods we used to measure learning. 

Our findings show technocratic experiments scored highest for the cognitive learning 

variables, significantly higher than boundary experiments. This provides strong evidence 

that design has a strong influence on reducing uncertainty of experiment impacts. As 

alluded to in our hypotheses, the findings imply a trade-off between cognitive, normative, 

and relational learning when making design choices. When they aim to increase 

knowledge and understanding of the relevant social-ecological system, organisers clearly 

must choose between a technocratic design, which intends to improve scientific, objective 
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knowledge; and a participatory design, which incorporates non-expert knowledge into the 

experiment, intends to debate norms, and develops shared values among participants. 

Although a boundary experiment produces cognitive learning, this design reduces the 

success of acquiring and restructuring knowledge about the changes being tested in the 

experiment. We also found that although not reaching particularly high scores, boundary 

experiments produced more goal convergence and understanding of mindsets than the 

other two types. Climate adaptation is a wicked policy issue that involves significant 

uncertainty and divergent framings, as well as deep uncertainty about the rate of change 

in the ecological system (Huitema et al. 2016). It is reasonable to assume that future 

solutions will require the input of many different actors and knowledges, and the 

combining of different understandings. On this basis, boundary experiments are arguably 

more appropriate for these contexts, where relational and normative learning would be a 

great benefit. However, as pointed out by Owens et al. (2004), deliberatively designed 

appraisals take a lot of resources and do not guarantee success. Therefore, the choice in 

design should be specific to the problem context, and for solutions that have low certainty 

of impacts but high consensus on values, a technocratic design may suffice (Pielke Jr. 

2007).  

Organisers can try to reduce the trade-offs we identified by tweaking their experiment 

designs. For example, organisers of boundary and advocacy experiments could ensure 

expert participants take a leading role in designing and evaluating the experiments to 

ensure knowledge is produced and disseminated throughout the group of participants to 

increase knowledge acquisition (cognitive learning). Following D.T. Campbell’s suggestion 

that a true Experimenting Society includes opponents of an innovation in the experiment 

itself (Campbell 1998) organisers of technocratic and advocacy experiments could also 

increase relational learning by ensuring that participants who have different interests or 

opposing views are included as participants, and that these views and understandings are 

shared within the group. 

A second finding was that there was a moderate increase in trust recorded across the 

types, despite experiment design, and that this perceived increase in trust correlated very 

strongly with competent leadership. This resonates with the observation by Gerlak and 

Heikkila (2011) that powerful and influential leaders have a key role in learning because 

they facilitate communication, bring together interests, and shape shared values. This 

possibly explains why advocacy experiments recorded moderate amounts of trust-building 

despite their restrictive and elitist design. Advocacy experiments scored better than 

expected and were the most common experiment type used in Dutch water management. 

Strong leaders might alleviate some of the frustration participants feel about not being 

included in decision making or information dissemination, since initiators who advocate 

for a particular policy proposal tend to have social acuity and be good at team building as 

‘policy entrepreneurs’ (Mintrom and Norman 2009). 

Another factor supporting the generally high levels of trust throughout the experiment 

was that participants tended to know one another. This could be explained by the 

Netherlands’ relatively tight knit water policy community, as well as highlights that 

experiments just do not involve groups that oppose the proposals being tested. The lack of 
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perspective change and understanding different mindsets also indicates that experiments 

do not seem to be used to trial radical and abrupt changes, or if they are radical changes, 

they have been percolating a while in society and actors are not surprised or opposed to 

them by the time the experiments are organised.  

Finally, we found that, although all experiments produced unexpectedly low normative 

learning (although in line with previous learning studies [Haug et al, 2011; Munaretto 

and Huitema 2012; Massey and Huitema 2012; Baird et al. 2014]) the perspectives change 

dimension registered very differently among actor types: individual ‘citizen’ actors were 

significantly more likely to record favourably for both normative learning variables. This 

result did not come through in the initial analysis because there were so few individual 

citizens involved (n = 9), who were predominantly found in the boundary experiments. 

This finding demonstrates that opening policy processes to those not traditionally involved 

can lead to a considerable learning impact for those actors. Engaging many citizens in 

policy experiments to increase normative learning may or may not be a suitable course of 

action, but it is noteworthy that experiments can facilitate a potential shift in perspectives 

on environmental policy issues. 

Limits to the research 

The limitations to the validity of learning data gathered ex post, via self-reported learning 

methods are known and accepted for this type of research. The analysis of 18 cases (173 

participants) counteracts this limitation to a degree, and this research design is a rare 

contribution to scholarship on learning (Rodela et al. 2012). 

The number of cases facilitates broad exploratory analysis rather than examination of the 

effects on learning of finer nuances of design choices. Similarly, although derived from 

published studies, the learning questions used in the research are necessarily general and 

partially abstract due to the differences in the thematic focus of the experiments. 

Surveying 173 participants as potential respondents compensates for the loss in precision, 

but the limitation of the generality of findings remains. The use of only 1-2 questions to 

explore the six learning variables possibly also contributed a loss of precision; however, it 

is not unheard of for studies involving many respondents to rely on only 1-2 questions for 

their findings (Muro and Jeffrey 2012; Leach et al. 2013). Moreover, the questions are as 

standardised and thorough as possible, both closed and open questions; for example, 

asking for both a factual response about a participant’s authority, and for an opinion on 

the openness of the experiment to outsiders.  

Time is also a limiting factor when interpreting the learning data because not all 

experiments are recent. Survey respondents who participated in the experiment conducted 

between 1997 and 2002 provide less reliable responses than a participant in a recent 

experiment. Since most experiments started within the last seven years we did not control 

for this intervening variable, but it is a limiting factor. 

Despite the comprehensive set of experiments in the study, it would be unwise to 

extrapolate findings from water/climate policy experiments to policy experiments 
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generally, due to the purposive, snow-ball sampling strategy and a lack of international 

comparative or cross-sector comparison. That said, the findings suggest the value of 

continuing research along such lines, since the framework could be applied to other policy 

areas. A methodological limitation exists in that although most experiments clearly match 

the characteristics of a single ideal type, some form a hybrid of types. Some hybridity is to 

be expected since the ideal types are theoretical versions of reality made up of several 

points of view and phenomena, as Weber intended when he developed the concept 

(according to Weber, “an ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more 

points of view and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present 

and occasionally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged . . . into a 

unified analytical construct” [Weber 1949]). Therefore, a case would never be expected to 

wholly meet a type and occasionally a case might fall between two types.  

Finally, we note that others perceive ideal types differently; for example, by constructing 

them using characteristics of the cases being examined (van der Heijden 2014). In our use, 

however, the matching of real-world cases to theoretical constructs facilitates comparison 

based on theoretically derived expectations, which has been lacking in research on 

learning.  

3.6 Conclusions 

A difficult problem such as how to adapt to climate impacts requires an approach that 

focuses on learning, and experiments are an increasingly favoured mode of learning that 

produce evidence of the effects of an intervention to improve decision-making. This paper 

is the first multi-case quantitative analysis conducted to explore the relationship between 

these two variables and it applies an explorative theoretical framework to test predictions 

about how an experiment’s design affects learning. This focus brings an element of 

political analysis to the study of experimentation and by identifying the action of 

experiments at the science-policy interface, we could construct three ideal types based on 

design choices that capture the various ways knowledge is developed and used in water 

and climate policy making. The learning typology used in combination with the 

experiment typology provides a way to conceptualise and measure learning as changes in 

the learner. It also serves as an alternative to the loop-learning concept, which privileges 

learning that involves a change to underlying assumptions, and which is difficult to apply 

consistently (Reed et al. 2010).   

The analysis confirmed that differently designed experiments produce different types of 

policy learning. Design clearly influences knowledge acquisition, restructuring of existing 

understanding, and a change in mind-sets. In contrast, changes in trust and changes in 

participants’ perspectives do not vary at across the experiment types; these learning types 

are more likely to be influenced by the leader’s abilities and what type of actor the learner 

is.  

To perform the analysis, we assessed policy experiments related to climate change 

adaptation and water management in the Netherlands. Adaptation to climate change is 

an emerging policy field that requires new solutions to largely intractable issues and our 
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findings shed light on how organisers can maximise different learning effects by carefully 

designing their experiments. Relational learning might be crucial with a set of 

participants who do not know each other or have a range of backgrounds, whereas boosting 

cognitive learning might be an aim where there is low certainty of issues but general 

societal consensus on the issue. Our results show that experiments can be used to build a 

common goal to some extent, but they will not help to harmonise conflicting views in a 

group by changing perspectives and views. Other, more explicitly deliberative processes 

would be necessary.  

Our findings provide a greater understanding of the relationship between science and 

policy making; in particular, the sorts of choices that must be made when designing policy 

experiments and how these choices influence policy learning. Insight into these issues goes 

a long way towards improving political decision making for climate adaptation.   
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4 Experimentation at the interface of science and policy: a 

multi-case analysis of how policy experiments influence 

political decision-makers16 

Abstract  

For decades now, scholars have grappled with questions about how knowledge producers 

can enhance the influence of their knowledge on users and improve policy making. 

However, little attention has been paid to how policy experiments, a flexible and ex ante 

method of policy appraisal, obtain influence over political decision-making. To address this 

gap, an exploratory framework has been developed that facilitates systematic analysis of 

multiple experiments, allowing hypotheses to be tested regarding how an experiment’s 

institutional design can influence the views of political decision-makers. Cash’s categories 

of effectiveness are used to describe an experiment’s conceptual influence; being how 

credible, salient, and legitimate decision-makers perceive an experiment to be. The 

hypotheses are tested using 14 experiment cases found relevant to climate adaptation in 

the Netherlands, with complete survey responses from over 70 respondents. The results 

show that although, in general, the experiments had medium to high influence on decision-

makers, institutional design does have a noticeable impact. Organisers should make 

choices carefully when designing an experiment, particularly in order to maintain 

relevance during an experiment’s implementation and to build community acceptance. 

Suggestions for future research include a comparison of experiment effects with the effects 

of non-experimental forms of appraisal, such as piloting or ex ante impact assessment.  

4.1 Introduction 

With so many interests, analyses, and perspectives to be considered when developing 

policy, how can a decision-maker feel confident about their selection of policy options? One 

suggestion is to experiment, defined as a flexible, evidence-based approach to policy 

making that is temporary and reversible (Tassey 2014). Taking an experimental approach 

to governance forms the cornerstone of Campbell’s ‘‘Experimenting Society’’ where the 

underlying premise is that policy-relevant knowledge must be created and critiqued using 

ex ante evaluation and learning (Campbell 1998; see also: Lee 1999; Armitage et al. 2008).  

In the policy sciences, discussion focuses on an experiment’s characteristics or suitability 

for policy making, but empirical analyses of an experiment’s effects are uncommon. 

Greenberg et al. (2003) conducted the most relevant comparative study when they 

analysed the political impacts of five social experiments in the United States. Millo and 

Lezaun (2006) also assessed two regulatory experiments for their political impacts, and 

Farrelly and Brown (2011) assessed how policy makers perceived the challenges and 

mechanisms of urban water experiments. Each of these studies conceptualised 

                                                           
16 Chapter 4 was published as: McFadgen, B., & Huitema, D. (2017). Experimentation at the interface of 

science and policy: a multi-case analysis of how policy experiments influence political decision-

makers. Policy Sciences, 1-27. 
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experimentation and their impacts differently, and only Greenberg et al. (2003) provided 

a list of factors said to improve the likelihood that an experiment has an influence on policy 

decisions. Generally, scholarship seldom challenges the foundational assumption that 

experimentation and learning improve decision-making. It is this research gap we hope to 

address in this paper.  

As an experiment is a venue where science and policy temporarily ‘‘engage in elaborate 

and productive interplay’’ (Munaretto and Huitema 2012), an understanding of the 

influence of experimentation on politics can be improved if the focus is on the impact of 

science–policy interfaces or policy appraisal and evaluation research. Here, empirical work 

into the relationship between knowledge production and knowledge utilisation, or factors 

that encourage or limit use of research findings, is more common (e.g. Weiss 1977; Cash 

et al. 2003; Teirlinck et al. 2012; Koetz et al. 2012; Jordan and Russel 2014). Drawing on 

these studies, this paper explores hypotheses about how policy experiments influence 

decision-makers in their policy network.  

Models of knowledge utilisation focus on either a conceptual or concrete influence on 

decision-makers (Greenberg et al. 2003). This paper focuses on conceptual effects and 

explores to what extent experiments make an impression on decision-makers and how 

exploring the consequences of research other than its direct application (similar to Weiss’s 

1977 analysis of enlightenment). Distinct criteria are used to gauge the effects policy 

experiments have on decision-makers, including how credible, salient, or legitimate they 

are perceived to be (Cash et al. 2003). Credibility reflects the perceived validity of evidence 

and arguments, salience reflects the extent to which the experiment is seen to be 

responsive to the needs of decision-makers, and legitimacy reflects the perception that the 

process of producing information and technology has been respectful of stakeholders’ 

divergent values and beliefs, unbiased in its conduct, and fair in its treatment of views 

and interests (Cash et al. 2003). 

The research setting is the climate adaptation field. The inherent flexibility of 

experimentation is expected to meet the needs of climate adaptation governance, which 

has been defined by its uncertainties, controversies, and long-time frame (Massey and 

Huitema 2013). Experiments have the potential to provide evidence without fully 

committing to a particular policy action, which may reduce uncertainties and provides 

flexibility for complexities that arise. The intention of this paper is not to explicitly 

evaluate these characteristics, but to assess a group of 14 policy experiments (out of a 

longer list of 147 potential experiment interventions) that provide evidence relevant to 

climate adaptation, all of which are situated in the Netherlands, where adaptation is a 

national priority. To assess the experiments, the policy sciences (e.g. Dryzek 1987; Owens 

et al. 2004; Sanderson 2009) and STS (e.g. Pielke 2007) literature are used to distinguish 

between three types of experiment: the technocratic, boundary, or advocacy experiment. 

These ideal types are theoretically constructed as aggregates of governance design choices 

that differ in the experiment types. The hypotheses suppose that different experiment 

designs affect how effective experiments are. 
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Using quantitative research methods in a multi-case study analysis, and drawing on the 

literature cited above, this paper answers the research question: what is the relationship 

between the governance design of a policy experiment and its influence on the policy 

network? This question can be broken down into a set of sub-questions, which outline the 

construction and subsequent testing of the hypotheses: 

1. In what ways are political decision-makers influenced by policy experimentation? 

2. To what extent does governance design explain how experiments influence political 

decision-makers?  

3. What are the implications of the findings on our understanding of how experiments 

are used in policy making? 

The paper is set out as follows. First, we summarise the different theoretical 

understandings of policy experimentation before positing a definition of the concept 

suitable for environmental governance. Next, the dimensions used to measure 

effectiveness are set out in the ‘‘analytical framework’’ section, which connects experiment 

design to conceptual influence using hypotheses about how design choices affect the 

credibility, salience, and legitimacy of the experiments. This is followed by an explanation 

of data collection and survey methods used. Survey data are analysed to answer the first 

and second sub-question. Finally, the main findings of and limitations to this research are 

discussed. 

4.2 Policy experimentation: reforms on trial 

One of the first scholars to promote the use of experiments for the betterment of society 

was DT Campbell, who advocated for reliable policy reform using experimental and quasi-

experimental approaches in his ‘‘Experimenting Society’’ (Campbell 1969). Campbell was 

not the first to recognise the value in experimentation for reform, as Dewey back in the 

1920s considered democracy ‘‘inherently experimental’’ and policies could be ‘‘-

experimental in the sense that they will be entertained subject to constant and well-

equipped observation of the consequences they entail…’’, which is somewhat consistent 

with Campbell’s notions of exploring new ideas and testing them (Caspary 2000). 

Supported by similar descriptors of policy development, for example, Lindblom’s (1959) 

piecemeal implementation of policy in exploratory, incremental steps, the experimenting 

ideal gained traction and during the following decades experimental interventions were 

conducted in an attempt to improve economic, health, and education policy, particularly 

in (but not limited to) the USA and UK (Greenberg et al. 2003). After some years, the 

appeal of policy experiments diminished, due to the weakened belief in big government 

and rational planning (Sanderson 2009) but the concept has recently enjoyed a revival, 

particularly in the realms of environmental governance, including adaptive management 

(Lee 1999), transition management (Kemp et al. 1998), and climate governance (Hoffman 

2011). These fields understand an experiment as a project temporarily implemented on a 

limited scale, which injects flexibility into the policy process (Tassey 2014). However, the 

concept has otherwise stretched with use; in adaptive management, experimentation is 
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expected to provide reliable evidence of whether new management interventions work in 

complex settings. In transition management, experiments are viewed favourably as niche 

level projects that are used to diffuse an innovation on a wider scale. In climate 

governance, experiments are radical innovations, novel improvements that exist outside 

the political status quo and seek to transform it (Castan Broto and Bulkeley 2013)17.  

Experimentation has recently found a place in the policy innovations literature, where it 

has been suggested experiments maintain an evaluative function while generating new, 

innovative policy action (Jordan and Huitema 2014). Following this, a definition of a policy 

experiment is constructed that captures these characteristics: ‘‘a temporary, controlled 

field-trial of a policy-relevant innovation that produces evidence for subsequent policy 

decisions’’. Ultimately, this definition underlines the assertion that the act of 

experimentation should be explicit: without appraisal of the intervention’s effects, there 

is only demonstration of a new initiative, and without innovation, only established ideas 

are being evaluated. 

Various reasons actors choose to conduct an experiment are explored in the literature. 

Experiments provide substantive evidence of how a proposed policy works in action 

(Greenberg et al. 2003), but they also have many political uses. They can manipulate the 

policy process by delaying decision-making or exploit a window of opportunity and set the 

policy agenda (ibid.). Experimentation can bring a broader range of actors and ideas into 

the policy process by creating ‘‘shadow networks’’ (Olsson et al. 2006), and experiments 

can build acceptance amongst the local community, which helps us understand what is 

‘‘appropriate’’ from their perspective (Greenberg et al. 2003; Millo and Lezaun 2006; 

Sanderson 2009).  

The next section introduces the framework used to assess the relationship between 

experimentation and effectiveness. Two typologies are developed: one that stems from 

science–policy evaluation and used to measure an experiment’s conceptual influence 

(Greenberg et al. 2003; Cash et al. 2003), and one that posits three different experiment 

designs as ‘‘ideal types’’ (in the sense of Weber [1968]). Once the typologies are explained, 

the hypotheses about their relationship are outlined. 

4.3 Analytical framework 

4.3.1 Measuring effectiveness 

The examination of knowledge production and use in policy making revolves around 

several themes. Venues used to produce knowledge for policy include expert advisory 

bodies, parliamentary select committees, and policy appraisal settings (Jordan and Russel 

2014), of which experiments and pilots are variants 18 . Experiments as knowledge 

                                                           
17 Ansell and Bartenberger (2016) recently captured these different understandings with their typology of 

controlled, Darwinian, and generative experiments. 
18 Jordan and Turnpenny (2015) define policy formulation venues as: ‘‘institutional locations, both within and 

outside governmental settings, in which policy formulation tasks are performed, with the aim of informing the 

design, content and effects of policy making activities’’, which fits the modus operandi of experiments well. 
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producers at the science–policy interface are expected to provide decision-makers with 

evidence of the effects of a policy, which can have concrete or conceptual effects on its 

audience. In this context, we focus on how an experiment influences a policy actor’s mind 

set, and a conceptual utilisation process described as the gradual sedimentation of ideas 

into a policy network (Weiss 1977). This focus contrasts with concrete utilisation, where 

research findings are found to directly influence specific policy decisions (Greenberg et al. 

2003) (also known as the knowledge-driven model in Weiss 1977). Although understanding 

the direct effects of knowledge on policy decisions is valuable, the number of interacting 

variables to be considered means demonstrating any impact on actual decisions would be 

difficult (Turnpenny et al. 2014).  

Measuring the perspectives of decision-makers, in contrast, is straightforward in 

comparison and broadens understanding of how experiments influence policy making. 

Whether a decision-maker uses experimental evidence in their decisions may depend on 

how favourably they perceive the experiment. 

To assess conceptual influence, we draw on criteria regularly used to assess the 

effectiveness of a science–policy interface- how credible, salient, and legitimate an 

interface is perceived to be (Cash et al. 2003). The Cash typology is regularly used to assess 

the science–policy interface and is similar to the criteria that Weiss (1977) used to assess 

enlightenment experienced by decision-makers (being the perceived technical quality, the 

relevance of research to policy, and the political acceptability of the research). Credibility 

refers to the degree to which policy makers consider the experiment authoritative and 

believable, and to the degree in which they trust the outcomes. It includes credibility of 

both the knowledge production processes and of the knowledge holders (Saarki et al. 2014). 

Salience refers to the perceived relevance of the experiment by decision-makers at a 

certain moment in time. It makes us aware of the relationship between expert knowledge 

and decision-making, emphasising that credibility alone is not going to improve political 

decisions (Cash et al. 2003). The third criterion is legitimacy, which reflects the perception 

that the production of information has been respectful of stakeholders’ divergent values 

and beliefs, unbiased in its conduct, and fair in its treatment of views and interests. 

Legitimacy rests on how the choice was made to involve some actors and not others, and 

how information was produced and disseminated (ibid.). The three criteria are 

summarised below (Table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1: Three criteria measuring effectiveness, defined by Cash et al. 2003. 

Effectiveness criteria Definition 

Credible Authoritative, of high quality, with trustworthy outcomes. 

Salient Relevant to policy at a certain moment in time. 

Legitimate A process that fully incorporates the values, concerns, and 

perspectives of different actors. 
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4.3.2 Typology of experiments 

Studies have analysed experiments in terms of their characteristics (van der Heijden 

2014), purpose (Ettelt et al. 2015), and implications for policy (Greenberg et al. 2003). 

Here, experiments are assessed in terms of how the organiser ‘‘sets’’ the experiment’s 

institutional rules, as described in the Institutional Analysis and Development 

Framework developed by Elinor Ostrom (2005). Ostrom uses the rules to describe an 

action situation, and they determine who is involved and who is excluded (boundary rules), 

how responsibilities are distributed (choice rules), what types of information are 

distributed, how regularly, and to whom (information rules), the extent of buy-in by 

participants (pay-off rules), and how decisions are made (aggregation rules). 

How these rules are set can be understood as design choices made by an experiment’s 

organiser. To facilitate empirical investigation, differences in the settings of each of the 

rules can be aggregated into three different types of experiment: technocratic, boundary, 

and advocacy types. Real-world examples can then be approximated against these types 

(Weber 1968; Dryzek 1987). Typical diametric technocratic and interpretive approaches to 

policy analysis (Owens et al. 2004) provide a basis for distinguishing such types. The 

typology is also informed by a model of the science–policy interface that classifies different 

roles of science (Pielke Jr. 2007): science as arbiter, issue advocate, or an honest broker of 

policy options. The sections below summarise the rule settings for each ideal type (rule 

settings for each experiment type are given in detail in Appendix 2.2).  

4.3.2.1 Technocratic experiment 

The technocratic policy experiment resembles the technical–rational model of knowledge 

production, where an expert elite generates scientific knowledge for policy decisions 

(Owens et al. 2004). It produces scientific information with little or no connection to the 

policy process until the end, when the results are presented to decision-makers. The 

experiment thus plays a supposedly objective and disconnected role in politics as ‘‘science 

arbiter’’ (Pielke Jr. 2007). Knowledge is produced and verified through processes 

acceptable to the involved scientific community, with fact finding occurring within the 

parameters of the goals previously set. This arrangement reinforces the view that science 

is independent of politics (Koetz et al. 2012). 

4.3.2.2 Boundary experiment 

A boundary policy experiment provides an opportunity for actors—state and non-state—

to gain access to and possibly influence policy making. The boundary experiment is 

initiated by a collaboration of actors, and the production of scientific knowledge is 

supplemented by multiple knowledge systems—relevant contextual, lay, and traditional 

forms of knowledge, which are considered of value (Koetz et al. 2012). The experiment’s 

role in policy making resembles the ‘‘honest broker of policy alternatives’’ (Pielke 2007), 

where it engages with the policy process and develops policy solutions in accordance with 

multiple value perspectives. It is expected that the engagement results in participants 
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appreciating the different ways the problem can be understood, and in turn designing and 

testing a mutually beneficial solution (Lejano and Ingram 2009).  

4.3.2.3 Advocacy experiment 

By choosing to design their experiment as an advocacy type, an organiser indicates that 

they have a predefined problem definition and are not open to alternative interpretations. 

They intend to use the experiment to encourage action in a particular policy direction and 

to soften objections (compare the ‘‘(stealth) advocate’’ role in Pielke 2007). An advocacy 

experiment is generally organised by policy makers and includes dominant, traditional 

actors in coalition. Different actor types might be represented, but they agree with the 

problem conception and those with contrasting expectations (‘‘outsiders’’) are barred from 

gaining access (Owens et al. 2004). Those in charge retain power and control over design, 

monitoring, and evaluation procedures, reinforcing the existing structures of power.  

To summarise, the three experiment types each represent an aggregate of different rule 

settings with divergent configurations of information, power distributions, and 

participants. Individual rule settings could be analysed as independent variables in 

themselves, but it is not the focus of this analysis (see Leach et al. 2013 for an assessment 

of how individual design variables affect learning outcomes). The following section 

outlines how the (conceptually derived) expectations of how the types might produce 

different effects on decision-makers. 

4.3.3 Experiment design and effectiveness 

The literature suggests several factors that could influence credibility, saliency, and 

legitimacy. Based on these factors, three hypotheses are built that connect the design of 

experiments to these criteria. 

Hypothesis 1: If an experiment has a technocratic design, it will be considered highly 

credible and moderately legitimate, but not salient.        

For the technocratic type, due to its emphasis on independent scientific methods and 

expertise the experiment is expected to be considered highly credible (Cash et al. 2003; 

Owens et al. 2004). These experiments maintain a transparent process and reporting of 

scientific findings- including uncertainties and limitations, which also boosts credibility 

(Saarki et al. 2014). Separating the participants (expert actors) from policy makers and 

excluding discussion on different perspectives means, the experiment is less likely to 

resonate with the needs of policy makers, reducing the possibility of the project being 

considered salient. The funding for the experiment is likely to be from organisations with 

a purely scientific interest, which care more about scientific publications than about policy 

relevance. Finally, the closed character of the technocratic type reduces its legitimacy 

because the research question, data gathering process, and report writing have not 

involved stakeholder groups or ordinary citizens and might not address arguments they 

consider important (Millo and Lezaun 2006); however, this loss of legitimacy is tempered 

by the experiment’s openness and transparency. 
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Hypothesis 2: If an experiment has a boundary design, it will be considered highly 

legitimate yet moderately credible and salient. 

In a boundary experiment, wide boundary settings ensure that non-state actors have 

access to policy making where they can influence how a public policy problem is solved 

(Dryzek 1987). This may result in the experiment being perceived as very legitimate, as 

the inclusion of different perspectives increases the chance that the evidence resonates 

with societal needs (Hegger et al. 2012). Boundary experiments are the only type that 

allow actors to enter the process on their own volition, which improves their legitimacy 

compared to the other two types. Moreover, open and transparent information 

transmission between participants allows for the ‘‘extended peer review’’ of the experiment 

by a range of actors (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993), rendering the information produced 

more legitimate (ibid.). The inclusion of different knowledge types will distract from the 

independent and reliable knowledge produced, so a lower perception of credibility than for 

the technocratic type is expected. Including a range of actors may ensure salience, 

although increased inclusiveness can have negative effects because it may mean issues 

are reframed that make an experiment irrelevant (Cash et al. 2003). Nevertheless, a 

boundary experiment will strengthen linkages between knowledge production and users 

and increase the probability that the experiment will be designed around the best question 

for policy (Saarki et al. 2014). 

Hypothesis 3: If an experiment has an advocacy design, it will be considered highly 

salient but not very credible or legitimate. 

Finally, in regard to the expected impacts of an advocacy experiment, credibility is 

undermined by including policy and non-state actors in the experiment along with expert 

actors, which dilutes the validity of scientific knowledge with the production of practical 

knowledge. Moreover, if it is noticed, selective information distribution and a lack of 

transparency reduce the experiment’s perceived reliability. In the attempt to show there 

is support for a particular proposal, the organiser blocks participation by critical actors 

and thereby undermines their concerns, reducing fairness and the perceived legitimacy of 

the project. However, salience may be high because of the presence of dominant policy 

actors, which helps when the experiment is used to keep a policy idea alive (Greenberg et 

al. 2003), and outcomes are presented when the time is right—carefully gauged and 

engineered by the policy actors involved. Table 4.2 summarises the expectations sketched 

above into three tentative hypotheses. 
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Table 4.2: Expected scores for the three types. the categories relate to the 1-5 scale used 

for measuring experiment effects: high = >4; middle = 3-4; low = < 3 (the questions were 

answered on a scale ranging from: (1) no certainly not; (2) not really; (3) neutral; (4) 

somewhat; (5) certainly). 

 Credible Salient Legitimate 

H1: technocratic type High Low Medium 

H2: boundary type Medium Medium High 

H3: advocacy type Low Medium/High  Low 

4.3.4 Intervening variables 

Our independent variable (governance design choices made by experiment organisers) is 

only one possible way to explain variations in an experiment’s effectiveness. There are 

competing explanations that may explain their impact; for example, what role (if any) the 

respondent’s organisation had in the experiment. Other relevant factors include what 

government institution they work for, or the extent they consider the experiment 

innovative (Weiss 1977). Playing one of these roles might positively bias a decision-

maker’s survey response. These variables are also operationalised and examined in the 

analysis below. Other intervening variables include the extent of change in the political 

environment external to the experiment and environmental crises such as flooding events 

or drought, but these external changes were not controlled for. 

4.4 Data and methods 

4.4.1 Case selection 

Based on the definition of policy experiment posited earlier, five criteria were used to 

isolate experiment cases related to adaptation from a broader set of 147 potential 

experiment interventions19 conducted in the Dutch environment sector. Table 4.3 below 

sets out the criteria: whether the project was testing for effects; whether it was innovative 

with uncertain outcomes; whether it had policy relevance; whether there was state 

involvement; and whether it was relevant to climate adaptation. Eighteen cases met all 

five criteria20. 

                                                           
19 For 9 months in 2013, two people searched for potential experiment interventions using phrases such as 

test pilots, innovation, experiment, proef, onderzoek, and pilot, on programme websites, ministry, province 

and water authority websites, and in scoping interviews. Projects that were deemed irrelevant included 

product testing, concept pilots, modelling projects, and reapplications of the initial experiment. 

 
20 The cases have different spatial and temporal scales and deal with different problems; however, they are 

comparable due to their meeting the stringent conditions. The start dates of the experiments range between 

1997 and January 2013, and seven are ongoing as of June 2015. Cases were included if they have had at least 

2 years’ implementation or an interim evaluation (following Van der Heijden 2014). Experiment names are 

not used here to honour confidentiality agreements with participants. 
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Table 4.3: Criteria and associated indicators used to identify policy experiments in 

climate change adaptation in the Netherlands. 

Criteria Indicators Relevance to definition 

Testing for real-

world effects 

In-situ intervention with 

monitoring and evaluation 

framework  

Temporary “controlled” field 

trial 

Innovation Previously untried policy or 

management practice 

Innovative intervention with 

uncertain outcomes 

Policy relevance Test of policy concept or approach Produces evidence for policy 

decisions 

State involvement Organiser or other participatory 

role played by an actor employed by 

state or state agency 

 

Ecosystem response Intervention extends across social-

ecological system 

 

Climate change 

adaptation focus 

Exploring new policy concepts to 

manage sea-level rise, flooding, 

fresh water availability, and 

increased drought 

 

The 18 experiment cases dealt with a range of issues in climate adaptation: from safety 

against sea-level rise, increased precipitation, water variability, drought, and saltwater 

intrusion. Climate adaptation is an emerging policy field, and it is notable that most 

experiments sampled relate to the distribution and quality of water. The cases 

demonstrate how the Netherlands are taking broader adaptation-related responses- such 

as land use planning and agriculture- and coupling them to water concerns, e.g. 

multifunctional land use; private responsibility being taken for the amount of water used 

(Wolsink 2010)21 . Ten experiments tested technical innovations (the application of a 

technical solution on the ecological system to measure its impacts); four experiments 

tested governance innovations (the application of a governance solution on the social and 

ecological system); and four experiments trialled both (see Appendix 3.4). The governance 

innovations tended to be boundary or technocratic experiments, and the combined 

governance/technical innovations tended to be advocacy experiments. Most technical 

                                                           
21 Examples of innovative policy concepts being tested include multifunctional land use, which combines flood 

reduction and nature management; dynamic coastal management and building with nature, which use natural 

processes to reduce flood risk; and water husbandry, which encourages farmers to close the water cycle and 

be self-sufficient with the water they have. 
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innovations were technocratic or advocacy experiments. The textbox below summarises 

one of the experiment cases, De Kerf22. 

 

4.4.2 Data collection 

This research measured the effect of each experiment on its surrounding ‘‘policy network’’, 

which is defined as the public institutions that govern the geographical context of each 

experiment: the municipality, the water authority, the province, and the ministerial level 

(where appropriate). A desktop search was conducted to compile lists of all the ‘‘decision-

makers’’- council members and heads of policy departments (relevant to environmental 

policy) in each state organisation. A list of these actors from each relevant state 

organisation was compiled for 17 experiments, with an average of 121 people per case 

(each experiment is situated in a municipality, a province, and a water board). One 

experiment was omitted due to its being a nationwide experiment and therefore present 

in multiple local, water board, and regional governments (and thus very difficult to 

measure). Three experiment cases were located in the same municipality, so the total 

sample population was 169423. 

Council members with portfolios relating to environmental issues were chosen first; then, 

the remaining decision-makers were listed alphabetically, and every fourth name was 

chosen from each institution to create a list of 30 people per experiment24 (stratified 

                                                           
22 https://publicwiki.deltares.nl/display/KvdNLK/Derde+Kustnota 
23 14 experiment cases were multiplied by 121, instead of 17, as three were in the same municipality and 

therefore had the same list of decision-makers. 

 
24 This sampling was done by arranging the names from each institution in alphabetical order and choosing 

every third person. Each person (N=510) was then emailed the survey link. If, after prompting, there were too 

DE KERF COASTAL MANAGEMENT EXPERIMENT (1997-2003)  

This experiment was conducted from 1997-2003 and examined the implications of dynamic 

coastal management in the Dutch province of North Holland. The experiment involved cutting 

through the fore-dune coastal defence to test the possibility of maintaining a defence while 

letting natural processes restore the dune areas and maintaining ecological values inside the 

dunes. This required a change in thinking from an exclusive focus on safety to a broader 

approach that linked safety objectives with nature objectives and recreation, without 

compromising safety. ‘Dynamic coastal management’- was an innovation in thinking about 

coastal management in 1990s policy documents from the Ministry of Transport, Public Works 

and Water Management (V&W, 1990) and the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food 

Quality (LNV, 1990). The experiment achieved its goals but monitoring of effects was halted 

by budget cuts. The results had an impact on the “New Delta!” EU programme and the 

innovation was adopted as policy in “de Derde kustnota” (third Coastal note). 
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random sampling). In October and November 2014, an online survey (using the platform 

‘‘Survey Monkey’’) was emailed to the identified people (510 individuals). To encourage 

participation and prove legitimacy of the survey, an endorsement from the President of 

the Dutch Union of Water Authorities, Mr. Peter Glas, introduced the survey email.  

4.4.3 Survey design 

The survey first asked decision-makers whether they had heard of the experiment 

conducted in their area. If they had not, they were directed to the end of the survey. If they 

responded yes, the respondents were then asked seven questions to assess credibility (e.g. 

their perception of data quality, trust in the experts, and standard of the conclusions); nine 

questions to determine salience (e.g. whether the questions asked were relevant to policy 

makers’ needs and whether the evidence created an opportunity to renew policy); and five 

questions to assess legitimacy (e.g. whether the experiment included all relevant parties 

from the area and whether the goals of the experiment were in line with community 

values). The effectiveness variables were measured as ordinal variables, and Appendix 4.3 

lists the full set of questions (translated from Dutch). For each experiment, the answers 

were then given a total score for the three criteria. Control questions in the survey asked 

what institutional affiliation the respondents had and whether they were involved 

personally in the experiment. The respondents were also asked whether their organisation 

played a role in the experiment, including initiator (n = 24), funder (n = 24), stakeholder 

(n = 60), interested party (n = 31), or knowledge broker (n = 15)25. Data were also collected 

on whether respondents were involved in deciding whether to conduct the experiment, and 

whether they thought the experiment was innovative. 

4.4.4 Data analysis 

The survey results were analysed using statistical data-analysis software (SPSS 21). Basic 

descriptive statistics (frequency tables, cross-tabulations) are used to ascertain impact 

scores, analysis of variance tests (“ANOVA”) are used to assess whether there are 

significant differences in scores between ideal types26, and Kruskal–Wallis (“KWH”) tests 

are used to assess differences in the questions used to assess each variable. The decision 

to use both parametric and nonparametric tests depended on the normal distribution of 

the data, which was normal for the aggregated data and not normal for the individual 

questions (see Appendices 4.2 and 4.3). 

We received 164 responses from the 510 survey requests, which is a response rate of 32.2%. 

Ninety-six of those who responded (59%) had heard of the experiment conducted in their 

area. However, the number of fully completed surveys (where answers are given for over 

half of the questions for each variable) reduces the number of useable surveys to n = 74. 

Appendix 4.1 displays these numbers per experiment and also notes the respondents’ 

                                                           
few responses, then a second list of people was compiled. The initial email was followed by two reminders. A 

minimum of four full responses for each case was considered sufficient. 

 
25 This question was not compulsory and more than one answer was possible. 
26 Here we use ANOVA in line with established practice for measuring the means amongst three or more 

variables. 
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institutions for each case: municipality (responded in 10 cases); water authority (16); 

province (10); ministry (3), showing that the range of institutional response was broad. 

The ministry respondents were decision-makers at the Department for Waterways and 

Public Works (Rijkswaterstaat) at the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, and 

they were included if this institution was involved in a case27. Table 4.4 shows that water 

authorities were most heavily represented, possibly because of the endorsement by their 

president and because other institutions find the issues less relevant to their general 

agenda. 

 

Table 4.4: Extent of responses from individual institutions. 

Institution # responses Percent knew 

case 

Percent 

completed 

survey 

Municipality 37 (23%) 57 36 

Water 

Authority 

68 (42%) 72 66 

Province 54 (33%) 43 38 

Ministry 4 (2%) 100 50 

TOTAL 16328 62% 47.5% 

 

4.5 Results 

In this section, the survey results are presented and analysed. After a general summary, 

results relevant to the hypotheses are explored in turn. This is followed by an assessment 

of the intervening factors and how they relate to the three impact criteria. Out of the 18 

cases, four were omitted29, so the analysis rests on 14 experiments. An assessment of the 

14 cases (see Appendix 3.4) found that five experiments met the technocratic definition 

                                                           
27 The decision to only include RWS decision-makers if the organisation was involved in the experiment was 

based on the observation that although RWS have regional offices, they are staffed by only a few people, who 

would have been inundated with survey requests had each case been required to include RWS responses. 
 
28 Three respondents did not give their institutional affiliation. 
 
29 One experiment was omitted due to it being a national experiment and therefore relevant to all institutions 

throughout the country, making the collection of survey data from all relevant decision makers overly time 

consuming. Another case was removed from the group because of a lack of responses. Two further cases were 

also removed because, despite a high number of responses, these political actors had not heard of the 

experiment in their jurisdiction (see Appendix 4.1). 
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(n= 24 complete responses from decision-makers), three were boundary experiments (n= 

15), and six were advocacy experiments (n= 35). Experiment type is a nominal, 

dichotomous variable. 

4.5.1 Results for whole sample 

Table 4.5 summarises the scores for each criterion used to measure impact. Credibility 

scored highest with 4.2, legitimacy scored 3.8, and salience had the lowest score of 3.6. No 

criterion scored ‘‘low’’ (under 3), indicating that the experiments were generally well 

regarded. Reliability of aggregating the questions into variables was determined by 

computing Cronbach’s alpha (a) for each set of questions. The questions assessing all three 

criteria scored well over the .7 needed to justify the aggregation (De Vaus 2002). To 

determine whether the variables differed across the ideal types, an ANOVA test was 

performed (Table 6). It revealed significant scores when the responses for each criterion 

were divided up into types. This result adds weight to the assumption that a difference in 

scores is attributable to design30. 

 

Table 4.5: Summary of respondents’ scores for the credibility, salience, and legitimacy 

criteria. Cronbach alpha scores signify the reliability of aggregating the survey 

questions into the variables (α= 0.70 is the minimum acceptable score). An 

asterisk denotes whether there were significantly different scores between the 

ideal types. 

Variables 

measuring 

effectiveness 

Nos. of 

responses 

Minimum Maxim

um 

Mean S.D. Cronbach 

alpha 

Credibility* 74 2 5 4.2 0.64 α= 0.92 

Salience* 74 2 5 3.6 0.6 α= 0.84 

Legitimacy* 74 1 5 3.8 0.76 α= 0.88 

 

  

                                                           
30 See Appendix 4.3 for homogeneity of variances test and a Tukey post hoc test. 
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Table 4.6: ANOVA test results for significance between the ideal types. 

ANOVA 

  

Sum of 

Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Credibility 

Between 

Groups 
2.973 2 1.487 3.920 .025 

Within 

Groups 
25.028 66 .379     

Total 28.001 68       

Salience 

Between 

Groups 
3.674 2 1.837 6.170 .003 

Within 

Groups 
20.242 68 .298     

Total 23.916 70       

Legitimacy 

Between 

Groups 
5.336 2 2.668 5.156 .008 

Within 

Groups 
33.638 65 .518     

Total 38.975 67       

Next, the hypothesis of each ideal type is assessed. The aggregated score is presented, but 

to gain deeper understanding of how the experiments were perceived some of the 

individual questions are also analysed, particularly those that had answers that showed 

significant differences between the types (visual representations of how the ideal types 

differed across each variable are found in Appendix 4.2). 

4.5.2 Differences in conceptual influence between the ideal types 

4.5.2.1 Technocratic experiments 

Recalling the hypothesis set out in Table 4.1 (repeated in Table 4.7 below), technocratic 

experiments are expected to be considered highly credible, somewhat legitimate, and only 

slightly salient. From the survey, technocratic-type experiments recorded medium levels 

for each variable, so expectations were met for legitimacy but not met for salience or 

credibility. Technocratic experiments score slightly lower than expected for credibility and 

.3 below the mean. Their aggregated score for credibility was significantly lower than that 

for boundary experiments. Technocratic experiments were seen to ask more ambiguous 
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questions, and confidence in the experts involved was lower than both boundary and 

advocacy experiments (although the mean score is still high).  

Technocratic experiments earned a low–medium score for salience, also 0.3 below the 

mean. This is slightly higher than the anticipated low score, although significantly lower 

than advocacy experiments. In particular, technocratic experiments were seen to be 

primarily linked to expert interests (and not policy interests) more than the other types. 

Their questions were considered more likely to lose relevance to policy makers over time, 

and their results less convertible into policy. Technocratic experiment scored medium for 

legitimacy, confirming the hypothesis. On all five questions, the technocratic experiments 

did well, although still significantly lower than boundary experiments, particularly in 

reference to the degree of openness afforded by the experiment. 

 

 

Table 4.7: Results for technocratic experiments across the three effectiveness criteria. 

The asterisk notes significance for this criterion in comparison to the other 

types. The sample mean is given in brackets behind the result for each 

criterion. A result in bold means it met the hypothesis. 

Technocratic experiment 

(N=24) 

Credibility* Salience Legitimacy 

Hypothesis High (>4) Low (< 3) Medium (3-4) 

Result (sample mean) 3.9 (4.2) 3.3 (3.6) 3.5 (3.8) 

  

4.5.2.2 Boundary experiments 

Boundary experiments were estimated to be highly legitimate and somewhat credible and 

salient, and they met two of the hypothesised scores because they scored higher for 

credibility than expected (Table 4.8). The high credibility score was a surprise (being 0.3 

above the mean) with all seven questions being given high scores (see Appendix 4.2). As 

noted above, boundary experiments were considered significantly more credible than 

technocratic experiments. The salience score was much lower but still met the hypothesis. 

Boundary experiments were seen to produce results more convertible to policy than the 

others, and they were most successful at communicating their results, so that policy 

makers can utilise them.  

As expected, boundary experiments excelled in legitimacy. Here, they scored 0.5 higher 

than the average and scored high on four of the five measured factors, with the highest 

score being for most strongly reflecting the views and priorities of people living in the 

surrounding area where the experiments were embedded. 
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Table 4.8: Results for boundary experiments across the three effectiveness criteria. 

Upticks signify that the results meet expectations. The asterisk notes 

significance for this criterion in comparison to the other types. The sample 

mean is given in brackets behind the result for each criterion. A result in bold 

means it met the hypothesis. 

Boundary (N=15) Credibility* Salience Legitimacy* 

Hypothesis Medium (3-4) Medium/ High (3.5-4) High (> 4) 

Result (sample 

mean) 

4.5 (4.2) 3.7 (3.6)  4.3 (3.8)     

4.5.2.2 Advocacy experiments 

Finally, advocacy experiments were expected to be considered highly salient and only 

slightly credible and legitimate (the hypothesis is repeated in Table 4.9). The results show 

that the assumptions made were wrong for all three criteria. Advocacy experiments were 

expected to have low credibility but received a high score that equalled the mean. The 

highest score related to the perceived reliability of the organisers. Salience was expected 

to be high, and although the advocacy experiments scored higher than the mean for this 

criterion, it was not as high as expected. Nevertheless, the questions posed by advocacy 

experiments were seen as more relevant than either boundary or technocratic experiments 

(Appendix 4.2). They scored lowest for their communication of results, which were judged 

as unfamiliar to policy makers’ experiences, but all types scored poorly on this aspect of 

salience. Advocacy experiments were expected to not be seen as particularly legitimate, 

and here they perform much better than assumed. All the questions received medium 

scores, and they did better than the technocratic experiments. 

Table 4.9: Results for advocacy experiments across the three effectiveness criteria. The 

asterisk notes significance for this criterion in comparison to the other types. 

The sample mean is given in brackets behind the result for each criterion. 

Advocacy (N=35) Credibility Salience* Legitimacy 

Hypothesis Low (< 3) High (> 4) Low (< 3) 

Result (sample mean) 4.2 (4.2) 3.8 (3.6)     3.9 (3.8) 

4.5.3 Relevance of the intervening variables 

The ANOVA tests demonstrated that experiment type influenced the scores for credibility, 

salience, and legitimacy. However, other intervening explanations might also be relevant. 

These variables included what kind of organisation the respondent worked for 

(municipality, province, water authority) and what sort of role the respondent’s 

organisation had in the experiment (initiator, financier, stakeholder, knowledge provider). 
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The influence of these variables was examined with a series of Mann–Whitney U tests (as 

they did not all meet the normal distribution assumption). In addition, based on Weiss’s 

finding that innovative research carried greater, more favourable weight amongst 

decision-makers (Weiss 1977), the extent to which respondents thought the experiment 

was innovative31 and whether this would influence their scoring of an experiment was 

tested. 

The results showed that a decision-maker from an organisation that initiated an 

experiment was significantly more likely to evaluate an experiment more positively for all 

three variables and that a respondent from an organisation that funded an experiment 

was more likely to evaluate the experiment as credible. For the other roles a respondent’s 

organisation might have had (stakeholder, knowledge provider) the respondents did not 

vary significantly in scores. In terms of the organisation a respondent worked for, no 

significant differences were found. Unfortunately, the innovation data violated 

assumptions required for ANCOVA (the statistical test used to assess the effects of a 

covariate in an ANOVA test) so the variable was separately examined using a Spearman 

rho correlation analysis. The test revealed that there was a moderate correlation between 

innovation and credibility (r = 0.576), weak correlation with salience (r = 0.340), and a 

moderate correlation with legitimacy (r = 0.619). This implies some corroboration for 

Weiss’s hypothesis, in the sense that the more an experiment is considered innovative, the 

higher its credibility and legitimacy. 

4.6 Discussion and conclusions 

The purpose of this paper was to gain a better understanding of the relationship between 

the design of a policy experiment and its impact on the policy network, which was 

measured by assessing a decision-maker’s perception of how credible, salient, and 

legitimate they believed an experiment to be. Encouraged by Weiss (1977) and Greenberg 

et al. (2003), we assessed the conceptual influence of an experiment on decision-makers to 

develop alternative insights into the use of knowledge in decision-making, which go 

beyond the more regular assessment of the direct use of an experiment’s results. The 

research questions outlined in the introduction are now discussed in turn, followed by an 

assessment of the limits to the analysis and future research suggestions.  

Regarding question one, results of the survey confirm that decision-makers are generally 

aware of and hold favourable impressions of policy experiments. This finding should buoy 

advocates who value the novel, innovative aspects of experimenting for policy 

development. However, our focus on conceptual influence does not enhance our 

understanding of whether experiments directly influence policy decisions, and the 

literature is not very positive: Greenberg et al. (2003) found no indication that the effects 

of the evaluated experiment cases had been decisive in the decision to adopt a tested policy. 

Rather, political reasons were given precedence over experiment evidence. Thus, the 

question of whether experimenting is worth the time and money is still open to debate.  

                                                           
31 Measured on a scale from (1) not at all innovative – (4) very innovative 
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Our second question asked whether an experiment’s governance design affects perceived 

levels of credibility, salience, and legitimacy of experiments, and we suggested hypotheses 

for each experiment type. Hypothesis H1 (technocratic experiments) was partially 

rejected, with only the legitimacy score being predicted correctly; H2 was partially 

accepted with our salience and legitimacy scores being correct; and H3 was rejected 

outright because all three effect variables scored differently to predictions. The analysis 

shows that, although we predicted over half the relationships incorrectly, most differences 

in impact scores can be explained by design, particularly the differences between 

technocratic experiment scores and the other two types. An expert design is least effective, 

with a surprisingly medium score for credibility. To decision-makers, isolating experts 

from policy and limiting inclusion makes an experiment less credible, not more. This 

critical perception of technocratic experiments reflects the rejection of the ‘‘scientification’’ 

of politics, as they generated the least trust in their experts and questions were considered 

the least clear. These results also highlight an evolution in the literature. At its inception, 

credible evidence was defined as the perceived scientific adequacy of a science– policy 

interface’s technical evidence and arguments (Cash et al. 2003). Generalisable, scientific 

knowledge was considered most plausible and accurate. However, during its theoretical 

development, credibility has essentially been broadened to include place-based knowledge 

in science (e.g. Hegger et al. 2012). Our results show, for experiments at least, that when 

a broad set of actors contribute contextual, practical knowledge, this place-based 

knowledge improves credibility over scientifically defensible knowledge alone (even with 

a lack of transparency and poor information distribution between the participants, as 

found in advocacy experiments). 

Another interesting observation is the extent advocacy experiments scored surprisingly 

well on all three impact variables, particularly legitimacy. This may be because all the 

advocacy experiments were sited in relatively harmonious contexts, where no critical 

actors were excluded nor objections voiced about the incumbent power structures. 

Decision- makers would only know actors in their area were disaffected if anyone actually 

protested about it. We tentatively suggest that an advocacy design reduces an 

experiment’s perceived legitimacy only if it is used to test policy options in conflict settings, 

where other actors oppose the proffered solution. 

The third question asked what the implications of the findings are on our understanding 

of how experiments are used in policy making. The uses noted earlier: to produce evidence, 

build acceptability, and push/maintain ideas on the policy agenda can all be seen reflected 

here. Strong credibility illustrates that decision-makers value the way evidence is 

produced; we have not measured whether they apply the evidence to their own decisions, 

but we can extrapolate from the findings that experiments are generally seen to produce 

useful and valid information. A medium score for salience reveals that experiments are 

perhaps vulnerable to political machinations; the length of time it takes to conduct them 

means they can lose visibility easily and risk becoming a ‘‘time capsule’’ (Sanderson 2002). 

Organisers must work hard to keep the issue on the political agenda and maintain 

relevance (Greenberg et al. 2003). Finally, a medium–high score for legitimacy indicates 

that experiments can play a strong role in ‘‘softening’’ a community’s stance on change, 
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particularly if a boundary design is used that provides non-state actors with access to the 

process and gives them some control over it. 

In regard to research limitations, systematic survey sampling has its strengths as well as 

its drawbacks. Setting the minimum at seven responses when 40 people are initially 

sampled is low and limits the findings; however, due to the difficulty in accessing 

decisionmakers at this level and in these numbers, the results validly increase 

understanding of to what extent political decision-makers value experiments. Randomly 

choosing respondents also strengthens the findings for each experiment, although we note 

the unintended bias towards respondents from the water authorities, perhaps due to the 

endorsement letter from their chairman, and lack of responses from ministry officials. An 

in-depth qualitative analysis of a selection of these experiments could explore the broad 

patterns we identified here more thoroughly and avoid these unfortunate biases. 

It was surprising that so many people who initially responded to the survey (almost half) 

had never heard of the projects. The survey participants were randomly chosen, but 

decision-makers with environmental portfolios were targeted first, which indicates that 

many relevant decision-makers in jurisdictions where experiments are undertaken are not 

aware of them. This insight could translate into an interesting research question for 

scholars interested in experiments: building on Greenberg et al. (2003), what strategies 

should experiment organisers use to ensure an experiment’s visibility and influence? As 

noted above, we did not control for some extraneous variables; for example, the extent that 

a political change or external event could influence how salient an experiment is. If a 

government that championed a policy innovation is replaced by one that is ambivalent or 

even hostile towards the change, an experiment could quickly lose visibility and relevance; 

similarly, if a catastrophic environmental event like a flood or earthquake occurred, then 

this could push the experiment into the spotlight as a symbol of what’s ‘‘being done’’ to 

manage the disaster. How important these events are to the success of an experiment 

could be another question for further research. 

Scholars might also analyse differences between the effectiveness of an experiment and 

other policy appraisal venues, such as pilots or cost–benefit analyses; or how different 

individual rule settings influence an experiment’s effectiveness. A fourth research path 

could look to establish whether the ideal type designs fit particular problem contexts, i.e. 

as mentioned above that advocacy experiments may maintain legitimacy in more 

harmonious contexts. This resonates with a discussion in Owens et al. (2004) on the choice 

of different policy appraisal designs being contingent on a continuum from well-structured 

problems to severely unstructured ones. 

To conclude, the analysis reveals that, overall, policy experiments have a positive effect 

on their relevant policy network. In general, they are seen to be of good quality and 

produce results that are very credible, moderately salient, and moderately legitimate. 

That decision-makers find the process of experimentation a largely positive endeavour is 

a useful finding, but the research exposes the fact experiments are only rarely used to 
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invent and evaluate new policy strategies 32 . The literature agrees: as a method of 

developing new policy approaches generally, experimentation is uncommon (Gunderson 

1999). If governments do attempt institutional reform, the evaluation of outcomes is 

lacking (Campbell 1998) or innovation may go undetected, with policy change mostly 

occurring incrementally within existing programmes where the degree of uncertainty is 

low (Vedung 1997; Campbell 1998). It is noted from the scoping interviews with initiators 

that the cost and the uncertainty of risk make it hard for policy makers to accept that 

political failure is an option (a phenomenon explored by Hood 2007). They stressed the 

importance of building political and public support for the project before it even enters the 

experiment phase (a factor not captured in the framework) and being explicit in the fact 

that if the experiment fails, the costs will be borne by the state. On one hand, it makes 

sense that policy actors are cautious about innovating and taking risks, since they are 

spending public money. On the other, the costs of maintaining the status quo may 

eventually outweigh the costs of trying new ways to keep society’s proverbial head above 

water. Our results should support and inspire actors who want to use experimentation as 

a method to assess their future. 

  

                                                           
32 It is worth reiterating that out of 147 relevant potential experiment interventions in our inventory, only 

18 were deemed policy experiments according to the definition. 
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5 Connecting Policy Change, Experimentation, and 

Entrepreneurs: advancing conceptual and empirical 

insights33 

Abstract 

With global environmental problems worsening, policy makers and non-state actors are 

looking for viable solutions through policy innovation, entrepreneurship, and 

experimentation. Research into the use of experiments to innovate is increasing, but the 

role of experimentation in policy change has yet to be specifically addressed in the context 

of climate governance. The aim of this paper is to improve understanding by examining 

how entrepreneurs, key agents of change, might use experiments to advance their climate 

innovations. Policy entrepreneurs can benefit in several ways from using experiments, 

including assessing public response to new ideas and learning.   

This paper addresses the question: what role can experiments play in an entrepreneur’s 

change strategies? To answer this, a set of 18 policy experiments from Dutch water 

management were analysed to understand how they functioned as four different policy 

change strategies. The results revealed that organisers use experiments to evaluate their 

pre-formed ideas, to soften local communities to the idea of experimentation, to build broad 

but centrally controlled coalitions, and to link with influential political actors and national 

programmes to maintain visibility and relevance. These insights form a list of suggestions 

that the experiment organisers identified as key to the change strategies. Based on this, 

several recommendations about design choices are made for entrepreneurs who want to 

experiment.  

Analysing experiments as change strategies contributes a novel perspective on how policy 

experiments function as venues for invention and provides useful suggestions on how 

experiments can be designed to improve their influence over policy making processes. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

There is a very strong spotlight currently shining on the use of experiments in 

environmental governance. As society grapples with critical environmental issues borne 

out of resource use and exacerbated by climate change, academics in a variety of scientific 

fields are advising policy makers and societal groups to develop and test new ideas by 

experimenting. Experimentation has been described as a “protean” concept because of its 

multiple uses in disciplines addressing environmental policy issues (Ansell and 

Bartenberger 2016:64); including to understand human behaviour, evaluate policy 

interventions, and solve sustainability and climate change issues (ibid.).  

                                                           
33 Chapter 5 is currently in submission to the journal Ecology and Society. 
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One field where experiments are gaining traction is climate governance. Experiments are 

said to more competently address the “multi-dimensional and complex nature” of climate 

change than other, more traditional governance modes (Kivimaa et al. 2017:1). Recent 

publications have attempted to categorise the broad and diffuse uses of climate governance 

experimentation, to facilitate consistent meanings and critically examine their uses and 

outcomes (Ansell and Bartenberger 2016; McFadgen and Huitema 2016; 2017; Laakso et 

al. 2017; Weiland et al. 2017). Kivimaa et al. (2017) claim that how experiments bring 

about change is underexplored, although the sustainability literature is making efforts to 

identify success factors (van der Heijden 2014; Nair and Howlett 2016; Antikainen et al. 

2017), to explain how an experiment can perform as a “pathway for change” (Bai et al. 

2010; Farrelly and Brown 2011) and to show they are embedded in societal and political 

fabric by deepening, broadening, and scaling up (Laakso et al. 2017). In the policy sciences, 

the role of experiments is not to produce change directly but rather influence decision 

making by providing evidence of an innovation’s effects, which they often do 

unsuccessfully (Greenberg et al. 2003; Ettelt et al. 2015). 

In studies on experiments for climate governance the government’s role is peripheral, 

partly because experiments are expected to upset the status quo by working outside 

common decision-making processes (Hoffman 2011; Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2013). 

However, there is value in the view that governments still have a key role to play in 

climate innovation, particularly their use of or participation in policy experiments. 

Drawing from this, policy experiments are defined as ‘temporary, controlled field-trials of 

policy-relevant innovations that produce evidence for subsequent policy decisions’ 

(McFadgen and Huitema, 2016). The primary intention of policy experimentation is 

therefore to encourage learning of the effects of new proposals (Peters 1998; Sanderson 

2002; McFadgen and Huitema 2016; Ansell and Bartenberger 2016). However, this 

function tends to be viewed in the literature as a neutral act and separate from policy 

making and politics in general (Brodkin and Kaufman 2000; Simons and Voß 2017).  

This disregard for how experiments are inherently political and how they relate to politics 

and policy change limits expectations of what can be achieved with experimentation. After 

all, the choice to experiment with new forms of policy signals recognition of emerging 

anomalies in the dominant policy paradigm, so experimentation itself can be considered 

an approach to policy change (Hall 1993; Peters 1998). Therefore, a policy science 

perspective is taken to better understand the relationship between change and 

experiments. 

As well as experimentation, the second key concept addressed in this paper is the notion 

of policy entrepreneurship. Policy entrepreneurs are defined as “energetic actors who work 

with others in and around policymaking venues to promote significant policy change” 

(Mintrom and Luetjens 2017:2). They can be agents inside government, such as politicians 

or policy makers, or outside government such as experts, NGO representatives, or 

individual citizens (Huitema and Meijerink 2010). Policy change theories have been used 

to build understanding of the policy entrepreneur’s role in managing change, and specific 

strategies have been isolated that entrepreneurs might use (Huitema and Meijerink 2010; 

Brouwer and Huitema 2017). 
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Despite the shared association with policy innovation and change, there is limited 

discussion in the policy literature linking the two concepts and it is unclear how 

entrepreneurs might use experiments. Some work has been done: Roberts (1992) shows 

how entrepreneurs use experiments to test the “survivability” of their innovations, and 

Marti and Mair (2009) observe that experiments are used by operators in niches to resist 

dominant governance approaches. Meijerink and Huitema (2010) conclude that 

entrepreneurs miss out on learning opportunities because they use pilots to sell their idea 

to the public and not to test it. Recently, John (2017) identified policy makers who use 

experiment methods as entrepreneurs and argued that experimentation pushes these 

change agents to be more evidence based. Bernstein and Hoffmann (2018) also suggest 

that entrepreneurs can use experiments to generate normative changes. These studies 

suggest that entrepreneurs have uses for experimentation; including testing, 

operationalising radical interventions, learning, and producing evidence, but these 

observations are based on limited empirical analysis. Understanding the relationship 

between experimentation and entrepreneurship could arguably strengthen both concepts 

as tools for policy change. If the use of experiments was sufficiently broadened to reflect 

the strategies that entrepreneurs use, entrepreneurs could be encouraged to open 

themselves up to indeterminacy and use experiments as a venue for invention. Likewise, 

if experiments were understood as a practice for agenda setting and coalition building, as 

well as knowledge production and learning, more reasons could be cited for increasing 

their use and value. 

To explore the dynamics between experimentation and entrepreneurship, how 

experiments can be used to emulate the strategies that entrepreneurs use is examined. 

The main research question of the paper is: what role can experiments play in an policy 

entrepreneur’s change strategies? To answer this question, the literatures on policy 

experiments and policy entrepreneurship are reviewed. It is argued that entrepreneurs 

have a range of strategies at their disposal and how experimentation could play a role in 

each of those is explored. This inductive strategy leads to several hypotheses about the 

way experiments might fit in the toolbox of the entrepreneur (section 5.2).  To see how and 

to what extent experiments can perform as change strategies in empirical settings, 18 

experiment cases in Dutch water management are analysed and information about them 

is set out in section three. The need for climate adaptation is acute in the vulnerable delta 

of the Netherlands, especially in relation to increased flooding. Section 5.4 sets out the 

methods of data collection and analysis that were used. Section 5.5 provides a list of best 

practices for how entrepreneurs can design experiments to improve their chances to 

influence change, and it is suggested that entrepreneurs are using experiments as a 

process of bricolage. The findings provide practical and theoretical insight into how 

entrepreneurs can use experiments to influence the policy process. 

5.2 Conceptual exploration of policy change strategies and the role of 

experiments  

The role of experimentation in policy change has yet to be specifically addressed in the 

context of climate governance and this paper aims to improve understanding by examining 
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how entrepreneurs, key agents of change, might use experiments to advance climate 

innovations. To do this, the policy continuity and change theories that dominate the policy 

science literature are relied on. These theories include the multiple streams framework 

(Kingdon 1984), the advocacy coalition framework (Sabatier 1988), and the punctuated 

equilibrium framework (Baumgartner and Jones 1991). They consider policy development 

a random and rare process (Kingdon 1984; Baumgartner and Jones 1991) which is seldom 

brought about by an individual or group of people. However, taking the same view as 

Olsson et al. (2006), Huitema and Meijerink (2010), and Brouwer and Huitema (2017), it 

is argued here that policy change may be deliberately affected and “navigated” by people 

in absence of crisis events (Olsson et al. 2006).  

As explained above, links are increasingly being made between entrepreneurship and 

experimentation. Following John (2017), it is claimed that those who experiment are 

characteristically entrepreneurial. Experiment organisers can originate from inside or 

outside government (McFadgen and Huitema 2017) and might use one or a selection of 

strategies to increase the visibility and impact of their experiments. Starting from the list 

of five entrepreneurial strategies found in Huitema and Meijerink (2010), two are 

identified as directly relevant to experimentation (‘exploiting policy windows’, ‘developing 

new ideas’) and one of their strategies is divided into two (‘demonstration’ and ‘building 

coalitions’). The others, ‘recognising multiple venues in modern society’ and ‘orchestrating 

networks’, did not resonate with the utilised understanding of experimentation.  

The first strategy examined is that of developing new ideas. Methods of governing for 

climate adaptation stem from dominant ideas (or policy paradigms) that dictate a way of 

understanding the world, what goals are to be obtained, and what instruments should be 

used to reach those goals (Hall 1993:279). To produce significant policy change, a paradigm 

shift needs to occur, where incumbent ideas are replaced by new, radical approaches or 

ideas. Less dramatic ideas can also have an effect when incremental changes are made to 

the ways policy instruments that support the paradigm are set, or new instruments are 

developed (ibid.). These “first and second order” changes are more typical of regular policy 

making but do not challenge the policy paradigm itself (ibid:279).  

Entrepreneurs trigger policy change by inventing a new idea that is often an innovative 

solution to a pressing problem, which they can do alone or in concert with others (Huitema 

and Meijerink 2010). These new ideas are also understood as new policy frames (Schön 

and Rein 1994), policy images (Baumgartner and Jones 2002), or alternative system 

configurations (Olsson et al. 2006) that emerge as “a germ of an idea” that suggest the new 

ways the situation might change (Meijerink and Huitema 2009:31). Challenges to the 

policy paradigm “occur relatively rarely” (ibid:279) and it is suggested that entrepreneurs 

situated outside of government are more likely to develop more extreme alternative 

futures due to their being “free from governmental constraints” (Meijerink and Huitema 

2009:31). This entrepreneurial strategy fits in the policy formulation stage of the policy 

process and frames attempts to set the policy agenda (Jordan and Huitema 2014).  

To assess the relationship between experimentation and the development of new ideas, 

Ansell and Bartenberger’s (2016) classification of controlled and generative experiments 
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is utilised34. Controlled experiments are field (or laboratory35) experiments that infer their 

findings deductively- that is, by exerting control in order to establish causality and prove 

or disprove the hypothesis being tested (Fischer 1995; Ansell and Bartenberger 2016). 

Fischer notes that controlled field experiments are used for evaluation research in policy 

literature and they “represent the formal application of the scientific method to the social 

action context of public programmes” (Fischer 1995:29). These experiments focus on 

identifying the relevant consequences of following new policy objectives, but an 

experimenter’s intention to be objective and empirical can lead to only easily measurable 

factors being evaluated, and the policy objectives themselves being narrowly interpreted 

by technocrats before operationalisation (Fischer 1995). The ideas being tested in 

controlled experiments stem from academic sources or, in some cases, from public 

managers that deliver public services (John 2017:11). 

In contrast, Ansell and Bartenberger (2016:69) also identify ‘generative’ experiments, 

which “iteratively refine innovations...in order to abductively generate novel solutions”. 

Control over the process is minimal or non-existent, and the idea “develops” as the 

experiment adapts to new findings and changing circumstances. This adaptive and flexible 

character helps the experiment meet the expectations of the various stakeholders, but 

although generative experiments may measure outcomes, the intention is to understand 

how to develop the idea so it works (Ansell and Bartenberger 2016). The definition of a 

policy experiment used in this paper emphasises that an evaluative function is critical to 

experimentation (McFadgen and Huitema 2016) and not all generative experiments would 

meet the definition, but generative types are typical to sustainability studies, particularly 

transition management, where they are used to design sustainable solutions (e.g. Bai et 

al. 2010; van der Heijden 2014; Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2014; Luederitz et al. 2017; 

Weiland et al. 2017). 

These categories suggest that experiments can be used to either develop a new idea 

throughout the process of implementation or to strictly evaluate an idea using processes 

and objectives locked in at the beginning. The control used to isolate causality and test 

hypotheses contrasts with the lack of control needed to constantly update the experiment 

to render it a success, and the extent of control in individual cases should be evident by 

the type of evaluation process used. Insight into how an experiment is designed may also 

help determine whether experiments are used to develop or test ideas; for example, 

controlled experiments involve scientists as experimenters, whereas generative 

experiments involve societal and political actors in designing and implementing (Weiland 

et al. 2017). Also, the significance of failure features here; for deductive experiments 

failing to meet pre-set objectives is a realistic outcome; whereas generative experiments 

are “success oriented” and failure might be ignored (Weiland et al. 2017:36). Organisers’ 

                                                           
34 The third category, “Darwinian experiments”, was omitted because they are not individual projects but 

rather “systems or ecologies” of experiments (Ansell and Bartenberger 2016:68).  

 
35 Compared to Ansell and Bartenberger (2016), laboratory experiments and tests of existing programmes are 

excluded from the definition, in order to follow Campbell’s desire for “reality-testing” novel policy interventions 

in natural systems- that is, as field trials.  
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attitudes to failure may indicate whether experiments are being used to develop or 

evaluate ideas.  

Demonstrating an idea to gain attention and “sell” it is another key policy change strategy 

(Mintrom 2000; Huitema and Meijerink 2010; Brouwer and Huitema 2017). Brouwer and 

Huitema (2017) found that entrepreneurs believed the demonstration strategy was useful 

for backing up their claims on the nature of a problem while also convincing their audience 

that the solution was the best means to solve that problem. Demonstrating an idea shifts 

it from the abstract to the concrete and shows off its technical feasibility (how well the 

idea works) and builds social feasibility (acceptance by the people affected). This second 

aspect of feasibility relates to the concept of “softening up”, whereby demonstrating the 

solution helps get people used to the new idea and helps the entrepreneur build acceptance 

around it (Kingdon 1984; Beem 2007).  

Entrepreneurs use pilot projects to put the demonstration strategy in action, to sell and 

build acceptance for their ideas (Mintrom 2000; Taylor et al. 2011). Huitema and Meijerink 

(2010:12) explicitly note experimentation is a sub-section of piloting, in that pilot projects 

are more often intended to “sell a new approach to the public” but “should not exclude 

experimentation and testing”. Here, they differentiate between demonstration and 

experimentation by highlighting the need to evaluate outcomes. Evaluation signifies that 

the innovation’s effects are unknown; the difference between selling an idea as a ‘real and 

permanent’ solution or a ‘potential’ solution (Peters 1998:128). Those in support of the idea 

must accept that there might be no positive outcome (John 2017). 

Even if findings on the effectiveness of a policy idea are produced, they can be misused to 

demonstrate support for or opposition to the idea. If results are favourable, decision 

makers still might not accept the solution if the results do not support the dominant policy 

line (ibid.); or, as Ettelt et al. (2015) observed, results from experiments might be used to 

bolster decisions to change policy before the experiments have even ended, undermining 

the genuine uncertainty that is expected in policy experimentation (Martin and Sanderson 

1999; Ettelt et al. 2015:303).  

So, on one hand, acknowledging the need to evaluate the effects of an idea reveals that an 

organiser does not really know if their solution is truly effective, which could be a hard 

sell. On the other hand, even if an experiment is evaluated and conclusions are drawn, 

decision makers can still manipulate the results to demonstrate the effectiveness of their 

ideas. Organisers can do little to control how their findings are used politically; however, 

they can control how the process of experimentation is perceived. Experimentation allows 

organisers to claim their innovation is “more precise and evidence based” (John 2017:489) 

and experiments that are designed to be transparent and open to participants and the 

local communities they are embedded in can help dispel fears that the experiment is used 

to support a pre-defined policy position. By maintaining open lines of communication and 

regularly providing information on objectives and results, organisers can ensure their 

experiment is perceived of as a genuine inquiry. This would also help to maintain the 

experiment’s integrity if the political use of its findings were called into question.  
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Policy change is seldom produced by an individual working alone (Imperial 2005) and 

coalition building is a change strategy that involves linking actors and building support 

around a new idea (Huitema and Meijerink 2010). Coalitions take a variety of forms; for 

example, the advocacy coalition framework focuses on the interactions between groups of 

actors who share a set of policy beliefs and belong to the same policy subsystem (Sabatier 

1988), whereas “shadow networks” are coalitions made up of informal networks of actors 

outside regular policy processes (Olsson et al. 2006). These groups form to collaborate, 

share resources and achieve common goals. 

Brouwer and Huitema (2017) highlight the strategic and substantive benefits of coalition 

building for entrepreneurs in Dutch water management; including increased 

collaboration, legitimacy, support, and resources. They also note the costs of broad 

coalitions; being time, energy, and the uncontrollable complexity that arises when linking 

different actors. They conclude that there is not a one-size fits all and that the extent of a 

coalition and the optimal level of collaboration needs to be carefully considered for each 

project (ibid.).  

Termeer et al. (2011) suggest that solving a complex issue like how to adapt to climate 

change should ideally involve a variety of actors with different interests and 

understandings of the problem. For some scholars, experiments provide an innovative and 

participatory approach to climate governance (Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2013; Hildén et 

al. 2017; van Popering-Verkerk and van Buuren 2017) where non-state actors contribute 

knowledge, capabilities, and resources (Berkhout et al. 2010). Since experiments approach 

a problem in a new way, they form new actor combinations by bringing together actors 

from inside and outside the “inner circle” (Castán Broto and Bulkeley 2013; van Popering-

Verkerk and van Buuren 2017:226). 

However, not all experiments intend to build broad coalitions (McFadgen and Huitema 

2016). Academics and bureaucrats dominate the controlled experiments favoured by the 

U.K.’s public health bureaucracy and the government’s behavioural unit (Haynes et al. 

2012; Ettelt et al. 2015) and the United States economic policy experiments (Brodkin and 

Kaufman 2000; Greenberg et al. 2003). Policy makers use academic expertise for their 

decision making, while the experts need the government “to test out its claims” (John 

2017:484). In these experiments, societal actors are excluded and instead play the role of 

spectator or experiment subject (Weiland et al. 2017), which helps maintain the neutrality 

and credibility of the experiment (Cash et al. 2003; Ansell and Bartenberger 2016).  

As noted above, there are considerable benefits and costs to building a coalition via 

experimentation. Diverse experiments have potential to increase collaboration, 

legitimacy, and learning (Smith 2007; van der Heijden 2014; Ansell and Bartenberger 

2016; McFadgen and Huitema 2017). However, managing a diverse coalition of actors with 

different interests can lead to unmanageable complexity and delays (Brouwer and 

Huitema 2017) and in contrast, maintaining a simple collaboration between experts and 

policy actors can increase knowledge acquisition (McFadgen and Huitema 2017) and 

reduce the chances of an experiment being hijacked by outside interests (Ansell and 

Bartenberger 2016). A third consideration is that an organiser might be tempted to engage 
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solely with their own existing coalition, which would mean the participants in an 

experiment would all know one another and have the same goals and beliefs (McFadgen 

and Huitema 2016). Involving actors with aligned interests reduces a coalition’s 

complexity but may harm the extent an experiment will act in the public interest 

(Campbell 1998) as well as reduce the extent of relational learning in the experiment 

(McFadgen and Huitema 2017).  

A fourth change strategy involves identifying and realising an opportunity to get an issue 

on the policy agenda, known metaphorically as exploiting a ‘window of opportunity’. This 

concept forms the basis of Kingdon’s ‘multiple stream’ model of policy change and describes 

three concurrent ‘streams’- identifying a problem (the ‘problem’ stream), finding solutions 

(‘policy’ stream), and political legitimisation (‘political’ stream) (Kingdon 1984). An 

opportunity to influence the decision-making agenda arises in any one of these three 

streams- a problem can suddenly emerge or become visible because of an event or shifting 

opinion, political interest in an issue forms, or a policy innovation is developed that solves 

the problem or relates to the wider issue. Kingdon’s theory states that the probability of 

an item gaining attention and influencing the policy agenda is higher if the streams 

converge; for example, the policy stream is related to the problem stream (a potential 

solution is linked to a pressing problem that has the public’s attention) and this coupling 

is tied to the political stream (the attention of political actors is caught) (ibid.).  

Policy entrepreneurs are particularly astute at recognising and exploiting opportunities 

to influence the policy agenda (Kingdon 1984; Meijerink and Huitema 2009; Olsson et al. 

2006). If an ecological, economic, or political crisis emerges, the entrepreneur will use this 

problem to advocate their idea as a solution (Beem 2007). Concurrently, they will try to 

build political support for their idea by gaining the attention of political actors or taking 

advantage of a change in government or other political upset that swings support in favour 

of the solution (Huitema and Meijerink 2010).  

Experiments are useful tools for coupling the streams and creating a policy window. They 

can exert influence on the policy agenda by providing evidence of effects of a new policy 

solution, thereby linking the policy and political streams (Greenberg et al. 2003). 

Experiments can also link the problem and policy streams by drawing wider attention to 

an issue and claiming to potentially solve it (Caniglia et al. 2017). However, experiments 

are vulnerable to attention shifting in the problem and political streams. During an 

experiment’s implementation a problem might be solved or replaced on the agenda by a 

more urgent problem and the favourable circumstances that enabled an experiment to be 

commissioned in the first place can change (Brodkin and Kaufman 2000). Similarly, if 

support and attention for an issue declines in the political stream it might jeopardise the 

impact any results may have (Sanderson 2002; Greenberg et al. 2003).  

To ensure their experiment does not get isolated and lose influence, organisers need to 

maintain visibility in the public eye and regularly engage with influential political actors 

(Milo and Lezaun 2006; Bai et al. 2010; Nair and Howlett 2015). However, if the political 

climate does change or the problem is solved or forgotten, experiment results can be 

‘incubated’ and then presented to political decision makers when political conditions are 
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favourable again or the problem recurs (Brodkin and Kaufman 2000; Greenberg et al. 

2003:55).   

Table 5.1 below summarises the main points made in the section about the ways 

experiments relate to the policy strategies. These elements are empirically explored in 

section 5.6.  
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Table 5.1: Summary of the main ways experiments may be used as different policy 

change strategies. 

Policy change strategies and 

relevance to experimentation 

Tentative assumptions about the different ways 

experiments relate to the strategies 

Development of new idea-  

Are experiments used to develop ideas 

abductively or test ideas deductively? 

 

- Controlled experiments are conducted by experts 

and test pre-determined goals. 

- Experiments with minimum/no control involve 

different types of actors. 

- Some experiments have a “success orientation” and 

designed not to fail. 

Demonstration of idea-  

Are experiments being used to sell and 

build support for an idea?  

- The uncertainty of an experiment’s outcomes may 

make it difficult to “sell” a solution. 

- Transparency of the process and findings is 

necessary if organisers want to maintain their 

integrity. 

Coalition building-  

Do experiments resemble coalitions? If 

so, what issues arise when building 

coalitions?  

 

- Experiments create new actor combinations. 

- Experiments that resemble inclusive coalitions 

bring in resources and knowledge but can be 

complex. 

- Experiments that do not resemble coalitions will 

miss out on local knowledge and extra resources. 

- A coalition that involves various actor types who 

know (and agree with) each other reduces 

complexity but excludes opposition.  

Exploiting policy windows-  

How can experiments maintain 

visibility as a problem solver and 

relevance to political decision makers? 

- Experiments link the policy and political streams 

by producing evidence about the effectiveness of a 

solution. 

- Experiments couple the policy and problem streams 

by highlighting a problem to be solved. 

- Experiments are vulnerable to the closing of 

windows of opportunity, so to stay relevant they 

maintain visibility in public and build relationships 

with influential political actors.  

5.3 The policy experiment cases 

To test tentative assumptions about the role of experiments in policy change strategies, a 

set of 18 water policy experiments36 conducted in the Netherlands between 1997-2016 

were chosen because they met several criteria used to identify policy experiments; 

including testing for real-world effects, being innovative, and having a clear relevance to 

policy (see Appendix 5.3 for a comprehensive list of criteria and associated indicators).   

                                                           
36 The policy experiments were identified out of a list of 147 potential experiment interventions. The list of 

pilot projects is available as Appendix 6.1. 
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The climate change threat is particularly acute to the Netherlands and many policy 

changes are needed to address current and future risks (Brouwer and Huitema 2017). The 

experiments aimed to solve water problems and they are considered relevant to climate 

governance because adaptation in the Netherlands is largely framed as a water policy 

issue (Massey et al. 2015). They included five coastal management experiments, five water 

storage experiments, three freshwater experiments, three water variability experiments, 

and two dike management experiments (See Appendix 5.1 for information on each of the 

experiment cases, including description, duration, location, and list of actors). The 

majority of experiments were trial manifestations of already well-established concepts, 

like the ‘water plaza’ that stores water in the city after heavy rain; the ‘sand engine’ that 

naturally disperses sand along the coastline; or a ‘climate buffer’ that protects ecosystems 

from climate change using natural processes. 

Multi-functional solutions were the most commonly tested (ten experiments) and these 

tended to try and improve on existing practices; for example, the sand supplementation 

using natural processes to restore wetlands and provide coastal defence. Four experiments 

sought to meet existing policy objectives by investigating more flexible forms of water 

management; for example, techniques that could provide farmers with more flexible water 

levels on their farms. The other four experiments looked at the transfer of responsibilities 

for water from public to private actors; for example, testing a process where farmers stored 

water on land and emptied storage basins when the water board predicted inundation.  

5.4 Data collection and methods of analysis 

Empirical data was primarily collected from a half-day workshop held for experiment 

organisers in February 2015. Out of the 18 organisers invited to attend the half-day 

workshop, 11 were willing to attend and discuss their experiences in conducting an 

experiment. The workshop participants represented a range of backgrounds: three were 

policy actors from either a local, provincial, or national state institution, four worked at 

water boards, two were academics, one represented an NGO, and one was a business actor. 

Appendix 5.4 lists the names and affiliations of the workshop participants.  

The workshop first asked participants to discuss with one another the meaning of 

experimentation and why they chose to experiment. The group was then divided into two 

groups; one group discussed how they made specific choices when designing their projects, 

and the other group discussed how they used their experiments to influence their policy 

network (translated transcripts are available on request). Appendix 5.2 sets out the 

workshop questions, which have been translated from Dutch. The questions are open 

ended and the intention was for organisers to discuss the questions between them and 

share experiences and opinions, with minimum input from the moderators. This reduced 

any moderator bias, although some bias was expected due to the participants being 

experiment organisers who agreed to talk openly about their experiences, and therefore 

less likely to discuss negative experiences from their experiments, compared to a group of 

participants chosen at random. Moreover, these were organisers that were willing to 

attend the workshop and discuss their experiences in the first place, which also affects, to 

some extent, the validity of the findings. 
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The workshop data was supplemented with data from 23 semi-structured interviews37 

with experiment organisers conducted between 2014-2015, and an extensive survey 

conducted from June-September 2014. The survey collected data on institutional design 

variables from participants (n.= 170) of the 18 experiments and was analysed using SPSS 

21. Documents relating to each experiment were also analysed for background information 

(including experiment feasibility studies, evaluation reports, reports, and peer reviewed 

articles).  

Using the policy strategies as codes, a thematic analysis of the workshop and interview 

transcripts was conducted to identify comments and conversations about the change 

strategies and evidence of best practices. Relevant sentences, arguments, and 

conversations were coded into specific strategies and analysed, with participant 

confidentiality recognised. Claims particularly pertinent to how the strategies were used 

were noted, and similar comments were grouped together. Strong claims were cross 

checked with data from the survey, i.e. the extent people could request participation in an 

experiment.  

5.5 Exploring the role of experiments in the four change strategies 

The following section sets out the empirical analysis, which critically reviews how and to 

what extent the experiment cases are used as change strategies in Dutch climate 

adaptation and water management. In particular the disparities found in the literature 

regarding how the experiments might be used are focused on- are experiments used to 

develop ideas abductively or test ideas deductively? Are they being used to sell and build 

support for an idea? What issues arise when building coalitions? How can experiments 

maintain visibility as a problem solver and relevance to political decision makers? These 

questions are addressed and at the end of the section the main findings are summarised.  

5.5.1 Germinate or evaluate a new idea? 

Developing a new idea to challenge the status quo is a logical first step towards policy 

change, but the literature is unclear about whether experiments serve this purpose. To 

gauge whether Dutch policy experiments implement and evaluate a fully constructed idea 

or whether they cultivate the germ of an idea as they progress, the three elements from 

Table 5.1 are considered. First, the extent of control that was exercised over the 

experiments, then the range of actors, finally the organisers’ attitude to failure. 

The extent of control refers to whether an experiment had a working hypothesis to be 

tested. Since evaluation was a criterion for identifying policy experiments, all the 

experiment cases contained formal monitoring and evaluation processes to gauge whether 

the solutions were effective in addressing the problems. They tested technologies or 

processes and assessed the expected effects of the technical, ecological, or social elements. 

However, for these experiments, isolating causality was not the intention. Although they 

had predefined hypotheses, most cases did not use experimental controls to deductively 

                                                           
37 Interviews were a mix of phone interviews and in-person interviews. 
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disprove them, with only three experiments including control sites; for example, the fresh 

water storage experiment on the Dutch island of Texel replicated itself at a control site on 

the mainland that did not suffer the same drought effects as farmers on the island. At the 

other end of the spectrum, only one experiment clearly started as an open forum to work 

abductively and find solutions (the “Oranjepolder pilot”) and during the experiment a 

monitoring framework was developed to evaluate the innovation. 

Although pre-determined expectations were the norm for the cases, an element of 

flexibility was noted in the experimental approach when unexpected consequences 

emerged. For example, the Waalblok experiment, which tested the feasibility of water 

storage beneath greenhouses, had to radically restructure its goals when the economy took 

a downturn and farmers were not willing to make the required investments. Also, a 

dynamic coastal management experiment was relocated and scaled back after complaints 

from local communities, and the water plaza had to be significantly redesigned after 

residents voiced concerns that the water storage would be dangerous for neighbourhood 

children. These examples suggest that experiments can be flexible and open to making 

changes, like abductive experiments, but still hold form and test pre-formed assumptions, 

like deductive experiments.  

Second, the extent of actor diversity was assessed, since deductive experiments mostly 

only involve experts. Despite being deductive in the sense they test predetermined 

hypotheses; the projects averaged three-four actor types per experiment, departing from 

the categorisations in Ansell and Bartenberger (2016) (see Appendix 5.1 for a list of actors 

per experiment). However, the most common actor types (policy actors and experts) were 

largely responsible for experiment design and the other types were offered little 

opportunity to craft the experiment and impress the policy agenda, which is expected in 

abductive experiments.  

Third, whether experiments are designed to fail is indicative of whether they are abductive 

or deductive. It was observed that unlike success-driven experiments, the experiment 

cases’ investigative nature meant they were fallible. One organiser reflected “my 

experiment… the director said ‘[…] is allowed to fail’ and I liked that. I thought, 'Well, 

that's nice, it may fail’” (workshop participant 2). However, the uncertainty of outcomes 

can make experiments unpopular, as an organisation’s auditors and compliance teams 

were labelled by one organiser as “the greatest enemy of experiments”, due to their 

aversion to the risks taken during an experiment (workshop participant 9). It was noted 

that for policy development generally, “there is actually little tolerance for failure, or free 

space to try new things” (workshop participant 4). 

In sum, based on these observations, it is tentatively suggested the policy experiments 

were used to operationalise novel but pre-existing policy concepts using monitoring and 

evaluation processes akin to deductive experiments, but that they were in themselves 

about invention per se. At the same time, they maintained flexibility to change their 

direction if complexities emerged and engaged more actor types than just experts. The 

workshop discussants noted that having the opportunity to fail was novel but unpopular, 

and this could possibly explain why there are so few experiments.  
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5.5.2 Building support for potential solutions  

The second change strategy assessed is the extent an experiment is used to demonstrate 

a solution to sell it and build support, and the elements looked at include the effects of 

being uncertain about the results and transparency of the experiment process. 

Regarding uncertainty, during the workshop discussions and interviews several 

organisers mentioned the difficulties they faced in siting and implementing their 

experiments and how they had to “sell” the idea of experimenting itself. As one organiser 

noted, “because everyone likes the status quo as it is...if something is changing, people 

want to be involved and take care their interests are not going to be damaged” (workshop 

participant 1). To build agreement, organisers emphasised the temporary and small-scale 

characteristics of the projects and engaged locals in site visits and workshops to explain 

the potential yet uncertain implications. Two organisers noted that offering complete 

compensation to affected parties helped create support among locals and reassured them 

they would not lose out by having the experiment implemented in their neighbourhood.  

Another tactic to minimise negative reactions involved carefully choosing the term used 

to label the projects. Out of the 18 experiment cases, only five explicitly referred to 

themselves as ‘experiments’, with the remainders termed ‘pilots’, ‘tests’ or ‘trials’. This was 

sometimes deliberate, as one organiser shared: “the field trial runs throughout the 

Netherlands and we also have to convince the public and [that is why] we very consciously 

did not select the word 'experiment', but the word 'test'” (workshop participant 5). 

However, another organiser noted that in his experience, the label “experiment” signified 

to locals that the project would be temporary and small scale, which convinced them to 

give their support (workshop participant 2).  

Next, the importance of maintaining transparency through the experiment process is 

reflected on. Not all experiments were implemented in a public space, and half the 

organisers sited their experiments on private land. Six experiments were sited on 

horticultural farmland, two on NGO-owned land, and one on a ‘test farm’ research station. 

This circumnavigates the need to sell the idea of experimenting to local communities and 

undermines transparency. However, performing the experiments on farms still required 

the support of private actors, so whether on a test farm or in public, organisers worked 

hard to convince participants the experiments were beneficial.  

Enlisting enthusiastic participants as ambassadors for the experiments also helped. One 

organiser explained that his experiment in climate adaptive drainage ran into trouble 

because it was weather dependent and his initial data set was disappointing, but one of 

the farmers he was working with agreed to become an ambassador and explain to other 

farmers why the technique was beneficial. Talking to one of their ‘peers’ helped others 

understand the experiment’s purpose. Finally, to improve transparency, organisers noted 

that the technical aspects of experiment reports could be difficult for citizens and lay 

audiences to understand, with one sharing “we work in science but we work for 

government too and its public money so they (citizens) have a right to as much information 

as possible, translated and made easier, it is important to me” (workshop participant 1).  
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Overall, involving locals in experiments via site visits, offering compensation, 

communicating the intentions and results of the project in a manner they understand, and 

listening to their opinions can help build support and alleviate anxiety about the 

experiment itself. Maintaining transparency by translating results into lay language and 

being open about the experiment will also aid in building support or at least substantive 

dialogue with the relevant and affected communities. 

5.5.3 Coalition building- advantages and limits to drawing in new actors 

Next, whether the experiments were used to build coalitions is observed by considering 

the extent of actor diversity and the formation of new groups. Appendix 5.1 lists the wide 

range of actor types that were involved in the experiments but despite the diversity, policy 

actors (50% of the total participants) and experts (23%) dominated the projects (see figure 

5.1). They were joined by few NGO representatives (9%), business actors (9%), and 

individual citizens (8%).  

 
Figure 5.1: Pie graph to show the proportion of actor types involved in the experiments. 

The extent these participants formed novel coalitions also varied. In six experiments, a 

majority of participants (over 75%) knew fewer than half of the other participants, 

indicating that these experiments were used by organisers to bring together constellations 

of new actors. In contrast, four experiments involved participants that almost all 

previously knew each other. The remaining ten involved participants who knew around 

half the group they joined. This indicates that most experiments worked to bring together 

some actors that had not collaborated before, but the groups were rarely entirely new. 

The experiments were used to build broad coalitions, some with new actor constellations, 

but to what effect? Coalitions built with different actor groups present opportunities to 

share different perspectives, which experiments may rely on. In one instance, an organiser 

recalled he was asked to join his experiment to bring his outside understanding of how 

locks between salt and fresh water could be differently managed. His role was to act as a 

“crowbar” to help the project team think differently about the problem and potential 

solution and increase understanding between parties (workshop participant 11).  

Policy actor Expert

Business actor NGO rep

Individual
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Although exposure to different perspectives is a key advantage of coalition building, it 

seems that including everyone who wants a role in an experiment was not viewed as 

particularly desirable. Most participants in the experiment cases were granted entrance 

to the experiments via invitation from the organiser and only six experiments allowed 

people to ‘self-nominate’ / volunteer themselves. An organiser argued that he “wouldn’t 

say that you want to involve everyone. That’s per definition almost impossible in an 

experiment. You also have to take into account a certain degree of friction” (workshop 

participant 2).  

Organisers also noted the value of having participants contribute financial and other 

resources to the project. One experiment involved entrepreneurial farmers adopting 

significant responsibilities for water management and they shared a commitment of 

resources with the waterboard, where the state paid for equipment while the entrepreneur 

paid for maintenance and electricity services. The organiser explained that the farmer 

needs “to put some effort in so it has value…that principle... something which is totally for 

free, it becomes... it won’t work” (workshop participant 8). Another organiser noted that 

some participants in his experiment had fewer means but invested significant time and 

effort, applying for permits and other administrative tasks, which demonstrated 

commitment.  

Yet another way of gaining participant’s commitment was including participants in 

writing the conclusions of the research. This helps maintain trust and ensures the findings 

match reality, so they “wouldn’t be surprised by a report of which they say ‘well, what’s in 

there is not right at all’” (workshop participant 7). However, the commitment required did 

not always translate into authority in the experiments. Only a third of participants in the 

experiment cases had any decision-making powers and they were mostly policy actors and 

experts. Rarely did business actors or private citizens have a say on project design or 

evaluation of the results and most took an advisory role in their experiment.  

In sum, experiments in Dutch water management and climate adaptation are being used 

to construct partially new groups of participants who contribute financial support and 

other resources to the project. Control is maintained, and complexity reduced by limiting 

and limiting access to the projects and designating decision making to a select few 

participants. This suggests many of the experiments were used to build coalitions of 

similar minded actors advocating for a specific course of action rather than coalitions of 

actors brought together to negotiate a common goal. 

5.5.4 Coupling streams as the window of opportunity opens 

The final policy change strategy examined is the window of opportunity strategy, where 

entrepreneurs exploit chances to couple the policy, political, and problem ‘streams’ to 

influence the policy agenda. How experiments, as potential solutions in the policy stream, 

interact with the problem stream is considered first, followed by an analysis of the 

potential to capitalise on policy windows in the political stream. 
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Being attached to groups bigger than themselves can make experiments robust to changes 

in the problem stream because they provide an outlet for experiment results, reducing the 

chance of sliding into irrelevance. For example, the ten-year South-West Ameland 

experiment tests whether salt marshes can provide adequate defence against coastal 

erosion. It is a very localised experiment (small site off the coast of an island) but since it 

is one of the nature restoration projects included in the Climate Buffers programme (now 

the Climate Buffers coalition) it has an outlet to record its progress and maintain visibility. 

Eleven experiments in total participated in national or international innovation 

programmes that aimed to combat climate change: e.g. the Delta Programme, Climate 

Buffers 38 , and Knowledge for Climate 39  programmes. Through these programmes, 

experiments exchanged information, received funding, boosted their profile, and kept their 

progress visible.  

Another observation relevant to the relationship between the policy-problem streams is 

that in many cases, one experiment was used to take care of multiple problems at once. 

By linking problems, inventive solutions could be imagined; such as water storage and 

urban landscaping or coastal protection and nature restoration. A workshop participant 

explained: “we have managed to put a positive spin on the experiments and the pilots that 

we do... multifunction solutions make the city stronger. When I say to politicians: for that 

one euro, we can solve three problems- they are still eager to do those experiments” 

(workshop participant 9). Connecting experiments to more than one problem makes them 

more attractive to decision makers as well as reduces the chances that the experiment 

becomes redundant if a problem is solved. 

These tactics strengthen the policy-problem connection and allow an experiment to 

capitalise on a window of opportunity, but what about the relationship between the policy 

and politics stream? Organisers emphasised that the involvement of influential political 

actors was crucial to an experiment’s survivability. In response to a question about the 

importance of political support, it was clear how vital it is: 

“Well he (a political representative) has the power. He has the power, and you can 

tell a nice story, but that’s not going to do it” (workshop participant 4) 

“You will not get the means” (workshop participant 7) 

“Or the other way around. Look, if they’re just against you, then it’s ‘finito’. Then... 

just quit, it ends here” (workshop participant 9). 

It was noted in the workshop that “an experiment can be in perfect harmony with those 

in charge at the beginning, but not in the end” (workshop participant 4) which happened 

to the De Kerf experiment when it had to stop prematurely because the political will to 

continue monitoring disappeared (phone interview August 2013). Working to build 

                                                           
38 http://www.klimaatbuffers.nl/climate-buffers. In Dutch: Klimaatbuffers. 
39 http://www.knowledgeforclimate.nl/. In Dutch: Kennis voor Klimaat. Others included Top Sector water-  

https://www.government.nl/topics/water-management/contents/water-top-sector; Innovation with Water- 

http://3b.nweurope.eu/page/projet.php?p=31&id=593. http://www.innoverenmetwater.nl/ (page in Dutch). In 

Dutch: Innovatie met Water. 

http://www.klimaatbuffers.nl/climate-buffers
http://www.knowledgeforclimate.nl/
https://www.government.nl/topics/water-management/contents/water-top-sector
http://3b.nweurope.eu/page/projet.php?p=31&id=593
http://www.innoverenmetwater.nl/
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connections with influential actors helps an experiment navigate through the political 

changes that may occur during its implementation and also helps it avoid becoming 

irrelevant.  

Building awareness with administrators and councillors about experiments was thought 

to increase support. One organiser noted that it was important to “keep your administrator 

involved, also in the front. That when something happens, he really knows what you are 

doing, why you do certain things, what the message is up to that point” (workshop 

participant 3). A strong tactic is aligning an experiment up with the goals of political 

representatives to gain political attention. An organiser explained how “there was…the 

innovation programme of Balkenende40, who had to have something to show at the end to 

his party…the innovation programme had no icon to be shown, the sand engine was 

doable, funds were there, it was decided ‘let’s do it’” (workshop participant 4).  With this 

support the sand engine project was initiated.  

5.5.5 Reflection on how experiments are used as policy change strategies 

Several salient points can be made based on the findings set out above. First, a fear of 

failure might dissuade an entrepreneur from using pre-defined hypotheses in their 

experiment and they may prefer a more abductive approach that evolves as it is 

implemented and cannot fail. However, this would reduce the capacity of experiments to 

critically assess new innovations, which in turn reduces the usefulness of its findings for 

policy development. This relates to the second observation that organisers are more likely 

to operationalise an existing idea as opposed to develop an idea from scratch, which 

implies that potential changes are immediately implemented instead of ideal solutions 

slowly evolving in place. This suggests that effective experiments will be more replicable 

because they’re not so highly contextual. Therefore, organisers essentially choose between 

evolving, eventually successful but highly contextual experiments; and possibly failing, 

pre-formed experiments with potentially generalisable results. 

Second, entrepreneurs should anticipate that communities may be sceptical about the 

risks associated with experimenting and they should be ready to sell the idea of 

experimentation itself. Demonstration backed up with evidence shows participants how a 

new idea really benefits or disadvantages them and the ecological system.  

Third, the extra knowledge, understanding, and resources produced by coalition building 

can be very useful when trying something for the first time and there is significant 

uncertainty over the effects. However, the cases highlighted some control mechanisms 

that organisers use to reduce complexity and possibly dissent, letting themselves alone 

decide what knowledge is important and whose voice is relevant. By excluding new actors 

or not letting them contribute, an experiment may really miss out on vital learning 

opportunities. 

Finally, the analysis shows that organisers were acutely aware of the need to connect their 

experiment to the problem and politics streams. Organisers highlighted the problem they 

                                                           
40 The Prime Minister of the Netherlands from 2002-2010. 
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intended to solve by connecting to broader, influential programmes and hedging their bets 

by attempting to solve several problems at once. These tactics extended the visibility of 

the experiments beyond the original crisis or issue that paved the way for new ideas to 

gain traction, but they were still vulnerable to the whims of political decision makers. Not 

all experiments will have the good fortune to be the solution to a prime minister’s political 

goals but maintaining visibility among influential people will keep the opportunity open. 

5.6 Governance choices: experiment design recommendations for 

entrepreneurs  

From this review of experiment cases, the rest of this section sets out some design 

recommendations on how to maximise an experiment’s ability to influence policy change 

(Table 5.2 provides a summary of suggestions). Some findings of the analysis resonate 

with recommendations in the literature on how to design for “successful” experiments that 

are upscaled, replicated, or adopted. Studies that recommend the use of evaluation 

components (finding 1) include van der Heijden (2014) and Nair and Howlett (2015); 

although the benefits of rigorous evaluation is questioned by Ettelt et al. (2015) and John 

(2017) who observe that decision makers do not feel compelled to rely on experiment 

evidence when making policy decisions. Antikainen et al. (2017) noted the strength of 

performance reporting and broad communication strategies in producing successful 

experiments (findings 4, 5, 11, 12, 13). 

Findings 2, 8, and 9 relate to the complex balancing act of who to include in an experiment. 

Dryzek (1987:188) emphasises that the intended and unintended effects of 

experimentation mean any person potential affected must be able to voice their concerns. 

Letting participants self-nominate and empowering them aligns with a pragmatist 

deliberative approach to democracy (Pieraccini and Cardwell 2016), in both areas most of 

the experiments fell short. However, frustrations develop when actors with different 

interests and contributions are included when some actors have less knowledge and 

competence in understanding the issues than others (termed “cognitive distance” by van 

Buuren and Loorbach 2009).  

Commonly, the literature stresses the need for strong political support to carry the 

experiments (finding 13). Hildén et al. (2017) conclude that constant interaction between 

influential high-level bureaucrats and the experiment is crucial, while Antikainen et al. 

(2017:22) and Nair and Howlett (2015) emphasise the need for connections and support of 

political players representing the existing regime. John (2017) warns that it is difficult to 

obtain support from people in authority when they fear the findings will be critical of them, 

which reminds us that no matter how apolitical an experiment aims to be, there are always 

winners and losers in politics.  

Other insights that were derived more inductively from the findings include the careful 

use of the term “experiment” (finding 3), developing enthusiastic participants as 

ambassadors (finding 7), offering compensation for potential effects (finding 6), and 

getting involved in broader programmes (finding 12).  
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Table 5.2: Findings on role of experiments in policy change strategies: suggestions 

based on Dutch water management experiences. 

 Evaluating a new idea 

1. Build in a monitoring and evaluation framework 

2. Involve public and private actors 

 Demonstration 

3. Reflect on using the term ‘experiment’ 

4. Translate information for non-experts 

5. Site visits, workshops to explain experiment to surrounding communities  

6. Consider offering compensation to offset concerns about potential damages 

7. Encourage participants to become ambassadors 

 Coalition building 

8. Consider allowing people to self-nominate themselves as participants 

9. Maintain diversity but consider how actors will relate to one another 

10. 

11. 

Have participants provide input when writing up reports 

Have participants contribute financial (and other) resources 

 Exploit policy windows 

12. Find venues to transmit information about the experiment 

13. Regularly communicate with administrators, find supportive decision 

makers 

 

5.7 Discussion and Conclusion: the role of experiments in policy 

change 

 “And it ought to be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more 

perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the 

introduction of a new order of things.”  

(Machiavelli 1515, chapter 6, The Prince). 
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Policy experiments produce evidence about the effects of innovative technologies and 

processes on the natural or social world (McFadgen and Huitema 2016; Ansell and 

Bartenberger 2016). They have been overlooked as an instrument in a policy 

entrepreneur’s toolkit, which is a shame since as was demonstrated in this paper, they 

have a lot of potential to strengthen entrepreneurial activities. A set of 18 experiments 

were examined to understand how an experiment can play a role in an entrepreneur’s 

change strategies. Analysing experiments as entrepreneur strategies broadens their uses 

and highlights ways experiments can be used as political tools to garner political 

acceptance and authority (Simons and Voß 2017). 

The analysis revealed that experiments function somewhat “strategy-lite”. They do not 

develop radically new ideas but rather test pre-formed ideas. They are not used to sell 

ideas so much as publicly put them to the test, a process that in itself needs to be “sold”. 

Experiments are used to build actor coalitions, some are coalitions of actors who already 

know each other but some are also groups of actors who have not met before. Finally, 

experiments are useful ‘couplers’- they link solutions to problems thorough innovative 

climate programmes and will connect with influential political actors to maintain 

relevance and visibility. This leads us to the conclusion that, believing Machiavelli’s quote 

to be true, an experiment can provide an intermediate step of monitoring and evaluation, 

between forming a new idea and selling it as a solution. Mintrom (2000) argues that 

entrepreneurs should demonstrate that an innovation has no adverse effects, but for truly 

innovative projects, how can they actually know? By admitting they do not know the 

outcomes of their projects, entrepreneurs can be more honest with themselves and with 

the communities they work with. 

Radical policy change is rare (Huitema and Meijerink 2010) and the findings concur; they 

show experiments are less likely to test radical ideas than improvements to existing ideas, 

more ‘evolutionary’ than ‘revolutionary’ changes to policy (Peters 1998). A small group of 

experiments sought to fundamentally change how rights and responsibilities over water 

governance was shared, but the majority of the cases resembled evolutionary, incremental 

change, with improvements to existing practices (dike strengthening, coastal protection, 

water level management) being more common than changes that challenge existing policy 

goals (Hall 1993). Organisers felt that the risks taken with exploring the uncertainties of 

new innovations, as well as their potential for failure, meant experiments were 

uncommon, which may also explain why half the experiments sought to improve on the 

status quo than radically challenge it.  

However, this might be the key to the relationship between entrepreneurs and climate 

policy experiments. The concept of ‘bricolage’ has recently come up in discussions both 

regarding entrepreneurs as well as managing the social-ecological system. Bricolage 

“captures the experimental nature” of the work done by entrepreneurs (Marti and Mair 

2009) and involves the “recombination of pre-existing and new ideas, concepts, or 

technologies to form something novel” (Olsson et al. 2017). It is suggested that single 

variable interventions that make radical changes cannot address root causes, and 

initiatives that resemble bricolage would be more effective in addressing integrated social-

ecological issues and breaking path-dependence (ibid.). Although the experiments were 
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not so valent in scope as those referenced by Olsson et al. (2017), the multi-functional 

experiments do try and solve issues with social and ecological elements. Focusing on 

testing these sorts of solutions will help sell the idea of experimenting to the political arena 

and possibly develop more effective solutions than large radical changes, while also 

improving the chance an experiment will stay relevant to the problem stream. 

This was an exploratory multi-case analysis that drew on several data sources to identify 

broad patterns in the relationship between design and change strategies, and its 

limitations need addressing. The findings should be viewed as tentative and could be the 

basis of in-depth single case study analyses of the strategic uses of experiments. Moreover, 

the findings should be limited to experiments in water management and not extrapolated 

to experiments in policy making generally. This study looked at broad patterns over a set 

of 18 cases, which meant variation between cases was lost. Studies on the different 

learning outcomes produced by differently designed experiments have shown design 

makes a difference.  

Future research could explore how different types of experiments function as change 

strategies. For example, do experiments conducted mostly by experts, which produce 

solely technical-analytical knowledge, perform as a strategy differently to one that 

involves a broad actor group and produces technical and reflexive knowledges? This would 

be the next step in a deeper analysis of how the governance of experiments affects 

outcomes.  

The increasing focus on experiments in the environmental governance literature stems 

from the general push for policy innovation and change needed to solve the urgent issues 

exacerbated by climate change. Experiments come with unique characteristics that 

instead of undermining their use should strengthen it. Risking an idea does not work 

should be encouraged, not undermined, if the goal is truly effective solutions. Promoting 

the testing of bricolage solutions should also be encouraged since they can combine old 

ideas into new ways of doing, finding suitable solutions for people and the planet. 

Experimentation is a means to that end, and it takes a shift in thinking on behalf of the 

government, the community, and the change agents themselves.  
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6 Summary and reflections on how the effectiveness of 

experiments for climate adaptation can be improved by 

focusing on learning outcomes. 

Adapting to the impacts of climate change is a major societal challenge that is growing 

ever more critical. Because of a myriad of ecological and social vulnerabilities that are 

distributed unevenly across the globe, adaptation issues are particularly complex and 

uncertain, and require collective action (Huitema et al. 2016). We need a suite of 

innovative and effective policy responses, and policy experiments and learning may play 

a major role in their development. Policy experimentation has been a feature of the policy 

science discourse for the last few decades and it has recently gained support in the 

environmental governance literature, where traditional governance modes are 

increasingly seen as inadequate to deal with complex and intractable issues. Experiments 

are currently subject de jour, but there are gaps in our knowledge about the sorts of 

learning impacts they produce, what role they play in policy development, and to what 

end.  

This thesis examines the impacts of policy experiments by developing a framework that 

opened the ‘black-box’ of experimentation. This term alludes to an experiment’s 

governance design; the inner mechanics of choices made when deciding who to involve in 

the experiment, what information is valid, and the extent of power distribution. Based on 

the literature, these choices are expected to influence the extent and type of learning 

produced by experiments, which is the central topic of analysis. The research setting was 

water management and climate adaptation policy in the Netherlands, in particular how 

the Dutch solve urgent water management problems exacerbated by climate change.  

The overall research question addressed by the thesis is: To what extent do policy 

experiments produce learning effects, and how can experiments be designed so that they are 

effective in the governance of climate change adaptation? This question was broken down 

into five research questions and answered using a mix of qualitative and quantitative 

methods. The first question was what do we mean when we talk about experiments? Here 

a working definition of ‘policy experiment’ was proposed that framed the analysis and also 

worked to identify experiment cases used for subsequent analysis. The second research 

question was how can we empirically analyse experiments to understand their learning 

effects? For this, an experiment was understood as a temporary science-policy interface 

that injects new forms of knowledge into policy making.  

The third and fourth research questions asked what types of learning do policy 

experiments produce and how can differences between cases be explained? Here, 

hypotheses were developed about the relationship between three different experiment 

designs and their subsequent learning effects. These hypotheses were tested using data 

collected on the learning experiences of participants in 18 policy experiments, and the 

learning experiences of policy decision-makers in the wider networks of those experiments. 

Finally, in order to broaden our understanding of how experiments can influence the policy 
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process beyond providing learning experiences, the fifth research question asked what role 

experiments play in strategies used by policy entrepreneurs to trigger policy change.  

This chapter first summarises the research findings (section 6.1), then in section 6.2, 

conclusions are drawn about how the findings contribute to a broader theoretical 

understanding of experiments and learning in the policy sciences and environmental 

governance literatures. Societal implications of the research are extrapolated upon in 

section 6.3. Limits to the research are suggested in section 6.4. This is followed by the 

outline of a future research agenda in section 6.5. Design recommendations are made in 

section 6.6, before ending the chapter with reflection on the extent experimentation is a 

good choice for tackling climate adaptation problems. 

6.1 Summary of findings 

6.1.1 Meaning of policy experimentation 

In literature relevant to environmental governance the notion of experimentation 

describes a broad range of initiatives; including randomised control trials, quasi-

experimental projects, radically new climate mitigation and sustainability initiatives, and 

development of new policy mechanisms. The concept was found to be so divergent that few 

characteristics connect this range of uses, so for the purposes of empirical analysis a clear 

and theoretically driven definition of policy experiments was developed. Chapters 2, 3, and 

4 each discuss the varying interpretations of the concept, in line with recent attempts at 

categorisation (Huitema et al. 2009; Ansell and Bartenberger 2016) and policy innovation 

in general (Jordan and Huitema 2014). From here, this thesis defined a policy experiment 

as: a temporary, controlled field-trial of a policy-relevant innovation that produces evidence 

for subsequent policy decisions. The definition captures projects that test for real-world 

effects in situ, innovative projects with uncertain outcomes, and projects intended to have 

relevance for policy. The definition was found useful and helped in practice to identify 18 

policy experiments (out of a potential 147 cases) that were studied in-depth for this thesis. 

6.1.2 The role of experimentation in policy making- a typology 

The second research question explored what functions exist for experiments in policy 

making. It stemmed from the need to categorise experiments to test hypotheses for 

empirical analysis and to highlight their political nature. Since policy experiments are 

evidence producers they can be understood as a temporary science-policy interface (“SPI”), 

which is a concept described earlier in chapter 2 as a social process that encapsulates 

relations between scientists, policy makers, and other actors and produces knowledge to 

enrich decision-making. The categorisations were also informed by the Pielke Jr. (2007) 

model that classifies different roles of science for analysis of the SPI; science as an arbiter, 

as an issue advocate, or as an honest broker of policy options.  

Drawing on this model, three “ideal types” that capture all experiments was established, 

which distinguishes them via their institutional design. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 describe each 

type in detail and they are briefly summarised here: the technocratic experiment 
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resembles the technical-rational model of knowledge production and is conducted by an 

expert elite who operationalise a previously defined policy goal in order to test it and 

produce scientific knowledge for policy decisions. A boundary experiment represents a 

participatory and dialectical approach to policy appraisal that focuses not only on 

producing evidence but also on debating norms and developing shared values among 

participants, who could be any state or non-state actor that chooses to be involved. Finally, 

an advocacy experiment is organised by dominant, traditional actors in coalition who 

intend to push action in a particular policy direction that reflects their own ideology, e.g. 

a commitment to market mechanisms and the framings of neoclassical economics, or to 

their beliefs about which interested parties take precedence. They push a predefined 

problem definition and are not open to alternative interpretations. 

Based on survey data collected about their governance design, 18 sample cases were each 

labelled a type. Five were labelled technocratic experiments, six were boundary 

experiments, and seven were advocacy experiments. This relatively even distribution was 

initially a surprise, as due to the technical nature of experimentation itself it was expected 

most cases would be technocratic and only very few would be boundary experiments. 

Instead, this distribution illustrated how experiments are more commonly used to co-

produce evidence between experts, policy actors, and other non-state actors. 

6.1.3 The extent experiments produced participant learning effects  

The thesis revolves around an analysis of the relationship between experiments and their 

learning outcomes, which are considered vital to effectively governing the social-ecological 

system. In the third chapter, policy learning was defined as a change in understanding at 

the level of the individual experiment participant. Three different types of policy learning 

effects considered vital to climate governance were measured; cognitive, normative, and 

relational learning. 

It was found that the experiment sample displayed evidence of medium-high cognitive 

learning, low normative learning, and medium relational learning. Theoretically, these 

results were not surprising. Experiments- and appraisal projects in general- are mostly 

found to produce epistemic, cognitive learning over normative, deliberative learning (see 

Fischer 1995; Farrelly and Brown 2011; Haug et al. 2011; Baird et al. 2014; Ansell and 

Bartenberger 2016). When the sample was broken down into types and analysed, it was 

found that design is particularly important for cognitive learning. Technocratic 

experiments enabled the acquisition of new knowledge or the revision of previously gained 

knowledge far more than the other two types. Moreover, boundary experiments produce 

higher goal convergence and increased understanding of other participants’ mindsets than 

technocratic experiments. This suggests design choices have a significant effect on specific 

learning outcomes and organisers need to be clear about what is more important, 

knowledge production or relational goals.  
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6.1.4 The extent experiments produced policy network learning effects  

An ideal outcome of experiments is that they produce reliable and clear evidence that 

determines the success or failure of the initiative and these results influence the policy 

decision whether to adopt the experiment as the new policy solution. The extent 

experiments are influential depends on how they are perceived by political decision 

makers in their policy network (Weiss 1977), and chapter four explored whether 

experiments are visible to decision makers and if so, how credible, salient, and legitimate 

they were. This set of criteria is often used to evaluate the effectiveness of a science-policy 

interface and capture whether an experiment’s evidence will be considered reliable 

(credible), whether its objectives are relevant to policy making (salient), and whether it is 

perceived of as fair and reasonable in respect to its local community (legitimate). As 

detailed in chapter 4, it was found that although half of the initial respondents had never 

heard of the experiments they were asked about, those that had heard of the experiments 

were generally positive about them. The decision-makers believed the experiments were 

highly credible, had moderate-high legitimacy, and were moderately salient.  

When the sample was broken down into types, technocratic experiments scored lower than 

the average for credibility, salience, and legitimacy, and decision makers noted that 

technocratic experiment results were least likely to be used in policy. In contrast, 

boundary experiments scored consistently higher than average for all three criteria, 

particularly high in respect to how they reflected the views and priorities of the local 

communities. Advocacy experiments scored better than expected for credibility and 

legitimacy, with their scores for both criteria higher than technocratic experiments. These 

results unequivocally show that the technocratic experiment is the least successful 

experiment type and indicates a rejection of the “scientification” of politics.  

6.1.5 Exploring experimentation as an entrepreneurial strategy 

The fifth question altered research direction and examined processes outside of learning 

by looking at how experiments can be used as policy change strategies. The role of 

experimentation in the portfolio of policy entrepreneurs striving for policy change has yet 

to be specifically addressed in the policy sciences generally and in the context of climate 

governance specifically (although the relationship was noted by John [2017]). In this light, 

the research examined how entrepreneurs, key agents of change, might use experiments 

to advance climate innovations.  

Strategies used by entrepreneurs to facilitate policy change include the development and 

demonstration of a new idea, building a coalition of actors around the idea, and exploiting 

windows of opportunity to have the idea put on the policy agenda. Several assumptions 

were drawn from theories of policy change and literature on experiments about how 

experiments related to the strategies; for example, whether experiments are used to 

develop ideas or evaluate them; the extent experiments are used to sell an idea; whether 

experiments involve coalition building; and whether experiments can increase visibility of 

a problem and/or maintain their relevance to politics. 
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On the basis of the analysis, it was found that experiments are used to evaluate new ideas, 

indicating they are open to failure; that the idea of experimentation needs to be sold to 

local communities before organisers can expect to try and gain support; that coalitions are 

built around experiments but these do not often extend control to all participants; and that 

organisers use various tactics to maintain relevance and visibility, including attempting 

to solve several different problems at once. Several recommendations were made 

regarding design choices that improve an experiment’s performance as an entrepreneurial 

strategy, thereby contributing to its effectiveness. 

6.2 Reflections to advance conceptual and theoretical understanding 

This section critically reflects first on two conceptual components of the research: the 

innovative ideal types model that was based on the internal governance dynamics of policy 

experiments, and the difficulties that emerged when identifying experiments for analysis. 

The section then reflects on two theoretical contributions to theory about experiment 

effectiveness and learning outcomes, based on the findings from the participant learning 

analysis and the network learning analysis.  

6.2.1 The ideal types model of experiments 

The experiment typology (the technocratic, advocacy, and boundary experiment types) was 

developed to analyse the relationship between experiments and learning outcomes. It was 

structured using the group of rules developed by Elinor Ostrom to analyse institutions 

(Ostrom 2005) and enabled systematic, empirical analysis. The rules are ‘neutral’ in the 

sense that they can be ‘set’ in various ways (e.g. boundary rules can be very open, very 

closed, or somewhat open; authority can be distributed hierarchically or equally across the 

group). These rule settings can be understood as a broad range of design choices made by 

organisers, which indicates how they think their experiment should be governed (e.g. who 

is involved, how much authority they have, what information is valid, how it is distributed, 

and to who).  

There are three good reasons why structuring the model using Ostrom’s rules is suitable 

for this sort of research. First, since the rules can be set in different ways, it enables a 

consistent operationalisation of variables and systematic analysis, which is ideal for large-

n quantitative studies. Second, since each experiment can be assessed according to how 

their rules are “set” they can be assigned an ideal type that best reflects the design of that 

experiment. The three experiment types represent an aggregate of different rule settings 

that create divergent configurations of participation, valid types of information, and power 

distribution. The ideal types were not just divided up based on the rules, but also drew 

heavily on theoretical insights from policy sciences, institutional analysis, adaptive 

governance, science and technology studies, and social learning literatures. For example, 

parallels can be drawn with the discussion in Owens et al. (2004) on the differences 

between technical-analytic appraisal, deliberative appraisal, and “policy-based” evidence 

and the diametric technological and interpretative approaches found in policy appraisal 

literature more generally (Fischer 2000). A focus on the rules thus allowed for the 

systematic operationalisation of established theory. Third, the rules mirror many 
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structural and process variables that are featured in the policy learning and knowledge 

utilisation literatures, which allowed a thorough analysis of how learning is produced. 

This was the real advantage of opening the ‘black-box’ of policy experiments. The extent 

of participation, the use and circulation of different sorts of information, and the 

distribution and sharing of power, are all variables that are said to influence learning, and 

the framework allowed for the assessment of all three at once. It also allowed the 

identification of the limits of these variables in producing learning, e.g. the lack of 

normative learning, which was then explained by the intervening agent-based and context 

variables. 

Using the rules to structure the experiment analysis was not without controversy. The 

rules are generic to institutional arrangements and not specific to experiments and this 

upset more than one manuscript reviewer during the peer review process. They did not 

like that the framework was not specific to experiments and that the model could 

potentially be used for studying learning from any institutional arrangement. However, 

this may be seen as a strength since different types of experiments can be assessed with 

the model. Experiments can also be compared to other appraisal forms. It broadens rather 

than restricts the extent of research that can be performed.  

To summarise, the experiment types model was a useful conceptual development and 

enabled quantitative analysis of concepts and variables that are rarely statistically tested. 

It also draws attention to the observation that the decisions made when designing an 

experiment are inherently choices of how the experiment is to be governed and it is these 

‘governance choices’ that structure the analysis. The decision of who to involve, what 

information to share, whether to inform the public, where to site the experiment, who has 

authority, all signify how the organiser(s) intend to develop a solution to their problems.  

6.2.2 Lessons learned when identifying ‘policy experiments’ 

A challenging aspect of this research was the attempt to be thorough and extensive in the 

search for policy experiments in the Netherlands. Based on the literature, five criteria 

were used to distinguish policy experiments from other, similar projects: whether the 

project evaluated impact, whether it was innovative with uncertain outcomes, the extent 

of policy relevance, whether there was state involvement, whether it tested ecosystem 

response, and whether it was relevant to climate adaptation. The initial goal was to find 

100 cases, but it was naïve to assume that there would be so many examples. After a year, 

147 potential experiment interventions (that were labelled pilots, field trials, experiments, 

or tests in Dutch) were identified. After considering the five criteria listed above, 18 cases 

fit the description of a policy experiment.  

When assessing projects called ‘pilot project’ (the most common label) in the Dutch water 

management context, it was found that the label covered a lot of different types of projects. 

For example, it included conceptual projects (i.e. the offshore reefs described in 

Vreugdenhil et al. 2010), groups brought together for scenario building (i.e. as described 

by van der Buuren and Loorbach 2009), projects that had already been adopted in policy 

making but were being showcased (e.g. green roofs policy in Rotterdam), and projects that 
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permanently implemented new ideas (e.g. multi-use dikes). These projects are certainly 

innovative, but since they were neither field trials nor did they contain an evaluation 

component, they were excluded from the definition of policy experiment used in this thesis. 

Although perhaps a minor point, it is argued here that experiments are defined by more 

stringent conditions than pilot projects and may be understood as a subset of piloting (a 

distinction also made by Ettelt et al. 2015). In the literature, the terms pilot project and 

experiment are often used interchangeably (e.g. Vreugdenhil et al. 2010; Nair and Howlett 

2015; van Popering-Verkerk and van Buuren 2017), but care should be taken to not so 

casually equate the two types of innovative projects. If organisers claim they are 

experimenting with policy concepts, it is conceptually and empirically important that the 

characteristics of policy experiments defined in this thesis are present. This ensures their 

project will perform for adaptation in a way that meets expectations: minimising 

uncertainty by systematically evaluating for effects, reducing complexity by confronting 

local communities and mirroring their expectations, and improving understanding to 

reduce ambiguity for political decision makers. 

6.2.3 Utilising the learning typology 

Although this is the first time cognitive, normative, and relational learning effects have 

been measured in the context of policy experiments, this is not the first study to apply this 

learning typology. Haug et al. (2011) used it to assess the effectiveness of policy games and 

Huitema et al. (2010) analysed the cognitive normative, and relational learning outcomes 

of citizen juries. It has also been used to assess adaptive governance processes in both 

Italy and Canada (Munaretto and Huitema 2012; Baird et al. 2014). These studies note 

that the clear demarcations between learning effects are an analytical advantage and that 

relational learning is a useful additional variable.  

The patterns of cognitive and normative learning observed in the analysis of experiments 

reflect patterns of learning found in the broader social learning and experiments 

literatures. In all instances, cognitive (instrumental, first-order) learning is common, and 

normative (conceptual, double-loop) learning is rare to non-existent. Normative learning 

is deemed vital to environmental policy innovation because it signifies a reflection on and 

deeper understanding of one’s beliefs and views, with convergence towards a common goal 

and collective action, yet it has proved a difficult variable to produce via experimentation 

or wider appraisal and governance processes. Muro and Jeffrey (2012) suggest that actors 

might not want to admit they have changed their views because it implies that they were 

initially wrong, whereas Leach et al. (2013) note that belief change is only recordable when 

actors have a perspective on the issue in the first place. It was assumed in this thesis that 

an experiment’s institutional design would have a bearing on the levels of normative 

learning. The results showed that although boundary experiments produced slightly more 

than the other two types, normative learning was not strongly attributable to any one 

design. It was, however, heavily correlated with actor type. Individual citizens recorded 

substantial perspective change whereas the other types recorded none. This indicates that 

actors involved in experiments on a professional level either just do not experience changes 
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in their perspective or will not admit to it, unlike those who are involved for personal 

reasons who may not feel they have anything to lose if they admit to changing their views.  

Many studies on experiments and learning operationalise the single, double, triple loop-

learning typology, or a variant of it, which means the non-cognitive aspects of learning 

produced by experiments are often excluded from analysis. Relational learning is defined 

as improvements in understanding of other participants’ mindsets (including 

understanding of their roles and capacities) and an increase in trust and cooperation 

within the group (Haug et al. 2011). Studies on social learning in participatory processes 

claim that relational learning leads to an increase in acceptance among the group of the 

proposed changes (Webler et al. 1995; Reed 2008). The development of relations between 

participants in an experiment has recently been identified as a valuable outcome (Bos and 

Brown 2012; van der Heijden 2014) and this is built on by conceptualising and measuring 

the relational outcomes from experiment cases. Recent research (e.g. Gerlak and Heikkila 

2011; Leach et al. 2013) has positioned relational outcomes, such as trust, as a driver of 

broader learning processes, but in this project, trust is a dependent variable. A tentative 

conclusion from the research is that although normative learning is powerful, and the 

aligning of perspectives is key to bringing about change (Leach et al. 2013), non-cognitive 

aspects of learning are as important or possibly even more so. Perhaps some of the focus 

on learning in experiment analyses, or environmental governance generally, should move 

away from people changing their perspectives (brought about by reasoned exchange at 

best, or cynical persuasion tactics, at worst) and onto recognising and improving the 

understanding of one another’s differences without necessary having to change own 

beliefs. A common goal built on mutual understanding and trust may be more durable 

than one built on persuasion. 

The CNR learning typology is innovative because, contrary to more established 

approaches used in environmental governance (e.g. loop learning used by Armitage et al. 

2008, or the learning orders employed by Farrelly and Brown 2011) the learning categories 

are not hierarchical but rather stand separately on their own with no preference intended 

for any of them. This allows for analysis of the learning effects’ nature (whether cognitive, 

normative, or relational) as opposed to their perceived value (Baird et al. 2014:53). 

Although similarities have been noted between the learning typology and the more 

established loop learning categories; e.g. cognitive and single loop; normative and double 

loop (ibid.) they might be suitable for different sorts of learning analysis. If the intention 

is to measure the extent of different types of learning, then the CNR learning typology is 

more systematic and clearly differentiated. This would certainly be advantageous when 

multiple researchers are observing and measuring the same phenomena across several 

cases. On the other hand, if the intention is to understand how a specific outcome came 

about, then the interrelated loop learning categories might have an advantage because the 

focus is on the connections between intentions and actions that prompt changing routines 

and underlying values (Armitage et al. 2008:89). The loop learning categories circle back 

on each other and imply deeper connections each time.  
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6.2.4 Evidence of trade-offs in experiments as a science-policy interface 

The chapter four findings on experiment impacts are relevant to the theoretical work done 

on trade-offs that emerge when designing science-policy interfaces (SPI). The literature 

states that there are always trade-offs between the credibility, salience, or legitimacy of a 

SPI that must be made (Cash et al. 2003; Saarki et al. 2014). That the boundary 

experiments scored above average for all three of these criteria and significantly higher 

than technocratic experiments for credibility calls these assumptions into question. That 

a SPI cannot score high for all three criteria is logical, and the hypotheses made the same 

assumption. Saarki et al. (2014) describe four trade-offs made when designing SPIs and 

two are relevant here41. The first relevant trade-off is the “clarity-complexity trade-off” 

between providing complex and complete information about knowledge uncertainties and 

relationship complexities (legitimacy and credibility), and providing a clear, simple 

message as evidence (relevance). The second trade-off is the “speed and quality” trade-off, 

which also pits salience vs credibility and legitimacy by noting that SPIs must often 

produce swift responses, but this comes at the expense of quality, time consuming 

assessment and consensus building. The authors also note that legitimacy may come at 

the expense of credibility and salience by requiring the inclusion of a full range of actors 

and interests, which would slow the process and might compromise expertise (Saarki et 

al. 2014). 

In contrast to these logical and theoretically informed propositions, the research results 

showed that boundary experiments managed to provide evidence that was seen to be 

complex and very credible yet still highly relevant and legitimate. The results suggest that 

the inclusion of non-expert actors, particularly policy actors, in the boundary and advocacy 

experiments meant the evidence was better communicated and thus understood by 

decision makers. Advocacy experiments scored better than the technocratic experiments 

for all three effectiveness variables too, however, they are more likely to lobby with a clear 

message and play down any uncertainty and complexity surrounding the experiment, 

which can undermine credibility (Stirling 2010). In contrast, boundary experiments 

address uncertainties and make multiple representations of an issue transparent (Pielke 

Jr. 2007) a complex and time-consuming exercise to enhance legitimacy, which in the 

analysis did not undermine their perceived credibility or salience. In the case of 

experiments at least, it appears all three criteria can be met through an inclusive and 

transparent design. 

6.3 Implications of the research for society 

Policy experiments are embedded in the real world, so society itself functions as a kind of 

living laboratory (Gross and Krohn 2005). This means the choice to experiment and how 

to design them has consequences for society, some of which are examined here. 

                                                           
41 Personal time and supply vs demand were trade-offs considered beyond the scope of the data. 
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The benefits of letting multiple societal actors play a role in policy experiments cannot be 

overstated. The research showed that the experiment type with the most inclusive design, 

the boundary experiment, was most successful in generating almost all measured aspects 

of learning. This finding has strong practical implications because it supports the notion 

that for an experiment to be effective, it should be run democratically and grant access to 

participants who request it, and it should allow non-state actors to determine the scope of 

the problem, collectively decide on the appropriate course of action, and provide their 

perspective and expertise.  

The research also showed that the success of the experiments was contingent on the 

support of the general public. In several cases, local communities were able to cancel or 

significantly redesign proposed experiments; for example, where affected parties were 

spooked by proposed plans to experiment on their community, or convinced organisers the 

experiment would not work as designed, or when experiment effects proved too damaging 

for local actors’ interests. In these cases, the risks and intrusion proved too much, which 

experiment organisers should be wary about. 

A meddling community could, in theory, be avoided by siting the experiments away from 

public view. Half the experiment cases were performed on private land, mostly farmland. 

This tactic would undoubtedly reduce the probability of opposition to the proposal and 

intrusion on the wider community but may lose the support building and local expertise 

brought by publicly siting the experiments. The threat of opposition to a proposal may 

explain why there were so few projects called experiments, or projects that could be 

deemed experiments due to their evaluation framework. By labelling a project an 

experiment, the organisers are confessing to not knowing the consequences of the proposal, 

which can alarm a potentially affected community. At the same time, the label 

‘experiment’ makes an organiser sound innovative and daring. If projects that do not 

systematically evaluate their effects are considered experiments, governments can then 

take credit for being flexible and ‘experimental’ when they are not actually opening 

themselves up to risk and failure. This fallacy leads to a ‘pseudo-experimenting’ society, 

which is no more use than a society that shuns experimentation altogether. 

These examples imply that experiments can be used politically even in name. With climate 

adaptation needing a suite of urgent creative solutions, the option suggested here would 

be to sell the idea of policy experimentation (as defined in this thesis) and generate public 

support for the idea of society being pioneers for experiments of their own design, testing 

ideas that can potentially improve their conditions (Rocle and Salles 2017). 

6.4 Research Limitations  

This thesis relied on several research strategies to produce its findings, including two 

closed-question online surveys. The surveys reached hundreds of respondents and 

provided quantitative data on multiple aspects- on the institutional rule settings of the 

experiments, the participants’ learning experiences, and the decision-makers’ perceptions 

of the cases. All this data was aggregated into experiment cases and then aggregated again 

to compare the three ideal types. Large-n studies provide reliable data about broad 
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patterns across independent and dependent variables but lose variance within individual 

cases or relationships between cases, which means interesting findings about the 

relationships between variables is lost.  

There are also limits to self-reporting data, where the respondent provides their 

experiences and opinions after the experiment is completed. With this method, 

respondents can easily exaggerate or under-estimate the extent they learned. Along 

similar lines, another important consideration that was not controlled for was the age of 

the experiments. One experiment was conducted 12 years before this research was done, 

and it is likely that accurate recall for participants would be harder than for more recent 

experiments. To help offset these limits, closed survey questions were asked, and a large 

number of respondents were surveyed.  

Other methodological limits were also apparent. To find respondents for the policy 

learning survey, the concept of a “participant” in an experiment was defined as someone 

who was actively involved in the project, who contributed as well as received information. 

If participant lists of experiments were available online these were used, but organisers 

largely determined who was a participant in their experiment and either sent a list of the 

participants to the researchers, who then received an email with the survey, or the 

organisers acted as gatekeepers and sent the survey to people themselves. This process 

possibly biased the group of participants in the experiment cases and excluded fractious 

actors opposed to the proposal. In contrast, sampling in the second survey for experiment 

impacts was less prone to bias. Random sampling was used to isolate survey respondents 

from lists of all decision makers at each level of government, which increased the validity 

of the findings. The downside of random sampling like this is that people feel less 

compelled to respond, and participation was encouraged by including in the survey email 

an endorsement by the Head of the Union of (Dutch) Water Boards.  

A conceptual limit worth mentioning relates to the inclusion of relational learning in this 

study. The literature on experiments has a history of expecting/hoping for cognitive and 

normative learning outcomes (see for example Fischer 1995; Armitage et al. 2008; Farrelly 

and Brown 2011; Ansell and Bartenberger 2016). In contrast, analysing relational 

learning in context of experimentation is a recent development. Although the set of cases 

resulted in a moderate amount of trust building and boundary experiments produced some 

improved understanding of others’ mindsets, the extent to which the experiment process 

is an efficient course of action to produce relational learning is not questioned. Other types 

of appraisal, such as juries, policy games, or co-management processes, might offer less 

resource intensive opportunities to build relational capital than conducting experiments.  

6.5 A potential research agenda 

To build on the findings of this thesis and address some of the limitations cited above, 

suggestions are now made to direct future research.  

First, the project was dominated by a quantitative analysis approach and it would be 

interesting to see whether the patterns that emerged are recognisable in more in-depth 
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qualitative studies. This would improve understanding of the dynamics between ideal 

types and learning outcomes, and test assumptions as to why these patterns emerged. For 

example, technocratic experiments failed to produce more credibility than either the 

boundary or advocacy experiments. A qualitative study of three different types of 

experiments could assess more deeply whether and why this is the case, maybe decision 

makers now consider non-scientific sources of evidence (“place-based” evidence) pivotal to 

an experiment’s credibility than just scientific evidence alone. Another way to contrast the 

existing findings would be to conduct an experiment in real-time and do pre- and post- 

measurements of learning (following the earlier study completed by Haug [2015] on policy 

games and learning). This would reduce the bias from self-reported learning experienced 

in this study. 

Secondly, the experiments involved in this research were embedded in a Dutch climate 

and water management context, but due to its generic nature the research framework is 

transferable. The framework’s ideal types model could be used for systematic analysis of 

other appraisal contexts or experiments in other jurisdictions or policy fields. Differences 

between the effectiveness of an experimental approach and other policy appraisal venues, 

such as non-evaluative pilots or cost–benefit analyses, could be explored. This line of 

research may answer questions about the sorts of solutions amenable to experimentation 

(Howe 2004 notes simple and focused solutions are best) and when it is more appropriate 

to use other, more qualitative approaches to establish the effects of policy proposals42. 

Combined with the learning typology, results could also be compared to test whether field 

experiments are an effective way to produce relational learning outcomes or whether other 

contexts or governance experiments (such as thought experiments) are more appropriate.  

Another research direction could examine the relationship between the two sites of 

learning, the participants’ learning and the learning by decision makers in the network. 

For example, it was surprising to find that while technocratic experiments produced the 

expected degree of cognitive learning (considerably more than the other two types) they 

were considered the least credible. It might be assumed that participant learning would 

directly feed into the experiences of decision makers through the policy administration 

and general societal acceptance; but when experiments that produce plenty of cognitive 

learning are viewed as least credible, this signals that the learning sites might be 

independent of each other. In contrast, boundary experiments produced most normative 

and relational learning and were considered most credible, salient, and legitimate, which 

pushes against established science-technology studies (‘STS’) theory. Analysis of the 

relationship between participant and network learning using qualitative research 

methods could produce explanations for these results that revolve around the strategies 

used to promote the experiments and the problem context (e.g. are technocratic 

experiments producing most cognitive learning because they are producing evidence for 

                                                           
42  Howe (2004) suggests that while experiments determine outcomes, qualitative methods, such as interviews and 

ethnographies can help eliminate alternative hypotheses and explore alternative outcomes. This would improve 

understanding of what sorts of questions experiments are a good choice for analysis.  
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deeply uncertain problem contexts, which is then poorly communicated and singularly 

science-driven?). 

Fourth, this research focused on the relationship between design and learning, but what 

then? The extent the experiment cases will have an actual lasting effect on policy making 

is well worth exploring because the few in-depth case studies that have dug down into the 

policy consequences of experiments have not come up hopeful. Political interests have 

proven to be robust against evidence for upscaling an experiment or adopting a proposal 

(Greenberg et al. 2003; Ettelt et al. 2015; John 2017). It could be expected that experiments 

that generated high levels of participant and network learning would have a strong 

influence over political decision making, and this could be examined in 5-10 years with a 

study into the effects of the experiment cases on Dutch adaptation policy. For example, a 

simple word counts on relevant policy documents could be undertaken in 10 years to 

measure what ideas from the experiments have made headway into policy making, how 

they have evolved, and why.  

Finally, experiments are picking up interest in polycentric governance discussions (Jordan 

et al. 2015) and it has been noted that there is a lack of central coordination to convey and 

pass around experiment results (Huitema et al. 2016). The thesis research can build on 

this theoretical discussion using two sets of related experiments: the three Building-with-

Nature experiments and the two Water Board Delfland experiments. It would be 

interesting to explore whether the experiments collated their results and aggregated 

findings in a polycentric way, and if not, ways that this might be achieved in future groups 

of experiments.  

6.6 Designing for context- some recommendations 

As well as providing insight regarding the effectiveness of experiments, this research has 

practical implications that are presented as recommendations for actors who are 

considering using experiments to develop and test their policy solutions to climate 

adaptation problems. These recommendations revolve around the outcomes directed by 

experiment design and this section reflects on what sorts of factors an experiment 

organiser should consider when deciding on design choices.  

Firstly, a technocratic experiment signifies a technical-analytical approach to policy 

making, where organisers believe experts are best placed to conceive of and design 

solutions to society’s environmental problems. Organisers of technocratic experiments 

hold the view that science should be independent from policy making and scientific 

evidence should carry the most weight when decisions are made about the effectiveness of 

a solution. However, the findings show that although technocratic experiments produced 

significantly more cognitive learning than the other two types, they produced the least 

normative and relational learning and were considered the least credible, salient, or 

legitimate of the ideal types. In line with Milo and Lezaun (2006), these findings suggest 

that an organiser should reject a technocratic design if they want to implement a novel 

policy solution in a community with competing interests or if they need to manage 

competing frames of the policy problem that may emerge (in line with expectations from 
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post-normal science and the call for an “extended peer review” for environmental problems 

[Funtowitz and Ravetz 1990]).  

A technocratic experiment may be ideal when little is known about the effects of a proposal 

and verification is required but there is political consensus around the nature of a problem 

and low competing frames. Bobrow and Dryzek [1987] describe a similar experiment 

design for Popper’s Open Society, which they argue can only be used for a similar class of 

problems). Organisers of technocratic experiments may be unprepared to meet political 

expectations because they are disconnected from policy, so organisers would do well to 

attach to innovation programmes where their results can be fed into broader networks. A 

technocratic experiment could also build visibility and support by connecting to local 

communities directly and asking about the climate problems urgent to them, as well as 

keeping experiment progress transparent and the results visible to the public. 

Advocacy experiments are designed by policy actors who want to persuade others their 

innovation is the right course of action. They do this by being highly selective about which 

actors gain access into their experiment, by limiting authority over decisions, and limiting 

information transparency. This was the most common type in Dutch water 

management/climate adaptation and despite the closed design, they produced some 

cognitive, normative, and relational learning, and were considered very credible and 

somewhat salient and legitimate.  

These results suggest that advocacy experiments might be a suitable design for solutions 

that have moderately uncertain effects, are not overly complex (i.e. only relevant to local 

government or a single industry sector, no competing interests) but address ambiguous 

policy problems where there are many interpretations of an issue (van den Hoek et al. 

2014). An advocacy experiment would function to reduce ambiguity by presenting a 

dominant framing of the issue and performing a potential solution, thereby reducing scope 

of choice (Pielke, Jr. 2007). Advocacy experiments risk alienating opposing groups due to 

their exclusivity, so to ensure they maintain a good reputation, organisers should make 

efforts to site their experiments in public as much as possible and be transparent and 

visible to the public during the experiment.  

Finally, organisers who attempt to design boundary experiments recognise the value of 

harnessing the polity as problem solvers. They draw on the local and diverse perspectives 

of a community who co-manage an experiment and can ‘peer review’ new solutions. The 

boundary design was considered most credible, salient, and legitimate, and it scored the 

highest for normative and relational learning. This indicates that a boundary experiment 

would be most suitable for policy issues and solutions with a high degree of complexity, 

where actors with different interests from different sectors in society and layers of 

government are affected. The experiment provides an opportunity for them to come 

together and try to carve out a best-fit option. Deliberative, reflexive processes like 

boundary experiments are resource intensive (Owens et al. 2004) and would be the best 

option for organisers who want to develop and test quite radical and disruptive proposals, 

which they could identify through listening to local communities’ climate concerns. Due to 

their scope and complexity, boundary experiments are particularly vulnerable to political 
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changes that might render them obsolete. They would do well to stay flexible and maintain 

very strong communication lines, so they can adapt to changes in political viewpoints.  

The threads of Dewey’s pragmatism are strong here and resonate with Dryzek (1987:188), 

who argues for ‘holistic experimentation’ since unintended effects of experimentation are 

certain to emerge, and any person potentially affected by the intervention must be able to 

voice their concerns and get involved. Letting participants self-nominate and empowering 

them aligns with a pragmatist deliberative approach to democracy (Pieraccini and 

Cardwell 2016). However, boundary experiments might not always be necessary, and if 

nobody wants to be involved or no groups are opposed to suggested courses of action, it 

would be unwise to embark on such a resource intensive approach. 

Choosing the most appropriate experiment design requires extensive prior judgement on 

the likely effects and degree of acceptability, and this research thesis on policy learning 

sheds light on what can be expected from each experiment type. As discussed above, 

choosing which experiment type to use means calculating the extent of uncertainty of 

effects and gauging the extent of value disagreement among affected actors. A mistake 

can be costly or fatal: two of the case studies were originally designed as technocratic 

experiments before organisers realised they had misread the situation and intense 

opposition to the proposal formed. Hegger and Dieperink (2014) conclude that socially 

robust projects for climate adaptation need broad actor coalitions to ensure success, and 

coupled with the thesis research findings that demonstrate the superiority of boundary 

and advocacy experiments over technocratic experiments, this might be the final nail in 

the coffin for science’s “numinous legitimacy'' in policy appraisal, particularly for climate 

policy (Owens et al. 2004).  

6.7 The value of experiments for solving climate adaptation problems 

Kivimaa et al. (2017) state that due to the multi-dimensional and complex nature of 

climate change, experiments could be a more appropriate response than conventional 

modes of governance. With influential heavyweights in the social sciences such as Elinor 

Ostrom, John Dewey, and Donald T. Campbell all advocating for the use of 

experimentation to help society find effective policy solutions, coupled with the generally 

positive learning results measured in this research, it seems that policy experiments may 

deserve serious attention. To assess the added value of experimenting for climate 

adaptation, Dryzek’s three criteria to effectively manage ecological problems, described in 

the introduction, are used as evaluative conditions. The criteria are: responding to 

negative feedback, facilitating coordination, and being flexible. These conditions are 

expected to aid in managing the complexity, uncertainty, variability, and collective nature 

of adaptation problems.  

The first criterion, responding to negative feedback, refers to the process where society 

receives feedback about changes in the life-support capacities of ecosystems (Dryzek 

1987:47). Dryzek (1987) notes that negative feedback may be facilitated through 

evaluation of proposals and actions, which is what experiments, per the definition in this 

thesis, seek to do. However, the research revealed that experimenting with environmental 
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policy concepts in the Netherlands, or evaluation of projects generally, is rare. A reason 

for this may be that since experimentation involves innovating and risk taking, it produces 

evidence of intended and unintended consequences that policy makers could feel 

uncomfortable about because they are spending public money and can be held accountable 

when risks backfire. As Dryzek notes, “failure is not an acceptable mode of learning” 

(1987:101). However, although failing to act is less harmful than failing at an attempt to 

act (Howlett 2014) politicians soon might have little choice but to venture into the 

unknown and admit they are out of options. It is at this point experimentation in 

management and governance could be more widely accepted and used to provide feedback 

about the innovations we need to address climate change. 

The second criterion is coordination, which responds to the collective quality of adaptation 

problems by connecting actors. The research showed that most of the experiment cases 

connected a range of state and non-state actors, in line with the need for different actor 

types to be involved in adaptation problem solving. Further, the experiments that were 

designed to transparently communicate different sorts of information within an 

experiment proved to be the most effective in terms of learning. However, experiments 

were not always visible to their relevant policy networks, which the recommendations 

made in chapter five hope to improve. Looking broadly at communication between 

experiments, it is interesting to note that most experiment cases were isolated events and 

did not belong to a set or sequence of experiments. It would do experiments good if there 

was a central body that collected experiment results and distributed them to nodes facing 

similar sets of adaptation problems. This is in line with suggestions from studies on 

polycentric governance (Ostrom 2005), which promotes local experimentation as 

opportunities to learn from a myriad of different examples of the same experiment being 

applied in different settings. Upscaling and diffusion of successful experiments could be 

enhanced. 

Finally, the criterion of flexibility implies that solutions must be supple enough to respond 

to unexpected effects and changes in the system, particularly spatial and temporal 

variations. Adaptation problems and climate change issues are particularly susceptible to 

variations, as there is uncertainty as to how impacts might emerge, at what rate, and 

where (Huitema et al. 2016). Rigid command and control policies do not respond well to 

unexpected changes, but flexibility can be injected into the process using experiments 

because of their temporary, small-scale nature. The risk is that goals set now may not 

stand the test of time as climate change plays out. The time lag in knowing exactly what 

impacts to prepare for can undermine experiments and risk them becoming obsolete. In 

this regard the concept of bricolage is relevant (Ollson et al. 2018). Encouraging 

experiments to improve an existing solution by coupling it with other solutions will enable 

them to solve several problems at once, ensuring they stay relevant to ever changing 

problems and wider issues.  

In closing, the 18 experiment cases identified and analysed in this thesis shed light on the 

sorts of changes the Dutch are willing to make to enable climate adaptation; e.g. moving 

away from infrastructure and towards working with natural processes and using 

ecosystems as buffers from adverse climate effects; shifting the locus of responsibility for 
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water management from the state to private actors. That society is experimenting at all 

is a sign that they are taking the threat of climate change very seriously. The levels of 

learning produced by the entire sample of cases were mostly moderate, but the fact actual 

learning impacts on participants and decision makers could be measured supports the 

argument for conducting experiments to develop climate adaptation policy. This research 

also demonstrates that when it comes to experimentation, governance design- chosen for 

ideological or practical reasons- has significant impact on learning outcomes and therefore 

how effective experiments are as a tool for policy development.  

To prepare for future risks, especially climate risks, experiment organisers must throw 

open the door and invite actors in who can provide knowledge and perspectives and craft 

the solutions together. Society must come to terms with being a living lab with its citizens 

less the guinea pigs and more the pioneers (Rocle and Salles 2017). Experiments also need 

to be visible and aim to influence decision makers at all political levels. With pressure 

applied by society itself, decision makers might become more receptive and respectful of 

what experiments have to offer.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 2.1: Institutional rules and their relation to experimental 

design. 

Rule type Rule definition Design choice 

Boundary 

(entry or exit) 

Delineate who participates by 

defining how participants enter and 

eligibility. 

Deciding what makes a 

participant eligible or 

ineligible.  

 

Determine degree of access. How an actor gains access - 

by invitation or by request. 

 

Position Assign a position to participants. 

Minimum number is one. 

Number of participants 

allocated as initiator, 

designer, implementer, 

and evaluator. Whether to 

include a facilitator. 

 

Information 

Prescribe subjects or types of 

information to be communicated. 

 

Whether non-expert 

information is considered 

valid. Whether reflexive 

forms of information are 

generated or only 

instrumental forms. 

  

Prescribe channels of information 

flow and frequency of 

communication. 

How open the 

communication is; how 

information is distributed 

and how frequently.  

 

Choice Prescribe what actions a 

participant can or cannot perform 

at particular node points in the 

process. 

How power is distributed 

among participants; how 

much influence they have 

over significant points - 
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design, implementation, 

and evaluation. 

 

Aggregation Prescribe how collective decisions 

are made by individuals. If two or 

more participants have decision 

rights, the collective decision can be 

made either by majority or by 

consensus. 

 

How assigns control over 

decision making; weighting 

of each participant’s 

decision-making power. 

Payoff Manage distribution of costs and 

benefits. 

Funding source. 
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Appendix 2.2: Comparison by key institutional rules of the design 

choice characteristics of policy experiment ideal types. 

Rule 

Types 

Design Choice 

Indicator 

Technocratic 

experiment 

Boundary 

experiment 

Advocacy 

experiment 

Boundary 

Actor 

Constellation 

Expert actors All actor types 

involved 

Predominantl

y members of 

an advocacy 

coalition 

Access to 

experiment 

Required Those 

requesting 

involvement 

Those invited 

by initiator 

Criteria for new 

participants 

Expert actors Those with 

local and/or 

expert 

knowledge 

Those in 

support or 

who will build 

support for 

experiment 

Position 

Initiator role Expert actors Collaborators Policy actors 

Use of facilitator None Yes (and 

neutral) 

If yes, then 

with/for core 

members only 

Informatio

n 

Contribution to 

goals 

None - already set 

by policy makers 

By all actors By actors who 

are in 

agreement 

Lay knowledge 

acknowledged/ 

accepted 

No Yes, to a large 

degree 

Yes, but not 

solely 

Scientific 

knowledge 

acknowledged/ 

accepted 

Exclusively As one of 

many inputs 

Only if from 

scientists 

within the 

coalition 

Information 

transmission 

Information for 

majority 

Information 

for all 

participants 

Information 

for minority 
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Opportunities for 

personal contact 

between 

scientists and 

policy makers 

Few Frequent Very frequent 

but only 

within the 

group 

Outsiders 

informed of 

progress 

Occasionally Frequently Rarely 

Choice 

Authority at 

decision nodes 

Expert initiators Participants 

share power 

Policy 

initiators 

Variation in 

authority 

Most actors have 

advisory role 

Most actors 

have decision 

role 

Most actors 

have no 

authority 

Pay-off 
How costs 

distributed 

Minimal buy-in Buy-in No buy-in 

Aggregatio

n 

How decisions 

are made 

By experts in 

majority (in line 

with scientific 

methods) 

Everyone by 

consensus (on 

basis of 

deliberation) 

Policy actor by 

majority (on 

basis of 

shared 

principles) 
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Appendix 2.3: Description of Case Study  

The Oosterschelde is designated a national park and a Natura 2000 site of European 

importance. National significance is granted because the estuary sandbars, intertidal 

flats, and salt marshes provide foraging and resting places for migratory birds and other 

wildlife. The estuary is also the site of a large storm surge barrier – the 

“Oosterscheldekering” – which is part of the Delta Works, a vast engineering programme 

undertaken to protect the Netherlands from flood risk. The intertidal flats minimise wave 

damage to the barrier by buffering it during storm surges.  

Unfortunately, the barrier has inhibited the tidal flow in and out of the estuary, which in 

turn disrupts the erosion and replacement of sand, resulting in the slow drowning43 of the 

flats. This puts the habitat at risk, and potentially increases damage to the barriers. 

No precedent exists for managing these issues, so the enforcement arm of the Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Environment, Rijkswaterstaat (Department for Waterways and Public 

Works (RWS)), together with knowledge consortium Ecoshape, experimented with “soft 

approaches”: They tested innovative management interventions that can potentially slow 

the rate of erosion, including a sand nourishment (experiment A) and the construction of 

sand stabilising oyster reefs (experiment B). These projects depart from the typical “hard” 

engineering measures used by RWS to maintain dikes; they hypothesised that the 

measures would reduce dike maintenance costs while restoring nature. The experiment 

(A and B combined) would determine whether or not RWS would take the soft approach, 

and manage dike safety and ecological restoration together as part of their water 

                                                           
43 Climate Proof Areas brochure, 2010 http://www.climateproofareas.com/project/sand-nourishment 

Figure 1: Case study area (map source: © OpenStreetMap contributors). 

 

http://www.climateproofareas.com/project/sand-nourishment
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management planning in the future44. This classifies it at as a management intervention 

specifically designed to inform policy (Steffen 2009; Huitema et al. 2009). The experiment 

was scientific, examining the morphological and ecological effects of sand nourishment 

and oyster beds, but also included an objective to engage local stakeholders and build trust 

and legitimacy into the project. Permits were required due to the Natura 2000 protected 

area siting.  

                                                           

44 RWS 2009. Harde werken met zachte trekken : voorbeelden van levende waterbouw. 

http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten-en-publicaties/rapporten/2009/10/01/harde-werken-met-zachte-

trekken-voorbeelden-van-levende-waterbouw.html 

 

http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten-en-publicaties/rapporten/2009/10/01/harde-werken-met-zachte-trekken-voorbeelden-van-levende-waterbouw.html
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten-en-publicaties/rapporten/2009/10/01/harde-werken-met-zachte-trekken-voorbeelden-van-levende-waterbouw.html
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Appendix 2.4: Questions used to gauge participant learning effects 

Questions translated from Dutch into English. 

Learning type Question 

Cognitive 

learning: 

 

To what extent have you gained new factual information by 

participating in the experiment? 

 To what extent did you gain a more complex understanding of 

the facts? 

 How far has the experiment improved your understanding of 

the following forms of knowledge: 

Substantial knowledge – i.e. the effects of the policy 

experiment. 

Procedural knowledge – i.e. how policy experiment can be 

performed best. 

Generic knowledge - i.e. knowledge that is transferable to 

other contexts. 

Contextual knowledge – i.e. knowledge that is relevant to the 

specific setting. 
 

Normative 

learning: 

 

To what extent has your participation in the experiment changed 

your perspective on relevant issues and possible solutions? 

 Looking back, to what extent have the goals and perspectives of 

other participants influenced your own goals and perspectives 

during the experiment? 

 To what extent has your participation in the experiment changed 

your priorities with regard to ecological, social and economic 

issues? 

 Do you think the objectives of participants in the experiment 

converged as a result of the experiment (i.e. goals, perspectives, 

interests of the participants were more similar to each other)? 

Relational 

learning: 

As a result of the experiment, have you gained a better 

understanding of the perspectives of other participants? 
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 With regard to the participants with whom you disagreed, did 

you gain more understanding and acceptance of their views? 

 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statement: "I think that the commitment of other participants 

grew as a result of the experiment." 

 To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following 

statement: "I feel that my contribution to the experiment was 

well received by other participants." 
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Appendix 3.1: Indicators for ideal types 

 INDICATOR EXPLANATION SETTINGS 

1A Actor constellation Actor constellation 

calculates the extent of 

domination by one actor 

type.  Dominance = >50% 

BIT= No dominance by 

one actor, 4+ actors. 

AIT= Dominant policy 

actors. 

TIT= Dominant expert 

actors. 

1B How participants 

gained access to the 

experiment 

How participants entered 

the experiment. 

Participants can either 

be invited in, involved 

because they are part of 

the organizing team, or 

because they requested 

involvement from the 

organisers. The most 

common method is used 

for classification. 

 

BIT- Rules allow 

requested involvement 

AIT- P. mostly invited 

in 

TIT- P. mostly obliged 

1C Criteria for new 

participants 

The most common 

criteria given for 

allowing access of a new 

participant. 

BIT- provides local 

knowledge. 

AIT- supports or builds 

support for project. 

TIT- subject or process 

expert. 

 

2D Initiator type The actor type(s) which 

initiated the experiment. 

BIT- collaboration 

between more than two 

actor types, or two of 

equal number. 

AIT- policy actor 

(dominant) 
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TIT-  expert actor 

(dominant). 

 

2E Use of facilitator Recollection of facilitator 

involvement. 

BIT- 80% + recall 

facilitator. 

TIT-  0% or less than 

two p. (indicating a 

mistake). 

 

3F Extent that the goals 

of the experiment 

were discussed among 

the group 

Percentage and diversity 

of participants that 

contributed to the 

discussion on project 

goals. 

BIT- > 80% if most 

actor types 

AIT- only policy actors 

TIT- <30% or just 

expert actors. 

 

3G Whether lay 

knowledge was 

contributed 

Percentage of 

participants that 

(exclusively) contributed 

lay knowledge. 

BIT- >50% (at least one 

exclusively) 

AIT- 30-50% 

TIT- <30% 

 

3H Whether scientific 

knowledge was 

contributed 

Percentage of 

participants that 

contributed scientific 

knowledge. 

TIT- 50%< and solely 

BIT- 30-50% 

AIT- 30%< with most p. 

providing practical k. 

 

3I How satisfied 

participants were with 

the information they 

received. 

To what extent 

participants were 

satisfied with how much 

information they received 

and the relevance of it.  

BIT= everyone agree 

was sufficient (over 1). 

AIT= 50% < disagree 

(minority found 

sufficient). 
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3J How satisfied 

participants were with 

the extent of personal 

contact during the 

experiment. 

To what extent 

participants felt there 

was sufficient personal 

contact among the group. 

BIT= everyone agree 

was sufficient (over 1). 

AIT= 50%< disagree 

(minority found 

sufficient). 

 

3K Whether outsiders 

were informed of 

progress. 

How regularly non-

participants were 

informed of the 

experiment’s progress? 

BIT= 75%< regularly 

informed. 

AIT= 50%< 

irregularly/not 

informed. 

 

4L Actor type with 

authority at decision 

nodes. 

Actor type that makes 

decisions at design, 

monitoring, and 

evaluation stages 

(aggregated). 

BIT- more than two 

parties have DM role; 

non-state actor has 

shared or dominant 

role. 

AIT- policy actors 

(dominant). 

TIT- expert actors 

(dominant). 

 

4M Extent of variation in 

authority over 

decisions in the 

experiment 

Comparing how many 

participants had 

authority to how many 

didn't have authority. 

BIT- majority of 

participants had 

decision making power 

AIT- majority of 

participants had no 

authority 

TIT- if experts had 

decision power 
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5N Extent of buy-in Look into how the costs 

of the experiment were 

paid; to what extent 

participants were 

expected to “buy-in” to 

the experiment. 

BIT- costs were shared. 

AIT- a participant’s 

organization paid all 

costs or no costs. 

TIT- no clear 

distinction; some paid, 

some shared. 

6O Decision making 

model 

Percentage of 

participants with 

decision making power at 

each of the design, 

monitoring, and 

evaluation nodes 

(aggregated). 

BIT- 50% or more of 

participants- e.g. 

majority/consensus DM 

AIT- 0 – 29% of 

participants- e.g. 

hierarchical DM 

TIT- 30-49%- e.g. 

appointed steering 

group, narrow DM. 
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Appendix 3.2: Questions for the three learning types /six variables.  

The questions are translated from Dutch. 

Cognitive learning  

Gain knowledge A To what extent do you agree with the following 

statement:  I gained new factual information from 

participating in the experiment. 

Gain knowledge B By participating in the experiment, did you improve 

your personal knowledge of the natural system in 

question? 

Restructure knowledge  To what extent have the outcomes of the experiment 

been a surprise and compelled you to amend your 

initial expectations about the outcome of the 

intervention? 

  

Normative learning  

Change perspective  To what extent do you agree with the following 

statement: Participating in the experiment has 

changed the importance I attach to environmental 

issues. 

Goal convergence  To what extent do you agree with the following 

statement: The experiment ensured that participants 

discovered a common goal. 

  

Relational learning  

Understand mind-sets  To what extent do you agree with the following 

statement: By participating in the experiment, I have 

developed a stronger bond with those with which I 

usually disagree. 

  

Build trust 2A To what extent do you agree with the following 

statement: As a result of the experiment, a mutual 

trust has grown between participants. 
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Build trust 2B To what extent do you agree with the following 

statement: I would participate again in an 

experiment with these participants. 
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Appendix 3.3: Statistics for the three learning types (six variables)  

1. Statistics for the individual learning question scores.  

Scores: high = >1; medium= 0.5 - 1; low= 0- 0.49; and none= < 0.  

 

2. Reliability and correlations  

Learning dimension 

questions 

Reliability 

score 

Gain knowledge 1 & 2 0.7 

Building trust 1 &2 0.7 

 

3. Extent of statistical significance for differences in learning per ideal type, 

as calculated using Kruskal-Wallis Test (p < 0.05). 

Learning type Learning variable Significance  

Cognitive learning  Gain knowledge 0.025* 

 Restructure 

knowledge 

0.04* 

Normative learning  Change in 

perspective 

0.637 

 N Min Max Mean S.D. 

Cognitive learning- gain knowledge  18 0.5 1.9 1.1 0.39 

Cognitive learning- restructure 

knowledge 

18 
-0.3 2 0.5 

0.55 

Normative learning- change perspective 18 -1 0.3 -0.38 0.33 

Normative learning- goal convergence 18 -0.1 1.1 0.6 0.33 

Relational learning- understand mind-

sets 

18 
-1.0 0.5 -0.1 

0.41 

Relational learning- build trust   18 0.5 1.2 0.8 0.24 
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 Goal convergence 0.033* 

Relational learning  Understand mind-

sets 

0.033* 

 Build trust 0.394 

 

4. Statistics showing relationship between learning and the intervening 

variables, using Somers’ D and Kruskal Wallis tests (p<0.05). 

Intervenin

g variables 

Gain 

knowled

ge 

Restructu

re 

knowledg

e 

Change 

in 

perspecti

ve 

Goal 

convergen

ce 

Understa

nd mind-

sets 

Buil

d 

trus

t 

Addressing 

urgent issue 

p=0.23 p= 0.78 p= 0.53 p= 0.87 p= 0.61 p= 

0.75 

Organiser 

competence  

p= 0.69 p= 0.89 p= 0.28 p= 0.93 p= 0.74 p= 

0.01

8* 

Demographi

cs- age 

p= 0.63 p= 0.91 p= 0.39 p= 0.67 p= 0.5 p= 

0.29 

Extent 

participants 

already 

knew each 

other 

p= 0.62 p= 0.24 p= 0.54 p= 0.016* p= 0.97 p= 

0.00

9* 

Demographi

cs- sex 

p= 0.87 p= 0.29 p= 0.44 p= 0.88 p= 0.35 p= 

0.19 

Actor type p= 0.23 p= 0.6 p=0.013* p=0.01* p= 0.27 p= 

0.69 
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Appendix 3.4: Breakdown of experiment case into policy issues and 

solutions. 

Exp. Policy issue/ Type of 

problem 

(New) policy concept/ 

How tested 

Type of solution 

Exp 

1 

Coastal 

management/sea level 

rise 

Building with nature. 

Technical innovation 

Technocratic Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

2 

 

Coastal 

management/sea level 

rise 

Building with nature. 

Technical innovation 

Boundary Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

3 

 

Dike management/river 

level rise 

Optimal spatial planning. 

Technical innovation 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

4 

 

Freshwater 

availability/decline in 

freshwater availability 

Shared responsibility. 

Technical and governance 

innovation (control site) 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

5 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Multi-functional land 

use/shared responsibility. 

Technical and governance 

innovation 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

6 

 

Freshwater 

availability/decline in 

freshwater availability 

Water husbandry/shared 

responsibility. Technical 

innovation 

Technocratic Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

7 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Shared responsibility. 

Technical and governance 

innovation 

Boundary Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

8 

 

Water variability Saltwater-freshwater 

transitions. Management 

measure 

Boundary Ideal 

Type 
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Exp 

9 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Multi-functional land use. 

Technical innovation 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

10 

 

Coastal management / 

sea level rise 

Climate buffers. Technical 

innovation 

Boundary Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

11 

 

Coastal 

management/sea level 

rise 

Dynamic coastal 

management. Technical 

innovation 

Technocratic Ideal 

Type  

Exp 

12 

 

Dike management/river 

level rise 

Pest management. 

Management measure 

(control site) 

Boundary Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

13 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Dynamic level 

management. 

Management measure 

Technocratic Ideal 

Type  

Exp 

14 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Flexible groundwater 

irrigation. Governance 

innovation 

Boundary Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

15 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Multi-functional land 

use/shared responsibility. 

Technical and governance 

innovation 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

16 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Multi-functional land use. 

Technical innovation. 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 

Exp 

17 

 

Coastal management / 

sea level rise 

Building with nature. 

Technical innovation. 

Advocacy Ideal 

Type 
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Exp 

18 

 

Water variability / 

increase in flooding or 

drought risk 

Multi-functional land use. 

Technical innovation 

Technocratic Ideal 

Type  
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Appendix 4.1 Survey responses from actor type for each experiment  

(Mun. = municipality; W.A. = water authority; Prov. = province; Min. = Ministry for 

Environment).  

Exp # 

and 

Ideal 

Type 

# 

Initial 

respon

ses 

# Know 

of the 

case 

# 

complete 

responses 

Mun. W.A. Prov. Min. 

1 (T) 9 5 4 x x x x 

2 (B) 9 9 6  x x  

3 (A) 10 4 4  x   

4 (A) 8 6 5 x x   

5 (A) 11 9 9 x x x  

6 (T) 9 5 4  x x  

7 (B) 11 4 1  x   

8 (B) 4 1 0   x  

9 (A) 11 2 2 x x   

10 (B) 11 8 4 x x  x 

11 (T) 7 7 7 x x x x 

12 (T) 12 8 5 x x x  

13 (B) 10 5 4  x   

14 (A) 7 6 5 x x x  

15 (A) 9 8 5 x x   

16 (A) 10 6 6 x x x  

17 (T) 16 4 4  x x  

Total 

(ave) 

164 97 (60%) 75 (48%) 10 16 10 3 
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Appendix 4.2 Questions from the survey 

Survey questions and breakdown of answers into ideal types (translated from Dutch): 

1. Credibility 

The questions were answered on a scale ranging from: (1) no certainly not; (2) not really; 

(3) neutral; (4) somewhat; (5) certainly.  

A: Are the findings reliable enough to base policy decisions on? 

B: Are the conclusions of the initiators of the experiment well substantiated? 

C: Did the experiment produce reliable data? 

D: Did the experiment address a clear question or problem? 

E: In your opinion, was the experiment well structured? 

F: Was the experiment conducted by reliable parties? 

G: Did you have confidence in the ability of the scientists/technical experts who were 

involved in the experiment?  

- Graph to show how the ideal types differ for each question measuring credibility. 

Average = 4.1. 

 

Kruskal-Wallis tests for significance between indicators 

Indicator Significance Decision 

0 1 2 3 4 5

G*

F

E

D*

C

B

A

technocratic boundary advocacy
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A 0.352 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

B 0.086 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

C 0.129 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

D 0.009 Reject the null hypothesis 

E 0.078 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

F 0.777 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

G 0.008 Reject the null hypothesis 

 

2. Salience 

A: The experiment delayed rather than accelerated policy development. 

B: Communication of the results of the experiment did not meet the experiences of 

policy makers. 

C: At first the experiment addressed questions raised by policy makers, but now 

there are new questions. 

D: The experiment is primarily linked to the interest of experts and not policy 

makers. 

E: The experiment produced results that can be converted directly into policy. 

F: The results of the experiment were communicated clearly, so that policy makers 

can utilize them. 

G: The experiment provides substantial opportunities for policy renewal. 

H: The experiment fits in well with the knowledge gaps that exist among 

policymakers. 

I: The experiment is about a matter of public interest in my area. 
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Graph to show how the ideal types differ for each statement measuring salience. 

Average = 3.6: 

 

 

Kruskal-Wallis tests for significance between indicators 

Indicator Significance Decision 

A 0.210 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

B 0.218 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

C 0.008 Reject the null hypothesis 

D 0.002 Reject the null hypothesis 

E 0.027 Reject the null hypothesis 

F 0.560 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

G 0.171 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

H 0.270 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

0 1 2 3 4 5

I

H

G

F

E*

D*

C*

B

A

technocratic boundary advocacy
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I 0.040 Reject the null hypothesis 

 

3. Legitimacy 

A: Are the goals of the experiment representative of the values existing in the 

surrounding community? 

B: Do you think the organisers of the experiment ensured a sufficient degree of 

openness? 

C: Does the new approach tested in the experiment reflect the views and priorities 

of people that live in the area? 

D: Are the perspectives of participants in the experiment treated with respect? 

E:  According to you, did the organisers involve in the experiment all parties with 

affected interests? 

Open question respondents were directed to if they answered E negatively: 

You indicated in the previous question that not all parties with interests in the 

experiment were involved. Can you specify which parties or interests were 

overlooked? 

Graph to show how the ideal types differ from each question measuring legitimacy. 

Average=3.8: 

 

Kruskal-Wallis tests for significance between indicators: 

0 1 2 3 4 5

E*

D*

C*

B*

A

technocratic boundary advocacy
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Indicator Significance Decision 

A 0.353 Retain the null 

hypothesis 

B 0.013 Reject the null hypothesis 

C 0.022 Reject the null hypothesis 

D 0.004 Reject the null hypothesis 

E 0.012 Reject the null hypothesis 
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Appendix 4.3 Statistics from the survey 

Statistics for each impact indicator (dependent variable) 

1. Levene’s test of variance results 

Test of Homogeneity of Variances 

  

Levene 

Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

Credibility 1.724 2 66 .186 

Salience .516 2 68 .599 

Legitimacy .838 2 65 .437 

 

2. Tukey post-test 

Multiple Comparisons 

Tukey HSD 

Dependent Variable 

Mean 

Differenc

e (I-J) 

Std. 

Error Sig. 

95% Confidence 

Interval 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Credibilit

y 

Technocrat

ic 

Boundary 
-.59793* .21368 .018 

-

1.1103 
-.0856 

Advocacy -.23082 .16727 .357 -.6319 .1702 

Boundary Technocrat

ic 
.59793* .21368 .018 .0856 1.1103 

Advocacy .36711 .20165 .171 -.1164 .8506 

Advocacy Technocrat

ic 
.23082 .16727 .357 -.1702 .6319 

Boundary -.36711 .20165 .171 -.8506 .1164 

Salience Boundary -.39981 .18495 .085 -.8430 .0433 
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Technocrat

ic 

Advocacy 
-.51019* .14730 .003 -.8631 -.1572 

Boundary Technocrat

ic 
.39981 .18495 .085 -.0433 .8430 

Advocacy -.11038 .17326 .800 -.5255 .3048 

Advocacy Technocrat

ic 
.51019* .14730 .003 .1572 .8631 

Boundary .11038 .17326 .800 -.3048 .5255 

Legitimac

y 

Technocrat

ic 

Boundary 
-.79429* .24773 .006 

-

1.3885 
-.2001 

Advocacy -.31003 .19559 .259 -.7792 .1591 

Boundary Technocrat

ic 
.79429* .24773 .006 .2001 1.3885 

Advocacy .48427 .23770 .111 -.0859 1.0544 

Advocacy Technocrat

ic 
.31003 .19559 .259 -.1591 .7792 

Boundary 
-.48427 .23770 .111 

-

1.0544 
.0859 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
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Appendix 5.1 Case descriptions of experiments analysed in this study 
 

Name Description Initiators/actors Duration Location  

Multi-functional use experiments 

Sand 

engine 

Ijsselmeer 

experiment 

Coastal 

management. 

Sand 

supplementation 

using natural 

processes to restore 

wetlands and 

provide coastal 

defence. 

National, 

provincial, water 

board, and local 

government.  

NGO.  

Experts. 

2011 - 

ongoing  

Regional: 

Friesian 

coast, 

north 

Netherland

s 

Sand motor 

Delfland 

experiment 

Coastal 

management.  

Creation of sand 

island off the Dutch 

coast to nourish 

coastline over 20-

year period, provide 

natural habitat and 

recreational 

opportunities. 

National, 

provincial, water 

board, and local 

government.  

NGOs.  

Experts. 

Initiated 

in 2006 

and 

implemen

ted in 

2010-

2011- 

ongoing 

Local: The 

Hague, 

Province 

South 

Holland 

INSIDE 

dike 

strengtheni

ng pilot 

Dike management. 

Strengthen dikes 

using internal 

fortification so not 

disturbing adjacent 

areas and improve 

spatial planning. 

Water board. 

Business actors. 

Experts. 

2009 Local New 

Lekkerland

, Province 

South 

Holland 

Water 

Square 

Rotterdam 

pilot 

Flood management. 

Water retention, 

storage, and 

drainage in urban 

setting. 

Water board and 

local government. 

Experts. 

 

Implemen

ted 2013- 

ongoing 

Local: 

Rotterdam, 

Province 

South 

Holland 
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Erosieberm 

sand motor 

pilot 

Coastal 

management. 

Depositing sand off 

coast and using 

natural processes to 

distribute it 

thereby meeting 

defence objectives 

and maintaining 

natural areas. 

Provincial, water 

board, and local 

government. 

Expert. 

 

2009- 

ongoing 

Local: 

Kruishoofd, 

Province 

Zealand 

Water 

storage in 

forest 

experiment 

Flood management: 

Investigating 

whether forests can 

be used to retain 

and store 

rainwater, thereby 

maintaining 

protected areas 

that can be used for 

water retention. 

National and 

provincial 

government. 

NGO 

representative. 

 

2004-2007 Local: 

Harderbos, 

Province 

Flevoland 

Hoge 

Bomen 

pilot 

Flood management: 

Investigating the 

effects of storing 

rain water on a 

football field, 

maintaining 

recreational 

opportunities in 

built up areas. 

Water board, local 

government. 

Expert. 

NGO 

representative. 

 

2011-2012 Local: 

Westland, 

Province 

South 

Holland 

South-west 

Ameland 

climate 

buffer 

experiment 

Coastal 

management: 

Examining the role 

of salt marshes in 

the security and 

development of 

potential measures 

to protect against 

sea level rise. 

National, 

provincial, water 

board, and local 

government. 

Experts. 

NGO 

representatives. 

 

2012- 

ongoing 

Local: 

Ameland 

Island, 

Province 

Friesland 
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Waalblok 

pilot 

Flood management: 

Exploring the 

storage of 

rainwater in cellars 

underneath 

horticultural 

glasshouses. 

Provincial, water 

board, and local 

government. 

Experts.  

Business actors. 

NGO 

representative. 

2010-2016 Local: 

Westland, 

Province 

South 

Holland 

De Kerf 

experiment 

Coastal 

management: 

Tested the 

implications of 

dynamic coastal 

management by 

cutting through the 

fore-dune to see if 

the defence can be 

maintained while 

natural processes 

restore the dune 

areas. 

National 

government and 

Water board. 

Experts.  

1997-2003 Local: 

Parnassiav

allei in 

Province 

North 

Holland 

Flexible water management experiments 

Muskrat 

field trial 

Tested 

management 

strategies for 

stabilizing a 

muskrat population 

that compromises 

dike defences. 

Water boards. 

Experts. 

Business actors. 

NGO 

representatives. 

Individual citizens. 

2013-2016 National 

Dynamic 

level 

manageme

nt trial 

Investigated 

techniques that 

could provide 

farmers with more 

flexible water levels 

on their farms. 

National, 

provincial, and 

water board 

government. 

Experts. 

2009-2010 Local: 

Zegveld, 

Province 

Utrecht. 
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NGO 

representative. 

Natural 

lock 

manageme

nt pilot 

Tested more 

flexible local 

management to see 

the effects of 

restoring 

freshwater-salt 

water transitions to 

improve the 

ecological health of 

the Delta and the 

effects on fisheries. 

National and 

provincial 

government. 

Expert. 

Business actor. 

NGO 

representative. 

2008 Local: De 

Bergsediep

sluis and de 

Krammersl

uizen in 

Province 

Zeeland. 

Flexible 

groundwat

er 

irrigation 

pilot 

Tested system that 

relaxed rules about 

ground water 

extraction for 

irrigation. 

Water board 

government. 

Business actor. 

Individual citizen. 

2010 Regional: 

Brabant 

Public-private responsibility experiments 

Oranjepold

er pilot 

Tested process 

where farmers 

stored water on 

land and emptied 

storage basins 

when water board 

predicted 

inundation. store 

excess water. 

Water board, local 

government. 

Expert. 

Business actors. 

 

2012-2013 Local: 

Westland, 

Province 

South 

Holland 

Freshwater 

storage 

Texel test 

Tested innovative 

technology for 

individual farmers 

storing and using 

freshwater on the 

island of Texel. 

Provincial 

government. 

Expert. 

Business actor. 

Individual citizen. 

2012-2016 Local: 

Texel 

Island, 

Province 

North 

Holland 

Waterhoud

erij- Go-

Fresh pilot 

Testing high ended 

innovation 

techniques for 

State- 

Expert- 

2011-2012 Province 

Zealand 
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storing water 

underground. Business actors- 

farmers 

NGO 

representative- 

Individual citizen. 

Climate 

Adaptive 

Drainage 

pilot 

Tested controlled 

drainage by 

individual farmers 

at a basin wide 

level. 

State- 

Expert- 

Business actors- 

farmers 

Individual citizen. 

2012-2014 Local: 

Rijsbergen, 

Province 

Brabant 
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Appendix 5.2 Experiment Organiser Workshop questions 

(translated from Dutch) 

I. Meaning of experimentation 

The concept of an experiment can be interpreted in many different ways. How do 

you understand the concept of policy experiment? 

What makes something an experiment and what is not an experiment? 

In your experience, what are the reasons why government or other organizations 

proceed to do an experiment? 

Why choose to experiment? 

Why are experiments so difficult to achieve? Why so few of them? 

II. Considerations when setting an experiment’s institutional rules: 

When considering the knowledge produced in an experiment, what do you see as 

the role of lay knowledge (the things that local residents, citizens, etc. contribute)?  

Is it as valuable as scientific evidence?  

It is generally expected that having a range of actors in an experiment means 

different perspectives of the problem will be present. In your experience, is there 

value in acknowledging and discussing these different views?  

In your view, how realistic is it that participants have access to all information and 

have frequent discussions on the results? 

In your view, if participants “buy-in” to the project (e.g. through funding 

contributions) does this improve cooperation among parties?  

An experiment process may give all participants equal authority over decisions in 

how to design and manage the experiment. In your experience, does this sort of 

power-sharing lead to improved cooperation? 

How many of you involved a facilitator in your experiment? Why would you or why 

would you not use one? 

III. How experiments are used to influence a policy network 

The aim of experiments is to develop insights for decision makers in your 

organization. Must the results then be considered reliable, in the eyes of policy 

makers? 
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Experiments connect scientists and policy makers in order to solve policy problems. 

Can anyone share tensions they observed among these groups and the strategies 

you used to improve the relationship? 

In an ideal situation, the results of an experiment slide in seamlessly with the 

issues that the board or politicians struggle with. What are your experiences with 

the connection between the experiment and the political situation? 

How important is it that political representatives know of and support your 

experiment? What examples can you share where politicians have been involved to 

promote your project? 

Experiments are always conducted in a societal context. How important is it that 

the local community knows of the project and supports it? How can this be 

encouraged? 
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Appendix 5.3 Criteria and associated indicators used to identify 

policy experiments in climate change adaptation in the 

Netherlands. 

 

Criteria Indicators 
Relevance to 

definition 

Testing for real-

world effects 

In-situ intervention with 

monitoring and evaluation 

framework  

Temporary 

“controlled” field trial 

Innovation 

Previously untried policy or 

management practice 

Innovative 

intervention with 

uncertain outcomes 

Policy relevance 
Test of policy concept or approach Produces evidence for 

policy decisions 

State involvement 

Organiser or other participatory 

role played by an actor employed by 

state or state agency 

 

Ecosystem 

response 

Intervention extends across social-

ecological system 

 

Climate change 

adaptation focus 

Exploring new policy concepts to 

manage sea-level rise, flooding, 

fresh water availability, and 

increased drought 
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Appendix 5.4 List of workshop participants 

Name Affiliation Actor type 

Marco Dubbeldam Zeeschelp Foundation NGO representative 

Ge van den Eertwegh Future Water Consultancy Business actor 

John Jacobs Rotterdam City Council Policy actor 

Saskia Jouwersma Delfland Water Board Policy actor 

Rowena Kuijper Province Noord Holland  Policy actor 

Marian Lazar Ministry of Infrastructure and 

Water Management  

Policy actor 

Dolf Moerkens Union of Waterboards Policy actor 

Jan Mulder Deltares  Consultant expert 

Linda Nederlof Water Board Stichtse Rijnlanden Policy actor 

Erik van Slobbe Wageningen University Academic expert 

Peter Williams Water Board Rivierenland Policy actor 
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Appendix 6 List of potential experiment interventions assessed for 

experiment characteristics 

  Name Description Assessment 

  A       

1 

Algae blooms Volkerak-

Zoommeer  

Measures to combat algal bloom 

and improve water quality, 

including flushing the lake with 

salt water. 

Testing innovative 

solution, out of scope, not 

climate related 

2 

Aquarius Drenthe 

project in water sensing 

decision systems 

Increasing water use efficiency 

by farmers using water sensor 

technology  

Testing innovative 

solution, not climate 

related, not policy relevant 

3 

Aquarius Delft project 

in active cooperation  

Water managers and farmers 

explore opportunities for 

cooperation to preserve the 

area. 

No implementation of a 

test. 

  B      

4 

Bereikbaarheid 

Buitendijks 

Ideas on connecting people 

outside the dikes during 

implementation of 'Room for the 

River' programme. 

Report, no implementation 

of a project, not climate 

related 

5 Bermen benutten 

Biomass project for renewable 

energy along roadsides managed 

by RWS. Plant trees and mow 

less. Trying to get private sector 

interest.  

Testing innovative 

solution, out of scope 

6 

Boeren voor Natuur 

(farming for nature) 

Operationalisation of ecosystem 

services concept as "green blue 

services". 

Testing innovative 

solution, not climate 

related   

7 

Bride of Haarlem dune 

experiment 

Dynamic dune management- 

denuding dunes to encourage 

dune dynamics 

Testing innovative 

solution, not climate 

related, not policy relevant 

8 

Building with dredge 

materials 

The debate on dredged material 

has gone from 'where do we 

store it' to 'how can we use it'.  

Report, no implementation 

of a project, not climate 

related 

9 

Buffer farmers 

(Bufferboeren) 

Waterboards and farmers 

collaborate to test measures 

that improve water 

conservation, for example:  

Testing technical 

measures, climate related, 

not implementation of a 
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water retention and drought 

resistant crops. 

new method, not policy 

relevant 

  C      

10 

Climate resistant peat 

polder 

Using manure and dredged 

material to offset subsidence in 

peatland areas. 

Report, no implementation 

of a project, not policy 

relevant 

11 

Climate adaptive 

drainage 

(KlimaatAdaptief 

Drainage)  

Innovative drainage system 

that can be operated by 

farmers and water 

managers. Keeps water on 

farmland longer. 

Improvement on the level-

controlled drainage process 

recently tested. 

Testing innovative 

solution, climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option. 

12 

ComCoast Coast protection through 

broader transition zone from sea 

to land instead of higher dikes, 

creating benefits for the wider 

coastal community and 

environment. 

A programme, no 

implementation of a trial 

13 

Compartimentering 

(dijkring 14) 

Flood protection- study on 

compartments 

Simulation studies, no 

implementation of a trial 

14 

Concept "Living on 

Water" 

Status of 'Living on water' and 

obstacles to it. 

Assessment project not 

trialled 

15 

Cradle-to-cradle Application of cradle-to-cradle 

concepts to infrastructure 

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

  D       

16 

Designing and testing 

project 

Summary of dike strengthening 

concepts and comparison of 

various aspects. 

Roadmap of dike 

strengthening concepts, not 

implementing a test. 

17 

De Kerf experiment Pilot to test effects of 

restoring dune dynamics by 

breaking through dune 

defence. 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of dynamic 

coastal management. 

18 

Deltadijk, Klimaatdijk Flood protection and improving 

spatial quality of life. "System 

change".  

Theoretical study, no 

implementation of a trial 
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19 

Depoldering Noorwaard The Noordwaard will be 

partially de-polderd by shifting 

the dykes to create more room 

for the riverwater.  

room for the river 

implementation project 

20 

Design table The 'Design Table' is a tool that 

allows to combine city planning 

and future scenarios with 

project ideas.  

Development of a design 

tool 

21 

Drought and water 

scarcity 

How do we cope with / prevent 

freshwater shortage? 

Booklet produced, no 

implementation of a trial. 

22 

Digidijk Dike monitoring. Development 

of monitoring technology. 

Testing through experimental 

dike breaches. 

Testing technologies to 

improve dike maintenance 

23 

Drought research on 

peatlands- sequel 

Looking into the sensitivity of 

peat embankments to drought 

conditions. 

Assessment, not 

implementing a test. 

24 

Dwingelderveld 

Water storage in national park 

Implementation project no 

testing 

25 

Dynamic Water 

Management 

Pilot to test new organisational 

model of water management 

across existing organisational 

boundaries 

Innovative governance 

strategy to manage water 

distribution, but limited 

policy relevance, no 

ecosystem response 

 26 

Dynamic level 

management in 

Rijnland 

Test effects of managing 

water levels in a more 

flexible way. 

 Implemented a test 

over 2011, policy and 

climate relevant. 

  E     

27 

Ecobeach Test to see if a draining system 

could 'hold' the sand on the 

beach 

No evidence trial occurred, 

no results 

28 

Ecoboeren (eco farmers) Project set on a farm developing 

and testing measures that 

increase crop yield while 

reducing water use. 

Testing measures, climate 

related, not 

implementation of a new 

method, not policy relevant 

29 

Ecological sand 

extraction pit 

Designing sea floor so ecological 

restoration occurs 

Implementation of a test, 

not climate related, not 

policy relevant 
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30 Ecodike- wave reducing 

Replace an armoured dike with 

a hybrid dike that is integrated 

in the landscape, willow trees 

are common in the area. 

Implemented innovation, 

using nature in dike 

design. Not tested. 

31 Ellewoutsdijk pilot  

Dike strengthening 

demonstration pilot, with an 

innovative design- being a 

"splash over resistant" dike. 

Implementation of a 

project, not testing an 

innovation. Not policy 

relevant. 

32 

Een klimaatrobuuste 

effectmodule natuur (A 

robust climate impact 

module nature) Project modelling 

No implementation of a 

test. 

33 

Erosieberm 

Kruishoofd 

Sand redistribution using 

nature in Zeeland to protect 

against sea level rise 

Innovation for climate 

change, being 

monitored over time. 

34 

Pilot project landscape 

elements- North 

Holland 

Want to pilot ways to 

implement landscape policy 

Not a field trial of an 

innovation, not climate 

related.  

35 

Extra Spuicapaciteit 

Afsluitdijk 

Strengthening the Afsluitdijk.  

The possibility of adding a third 

drainage complex is explored.  

room for the river 

implementation project 

  F     

36 Farming the city 

Urban agriculture initiatives 

with experimental character 

Conceptual platform for 

pilots to emerge 

37 Floating marsh 

Using nature to produce flood 

defence. Floating reed 

mattresses reduce currents and 

waves thereby decreasing 

hydraulic loads on the dikes. 

Technical innovation using 

nature but low policy 

relevance. 

39 

Flowing city Room for the river programme: 

combine urban restructuring 

processes with long-term urban 

water challenges.  

Concept project no 

implementation of a trial. 

40 

Functional 

agrobiodiversity at 

Hoeksche Waard 

Process innovation to reduce use 

of pesticides by enhancing 

biodiversity- sustainable crop 

protection. Wageningen perform 

research 2005-2007 

Trial pilot with evaluation 

and policy relevance but no 

climate relevance  

  G     
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41 

Galgeplaats sand 

nourishment 

Implementing a sand 

nourishment in an estuary and 

testing the use of oyster beds as 

substrate to shore up sand, 

using building with nature 

principles to manage safety and 

nature restoration. 

Implementation of a new 

method, testing, climate 

related, policy relevant 

42 

Gans (geese) project, 

Tetjehorn bij Overschild   

Experiment with animal 

friendly way to minimise geese 

population 

Testing innovative 

solution, not climate 

related 

43 

Geotubes Geotubes are used to dewater 

dredging material. 

Report, no implementation 

of a project, not climate 

related 

44 

Go Fresh- 

waterhouderij 

project 

How to enable fresh water 

self-sufficiency. 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option 

45 

Green allure innercity 

Nijmegen 

Project to green the town to 

relieve heat stress, measures 

include attaching wire to 

buildings so plants can grow, 

green walls 

Climate project but not a 

tested trial, not policy 

relevant. Conducted at 

municipal level. 

46 

Groynes of the future An innovative construction 

designed to replace the regular 

river groins.  

Concept project no 

implementation of a trial. 

47 Green and the City 

 piloting social care 

arrangements not climate related 

48 

Groene Rivier Den 

Bosch Buffer (Green 

River buffer) Water storage 

Implementation project no 

testing 

49 

Grondwaterhuishouding 

waterkering (ground 

water management 

flood defence) 

Problem of seepage under dikes.  

Assessment, no 

implementation of a trial 

50 

Ground water policy 

test pilots- flexible 

Trial where water users are 

exempt from regulations for 

One summer policy 

experiment, strong 

policy implications, 
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sprinkling with 

groundwater 

one summer, see if flexibility 

leads to better outcomes. 

forced by climate 

change, tested and 

innovative. 

  H     

51 

Harger- en 

Pettemerpolder Planned beach nourishment 

Conceptual project, not 

implemented 

52 

Het Nieuwe Water (the 

new water) 

A floating residential area, 

combination of regional 

development and water storage. 

Delayed due to the housing 

market crisis. 

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

53 

Hillblock dike stability 

with new materials  

Sustainable and cost-effective 

building material (concrete) for 

dykes 

Technical innovation with 

limited policy relevance 

54 

Hoge Bomen Pilot, 

Delfland (water 

storage pilot "High 

Trees") 

Project studying the effects 

of storing water on a natural 

grass football field. 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of a multi-

functional land use 

option. 

55 

Hoog Water? Vrije Weg! Evacuation options at times of 

flood.  

Evaluating options, no 

implementation of a trial, 

no ecosystem response 

considered. 

56 

Hunze buffer 

Water storage 

Implementation project no 

testing 

  I       

58 

IjkDijk Follow on from Digidijk (WINN 

project) with tests determining 

dike strength by using sensor 

technology and measuring 

strength from the inside of the 

dike.  

Testing technologies to 

improve dike maintenance, 

climate related, not policy 

relevant. 

59 

Ijsselmonde Prevent salination by storing 

fresh water 

Demonstration pilot, no 

monitoring 

60 

Innovative contract 

arrangements 

Dike strengthening. The old 

design-bid-build contracts offer 

no room or incentive to come up 

Assessment, no 

implementation of a trial 
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with alternatives. Innovation is 

necessary to improve cost-

effectiveness, time needed and 

solutions for lack of space. 

61 

Innovatie management 

project 

Learning from innovation 

projects: evaluation and 

implementation. 

Evaluation project, no 

implementation of a trial 

62 

Inspiration for 

innovation in the Delta 

report 

Thirteen interviews with 

influential people. Report, no implementation 

of a trial 

63 

INSIDE (INnovations 

on Stability 

Improvements 

enabling Dike 

Elevations) 

Dike strengthening from 

within so not taking up 

further space by broadening 

structure. Combining spatial 

planning considerations and 

flood safety. 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option, combining 

spatial planning 

considerations and 

water safety. 

  J     

  K      

64 

Kempen-Broek buffer Water storage through land 

exchange 

Implementation project no 

testing 

65 

Knowledge for Climate 

programme: protection 

against flooding. 

Assessment of long term policy 

for flood risk management. 

Research programme, not 

implementing a test. 

66 Koopmanspolder 

Testing ground for excess water 

storage in North Holland, 

storing water behind the dike 

for later use. 

innovative water 

programme that may 

conduct experiments when 

it is implemented after 

2014  

67 

Kunstriffen / artificial 

reef 

Coast protection. Demands: 

Under water, no obstruction of 

view. At least a kilometre out of 

the coast. Minimal impact on 

the morphology of the coast. 

Decrease of dune-erosion during 

storms. Minimal maintenance.  

Pilot study but not actually 

implemented and tested. 

  L     
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68 

Landbouw op peil, West 

Limburg (Farming at 

level) 

x15 pilot farms, a programme of 

farmers and waterboards trying 

out techniques for water 

management, for example how 

water levels impact yields. The 

aim is to establish best 

practices. Innovative in its co-

governance aspects. 

Large scale programme 

with 15 farmers, central 

coordination but results 

establish best practices. 

Not testing for effects, not 

policy relevant. 

69 

Lighter harbour 

IJmuiden 

 There is a nautical bottleneck 

at the lightering facility, which 

overlaps with the shipping 

channel. 

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

  M     

70 

Maas as recreation river Create more, better recreation 

along the river Maas. 

Brainstorm project, no 

implementation of a trial 

71 

Management of the 

Waalweelde 

Project to involve stakeholders 

in river management 

Assessment project not 

trialled 

72 

Mounds with dredged 

materials 

Using dredging material to 

(re)build dwelling mounds.  

Exploratory study, no 

implementation, not 

climate related. 

73 

Mooiste en Veiligste 

Delta (most beautiful 

and safe Delta) 

Inspiration map. Four themes: 

water risk, water surplus, water 

shortage and water regulation. 

Mapping issues, not 

implementing a test. 

74 

Multifunctionele 

waterkeringen 

(Multifunctional dam 

use) 

Assessment of existing cases to 

find ways to improve the use of 

multifunctional dams. 

Research project, not 

implementing a test. 

75 

Multi-layer safety 

concept 

Assessment of opportunities and 

creation of evaluation 

framework. 

Research project, not 

implementing a test. 

76 

Muskrat 

management project 

National wide experiment 

on effects of management 

interventions on muskrat 

population and dike 

stability 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of alternative 

management options. 

  N       
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77 

Natuurlijker 

Markermeer/IJmeer 

(More natural Marker 

lake/Ij lake) 

Experiments with measures to 

improve the water quality of the 

Markermeer after dike building 

reduced quality. 

Nature restoration but not 

climate related, limited 

innovative policy relevance. 

78 New mixed farm closed loop sustainable farming 

special status from 

ministry for experimental 

space, support from state, 

but not a trial and not 

climate related. 

79 Noordpolder  

Dynamic modelling to calculate 

the effects of floods. 

Modelling project not 

trialled 

80 

Noordwijk hybrid 

dike/dune 

Unique solution to coastal 

defence of covering a dike with 

dunes, important when limited 

space available to heighten dike.  

Implementation of an 

innovative method, not 

testing for effects, not 

policy relevant. 

81 Noordwaard 

Wave reducing eco-dike, part of 

the Room for the River 

programme, opportunity to try 

out an innovative dike design 

that produces ecosystem 

services and multi-functional 

use of space. Building will be 

completed in 2015. 

Implementing of a new 

method, monitored and 

tested, climate related. 

82 

Northern Friesan 

Woods 

project supporting co-

management of the landscape, 

pilot testing measures to 

improve water quality and use 

manure 

Not implementing a test, 

not climate related 

  O       

83 Oesterdam 

Combining defence and nature 

restoration through sand 

supplementation in front of a 

dike 

Test of combining water 

safety and nature 

objectives, innovative, 

implemented 2014. 

84 

Onlanden/ Eelder- en 

Peizen Made 

Water storage and nature 

development 

Implementation project no 

testing 

85 

Ooijen-Wanssum Area development for water 

storage 

Implementation project no 

testing 

86 Oranjepolder 

One intervention being use 

of storage basins for 

greenhouses. 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 
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related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option, combining 

spatial planning 

considerations and 

water storage 

87 

Oyster reefs as 

ecosystem engineers 

Using living organisms as 

substrate to build reefs to shore 

up sand. 

Part of an innovative 

project implemented and 

tested on a trial basis. 

Climate related, policy 

relevant as a test of an 

alternative management 

option, combining water 

safety and nature 

objectives. 

  P       

88 

Peil beheer op maat Aa 

en Maas (water level 

management) 

Pilot to test more flexible forms 

of water level management and 

the effect on ground water, 

which was not established 

 Not monitored and 

evaluated, not considered 

particularly innovative. 

89 

Perkpolder development Former ferry harbour developed 

as saltmarsh buffer, village, and 

non-breachable dike. 

Development project, not 

implementing a trial. 

90 

Pilot study on 

decentralisation of the 

eel management 

On request of the eel fishermen 

the possibility was explored to 

substitute the generic closed 

season for eel fisheries with a 

decentralised management in 

which regional measures for 

recovery of the eel stocks are 

taken 

A testing pilot but no 

climate relevance. 

91 

Pilot Beerze, Brabant, 

waterberging 

Water retention area that is 

representative of Brabant's 

stream valleys 

Monitored and measured 

for effects of flooding in 

existing situation, no 

intervention carried out. 

92 

Pilot Harderbos, 

Flevoland, 

waterberging 

Experiment in a young clay 

forest. with attention to the 

effects of inundation time 

and duration 

Intervention carried out 

and tested for effects, 

not particularly 

innovative, climate 

related, policy relevant. 
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93 

Pilot Hunze, Drenthe, 

waterberging 

Experiment in a lowland river 

valley, focused on effects of 

inundation with eutrophic creek 

water and the effectiveness of 

treatment wetlands 

Intervention carried out 

and tested for effects, not 

particularly innovative, 

water quality project, 

policy relevant. 

94 Pilot Winterswijk 

Four areas to gain experience 

with the new method of 

agreements to preserve areas on 

farms. Blue-green services, 100 

farmers. CAP reduce farmers 

salaries so find alternatives, 

reward social performance. 

Implementation of a new 

method, testing, not 

climate related 

95 Pilot Woolde, Overijssel Municipal water is collected 

Monitored and measured 

for effects of flooding in 

existing retention area, no 

intervention carried out. 

96 

Pilot Woudmeer-

Speketer 

One of the first completed water 

storage-nature projects    

97 Plaspoelpolder 

Storing water on private land 

concept developed (not applied). 

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

98 

Poort naar de Ijssel Plans to supplement room for 

the river project in the future 

Conceptual project not 

implemented 

99 

Praktijkonderzoek 

Dijken op Veen 

The goal of the project is to 

more accurately investigate the 

strength of dikes on peat. Not a field trial 

100 Precision agriculture drip feeding technology 

Very technical, more R&D 

projects for companies and 

less state involved, 

sustainable agriculture- 

minimise env degradation 

101 

Process evaluation 

2008-2010 

Best practices: comparison of 

innovation programmes.  

Report, no implementation 

of a trial 

102 

Proef Natuurlijk 

Sluisbeheer (2010) 

Making more room for 

nature by changing the way 

the locks on Oosterschelde 

are managed. 

Technical innovation, 

testing for three 

months, salt-fresh water 

transitions important 

for climate change, 

policy relevant. 
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103 

Proeftuin Kaderrichtlijn 

Water Dreischor 

Measures taken to reduce 

emissions from farming 

A conceptual project not 

implemented at time of the 

project 

104 

Proefverkweldering 

Noarderleech 

The main objective of the test 

was: 'To gain insight into abiotic 

and biotic changes that occur 

during a salinization of summer 

polders.  

Experiment trial with 

testing but no policy or 

climate relevance 

  Q     

  R     

105 

Regge Buffer Water storage through 

naturalising river 

Implementation project no 

testing 

106 

Rijk Dijk project (Rich 

Dike) 

Developing dike covers that 

encourage biodiversity 

Test of an innovative 

method for ecological 

restoration, not climate 

related, not policy relevant. 

107 

Rijk-Regioprogramma 

Amsterdam-Almere-

Markermeer (RRAAM) 

Large scale long term 

programme for the integrated 

development of the Amsterdam-

Almere-Markermeer region.  

room for the river 

implementation project 

108 Rijswijk-Zuid  

Developing the concept of multi-

layer safety and types of 

adaptive building.  

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

  S     

109 

Salt water intrusion 

prevention trial at 

Krammer Yacht Lock 

Pilot testing technology to stop 

salt water intrusion at lock 

where boats pass through 

Technical innovation 

tested, limited policy 

relevance  

110 

Inzet van satellieten 

voor beter waterbeheer, 

SAT Water (Use of 

satellites for better 

water management) 

Partnership between 

waterboards to purchase 

satellite data to help with water 

management. Not implementing a test. 

111 

Schoonwatervallei 

Castricum buffer Fresh water storage 

Demonstration pilot, no 

monitoring 

112 

Seagrass restoration 

buffer 

Restoring grassfields in the 

Wadden Sea 

Project not implemented as 

a climate buffer, 

restoration project, not 

policy relevant. 
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113 

Sedimentation 

reduction in harbours 

Siltation reducing measure.  Exploratory study, no 

implementation, not 

climate related. 

114 

Self-supporting river 

systems 

Concept for a robust river 

system that maintains itself. 

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

115 

Smartsoils Collection of innovative 

technologies for adaptation of 

the physical and mechanical 

properties of soil and rock.  

Exploratory study, no 

implementation, not 

climate related. 

116 Sophiastrand 

Strengthening coastal 

protection not by altering the 

dyke, but by strengthening the 

dune strip in front of it. 

Sand supplementation as 

soft approach to water 

safety within current 

policy, although considered 

an innovative measure. 

Sand supplementation very 

common so not testing 

117 

Spaarwater (save water 

programme) 

x4 pilot sites testing technical 

measures of how to better farm 

in a brackish environment.  Started April 2014. 

118 

Strandbebouwing 

(beach building) 

RWS calling for ideas about how 

to build a house of sand. 

Conceptual project, no 

implementation of a test. 

119 

Sustainable 

combinations 

The 'Added Value Scan' allows 

watermanagers to find projects 

that could be combined with the 

water management project in 

order to create a more 

sustainable area development.  

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

120 

Sweet-salt corridor Exploratory study of 

development opportunities for 

estuarine nature and saltwater 

crops 

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

  T     

121 

Teach the children – 

and make it fun 

An educational programme for 

children on climate change and 

water. 

Climate project but not a 

tested trial, not policy 

relevant. 

122 

Texel sweet water 

storage experiment 

Testing how efficient a self-

sufficient water storage set 

up can be, controls for how 

much water used to assess 

efficiency. 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 
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alternative management 

option, how to enable 

fresh water self-

sufficiency. 

123 

Tholen island pilot 

project 

Gain insight into what 

stakeholders think is a good 

course of action for safeguarding 

fresh water supply for 

agriculture in salinated area 

Assessment project, not 

implemented as a trial. 

124 

Tiengemeten Island 

restoration 

Restoration project of island 

from agricultural use to natural 

preservation area.  

Implementation of a 

project, not testing an 

innovation. Not policy 

relevant. 

125 

Tijdelijk Anders 

Bestemmen (TAB) 

An area gets a useful function 

for a specific period of time and 

remains available for (uncertain 

or fixed) final destination in the 

long run.  

Conceptual project not 

trialled 

  U     

126 

Uiterwaardvergraving 

Avelingen 

Generating more room for water 

by extension/deepening of the 

uiterwaarden along parts of the 

Maas and river branches coming 

from the Rijn near Gorinchem. 

This project is part of Ruimte 

voor de Rivier. 

room for the river 

implementation project 

  V     

127 

Verlaten Veld dune 

experiment 

Dynamic dune management- 

denuding dunes to encourage 

dune dynamics 

Controversial approach, 

testing innovation, not 

climate related, not policy 

relevant 

128 Volkerak Zoom-meer 

making Volkerak-Zoommeer 

suitable for water storage in 

case of high river discharge and 

closed locks. Part of Room for 

the River programme implementation project 

  W     

129 Waalblok  

Test of multi-functional land 

use- a water storage cellar 

built underneath a 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 
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greenhouse in the 

greenhouse horticulture 

sector. 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of 

multifunctional land 

use. 

130 

WaalWeelde Beuningen Widening river for increased 

storage 

Implementation project no 

testing 

131 Waterhouderij 

Farmers create their own 

'watercompany', by using their 

fields as water storage in times 

of oversupply. 

Concept of water as a 

commodity not yet 

implemented, big shift from 

water as public good to 

private good. 

132 

Water Vasthouden aan 

de bron, Brabant (Water 

retention at source) 

x9 pilot farms, testing new 

method to prevent flooding- 

temporary retention of water 

upstream 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested on 

a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant as a 

test of an alternative 

management option for 

managing flooding. 

133 

Waterhouden aan de 

dak (water storage on 

the roof) 

Experimental space to perform 

tests to improve this practice, 

through STOWA 

Laboratory space to test 

green roof measures. Not 

an implemented trial. 

134 Water plaza 

Developed an urban water 

storage area, which doubles 

as an urban public space. 

Implemented, 

innovative and climate 

related. Monitored and 

evaluated for technical 

aspects. 

135 

Water quality This project focused on the 

assessment of the impact of 

chemicals on the water (soil) 

quality. 

Assessment project not 

trialled. Outside scope. 

136 

Water distribution 

game 

Computer game  Computer game project, not 

implementation of a 

projec.t 

137 

Water Challenges Research into trends in society 

regarding 'water'.  

Report, no implementation 

of a trial 

138 

WINN events Summary of events Report, no implementation 

of a trial 

139 

Wisenten in het 

Kraansvlak pilot (Bison 

in the Kraansvlak) 

Pilot experiment to measure 

effects of introducing bison to a 

sand dune area. 

Test pilot, but not climate 

related nor policy relevant. 
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140 

Wetlandlifting Subsurface dredging / mud 

injection (or: 'land botox' ;-) ). 

The technique of lifting land 

through mud injection was 

discovered accidentally and was 

further tested in this project. 

Exploratory study, no 

implementation, not 

climate related. 

141 

Weerterbos buffer Develop a wetland for increased 

storage 

Implementation project no 

testing 

  Z     

142 

Zachte zandmotor 

Ijsselmeer (sand 

engine) 

First sand nourishment on a 

lake to protect wetlands 

from sea level rise and also 

create recreation and nature 

opportunities, using 

"building with nature" 

principles.  

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option, combining water 

safety and nature 

objectives and 

implementing Building 

with Nature principles.  

143 

Zandmaas Creating more room for the 

Maas between Linne and Hedel 

by implementing a range of 

measures (lowering dykes, 

creating trenches, water 

retention, heightening dykes).  

Deltaworks project, 

implementation project to 

deal with climate change 

consequences 

144 

Zandmotor (sand 

motor) 

Sand replenishment for 

coastal defence along a 

broad timeframe (20 years). 

Combines defence with the 

creation of recreation and 

nature opportunities 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option, combining water 

safety and nature 

objectives and 

implementing Building 

with Nature principles.  

145 

Zilte proeftuin This is a concept idea from 

2008- calling for a saline polder 

to try out policy experiments 

Development of a 

conceptual innovation- for 

salinity acceptance. no 

concrete measures have 

been taken yet 
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146 

Zouttong Nieuwe 

Waterweg 

Measures to reduce salt 

intrusion via 'Nieuwe 

Waterweg'.  

Report, no implementation 

of a trial 

147 

Zuid-West Ameland 

buffer (south west 

Ameland) 

Measures that combine 

defence and nature 

conservation 

Innovative project 

implemented and tested 

on a trial basis. Climate 

related, policy relevant 

as a test of an 

alternative management 

option, combining water 

safety and nature 

objectives and 

implementing Building 

with Nature principles.  
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SUMMARY 
 

Introduction 

As the global community takes time to get its greenhouse emissions under control, 

adaptation policies are becoming increasingly important for managing the impacts of 

climate change. Climate adaptation is a complex and multi-faceted issue, which requires 

new thinking on how to build resilience in our water, agricultural, and urban systems. 

However, a lack of knowledge of the full impacts of climate change, coupled with the time-

lag between now and when climate impacts arise, makes it hard to act because of the 

uncertainty about the type of impacts that will emerge, and the effects of future decisions. 

Faced with this complexity and uncertainty, a growing number of academics, in several 

fields, are advising policy makers and societal groups to develop and test new ideas by 

employing a process of experimentation. 

Experiments are commonly understood as initiatives that deviate from normal practice. 

They are expected to provide the necessary feedback about system behaviour in light of 

change, such as how new policies, institutions, technologies, and governance processes 

affect the social and natural world. In line with this, an experiment is considered a mode 

of learning, helping observers to experience an innovation in practice, which can shift 

understanding about the nature of problems, and build broader societal and political 

support, without first requiring full adoption of the innovation. This means that if the 

experiment does not work, the innovation can be removed with less disruption to society 

and politics than if it had been fully adopted.  

However, scholarship has seldom challenged the foundational assumption that learning 

follows experimentation to improve policy decision-making. Although both learning and 

experimentation exist as key ideas in the policy sciences, they are currently conceptually 

ambiguous and require clear definitions. Further, neither have much of a systematic, 

empirical research base. Most importantly, the dynamics of their relationship - for 

example, what sorts of learning do experiments produce, and how - has rarely been 

examined in the context of environmental governance.  

This thesis examines the dynamics and impacts of policy experiments by developing a 

framework that opens the ‘black-box’ of policy experimentation. The ‘black-box’ term that 

alludes to an experiment’s governance design; the inner mechanics of choices made when 

deciding who to involve in the experiment, what information is valid, and the extent of 

power distribution. The thesis follows established theory that suggests that these choices 

influence the types and extent of learning in two realms - the learning of participants in 

the experiment itself, and the learning of decision makers in an experiment’s wider policy 

network. The thesis ends with an investigation into how organisers can use experiments 

as a strategy to improve their influence over policy making. The research setting was 

water management and climate adaptation policy in the Netherlands, in particular how 

the Dutch solve urgent water management problems exacerbated by climate change.  
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Conceptual framework 

Experimentation is currently a popular area of exploration in several fields, including the 

policy sciences, adaptive management, transitions management, and climate governance. 

It can be understood in environmental governance as either: a research methodology; or 

as an approach to management. This thesis focuses on experimentation as an approach to 

management, with two further requirements: (1) a focus on novelty–risk-taking with 

actions that sit outside established practice; and (2) an intention to assess. An 

experimental initiative must contain an explicit action theory that describes the intended 

effects, and organisers must be open to testing the theory.  

Since an experiment should both enable and test an innovative concept, the following 

definition: ‘a temporary, controlled field-trial of a policy-relevant innovation that produces 

evidence for subsequent policy decisions’ is adopted. The connections between experiments 

and policy can be either direct (implementation requested by policy-makers), or indirect 

(results eventually inform decisions on policy options). Either way, the goal is to create 

some form of policy learning.  

An experiment that produces evidence for policy making is operating at the ‘science-policy 

interface’, i.e. the interface between knowledge production and policy action, which is a 

social process that involves developing relationships between scientists and other actors 

in policy making, such as politicians and societal actors. The science-policy interface can 

be categorised by differentiating the roles of science in policy-making, i.e. the technocratic, 

honest broker, and advocacy roles. From this, an ideal experiment typology is developed: 

(1) a technocratic experiment represents an instrumental means to policy problem solving 

by generating (assumedly) objective knowledge for policy development; (2) a boundary 

experiment represents a participatory and dialectical approach to policy appraisal that 

focuses not only on producing evidence, but also on debating norms and developing shared 

values; and (3) an advocacy experiment is initiated and dominated by policy makers, who 

may exclusively invite other types of actors but only if they support the initiative. These 

three ideal types are delineated by the difference in their governance design, and are 

therefore expected to produce different kinds of learning, but what sorts of learning are 

relevant? 

The participant learning typology chosen for this research differentiates between three 

different types: cognitive learning, which is the gaining of new knowledge and improved 

structuring of existing knowledge; normative learning, which is defined as a change in an 

individual’s values, goals, or belief systems, such as a shift in a participant’s perspective 

on the issues surrounding the experiment; and relational learning, which refers to the 

non-cognitive aspects of learning improvements in the understanding of other 

participants’ mind-sets, and an increase in trust and cooperation within the group. The 

network learning typology draws on a framework used to test the effectiveness of science-

policy interfaces: policy decision-makers were expected to find an experiment credible if 

they considered it authoritative and of high quality; they considered an experiment salient 

if they regarded it as relevant to policy at a certain moment in time; and they found an 
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experiment legitimate if they viewed an experiment process as fair and fully incorporating 

the values, concerns, and perspectives of different actors.  

To build hypotheses on how experimental design relates to learning, significant theoretical 

and empirical advances that explain both participant learning and political impact were 

used. Based on these theories, the following hypotheses were developed and tested in the 

research: a technocratic experiment produces high levels of cognitive learning, no 

normative learning, and limited relational learning within the circle of participants. 

Political decision-makers will consider the experiment’s findings very credible, but not 

salient nor very legitimate. A boundary experiment produces medium levels of cognitive 

learning, and high levels of normative and relational learning within the circle of 

participants. Political decision-makers will consider the experiment’s findings moderately 

or very salient and highly legitimate, but only somewhat credible. An advocacy experiment 

produces medium levels of cognitive learning, low normative learning, and low to medium 

levels of relational learning. Political decision-makers will consider the experiment’s 

findings salient (under some circumstances), but not very credible or legitimate. 

The role of experimentation in policy change has yet to be specifically addressed in the 

context of climate governance, and the thesis examines how entrepreneurs, key agents of 

change, might use experiments to advance climate innovations. The thesis focusses on 

disparities found in the literature regarding how the experiments might be used to 

influence policy making and examines the following questions: are experiments used to 

develop ideas abductively, or to test ideas deductively; are they being used to sell and build 

support for an idea; what issues arise when building coalitions around an experiment; and 

how can experiments maintain visibility as a problem solver, and as relevant to political 

decision makers?  

Methods 

The search for adaptation-relevant policy experiments was conducted throughout various 

institutions of the Netherlands, where water issues are increasingly understood as a 

matter of urgency, such as sea-level rise, flooding, salt-water intrusion, fresh water 

availability, and increased drought. Based on the definition of policy experiment posited 

above, five criteria were used to isolate experiment cases from a broader set of 147 

potential experiment interventions: whether the project was testing for effects; whether it 

was innovative with uncertain outcomes; whether it had policy relevance; whether there 

was state involvement; and whether it was relevant to climate adaptation. Eighteen cases 

met all five criteria. When grouped into types, there were five technocratic experiments, 

six boundary experiments, and seven advocacy experiments. 

A mixed-methods research approach that combined qualitative and quantitative methods 

was used to test the hypotheses. Overall, the thesis utilises a literature review and content 

analysis to construct the design-learning framework, desktop analysis to identify the 18 

experiment cases, 23 semi-structured interviews for the case studies, two online surveys 

to gather data on learning and design, and a half day workshop with 11 experiment 

organisers to discuss the use of experiments in policy change. The combination of a 
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comprehensive and theoretically informed conceptual framework, systematic survey 

techniques, statistical tests, and large number of survey respondents (n=173 from the 

participant survey and n=70 from the policy network survey) increased the robustness and 

validity of the findings. 

Empirical chapters 

Chapter three presents the analysis of how experiment design affects the learning of 

individual experiment participants. For the whole sample, cognitive learning was highest, 

normative learning scored lowest, and relational learning was in the middle. Technocratic 

experiments were strongest in cognitive learning and displayed more normative learning 

than expected. In contrast, boundary experiments scored lower than expected, with 

medium/low levels of normative and relational learning. Advocacy experiments met 

expectations for cognitive learning, but normative learning was lower than expected and 

relational learning was higher.  

The analysis confirmed that differently designed experiments produce different types of 

policy learning. Design clearly influences knowledge acquisition, restructuring of existing 

understanding, and a change in mind-sets. In contrast, changes in trust and changes in 

participants’ perspectives do not vary at across the experiment types; these learning types 

are more likely to be influenced by the leader’s abilities and what type of actor the learner 

is.  

Chapter four sets out the network learning results of political decision makers. Credibility 

scored highest, and salience had the lowest score. No criterion scored ‘‘low’’, indicating that 

the experiments were generally well regarded. When divided up into the three ideal types, 

technocratic experiments scored quite a lot lower than the other two types and boundary 

experiments the highest on all three criteria, even credibility. Advocacy experiments 

scored better than hypothesised, especially for legitimacy. 

The results confirmed that decision-makers are generally aware of, and hold favourable 

impressions of, policy experiments, and that for network learning, governance design 

plays a strong role in what learning is produced. The finding that technocratic experiments 

scored relatively poorly, was surprising, and suggests that place-based evidence from non-

experts can also be considered credible, in some cases more so than just expert knowledge. 

Chapter five critically reviews how, and to what extent, the experiments are used as policy 

change strategies. The analysis reveals that experiments do not develop radically new 

ideas, but rather test pre-formed ideas. They are not used to sell ideas so much as publicly 

put them to the test, a process that (in itself) needs to be “sold”. Experiments are used to 

build actor coalitions, some are coalitions of actors who already know each other, but some 

are also groups of actors who have not met before. The cases highlighted some control 

mechanisms that organisers use to reduce complexity and possibly dissent, letting 

themselves alone decide what knowledge is important and whose voice is relevant. Finally, 

experiments are useful ‘couplers’- they link solutions to problems thorough innovative 
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climate programmes and will connect with influential political actors to maintain 

relevance and visibility. 

Conclusions 

Opening the ‘black box’ of experimentation and examining the institutional rules was 

useful for several reasons. First, since the rules can be set in different ways, they provide 

a consistent operationalisation of variables and systematic analysis, which is ideal for 

large-n quantitative studies. Also, the rules mirror many structural and process variables 

that are featured in the policy learning and knowledge utilisation literatures, which 

allowed a thorough analysis of how learning is produced. Using the rules to group into 

ideal types provided strong theoretical connections, for example: parallels could be drawn 

with the discussion on the differences between technical-analytic appraisal, deliberative 

appraisal, and “policy-based” evidence; and the diametric technological and interpretative 

approaches found in policy appraisal literature more generally. A focus on the rules thus 

allowed for the systematic operationalisation of established theory. 

Investigating relational learning was a conceptual innovation and the experiments 

demonstrated moderate-high amounts of trust building and understanding others’ mind-

sets. A tentative observation from the research is that although the aligning of 

perspectives is important for bringing about change, non-cognitive aspects of learning are 

as important or possibly even more so. It is suggested that some of the focus on learning 

in experimental analyses, or environmental governance generally, should move away from 

people changing their perspectives, and move onto recognising and improving the 

understanding of one another’s differences without necessarily having to change one’s own 

beliefs. However, it is noted that the extent to which the experimental process is an 

efficient course of action to produce relational learning is not questioned, but it may be a 

very resource intensive way to build relational capital. Other types of appraisal, such as 

juries, policy games, or co-management processes, might be more appropriate. 

The research also showed that the experiment type with the most inclusive design, i.e. the 

boundary experiment, was most successful in generating almost all measured aspects of 

learning. This finding has strong practical implications because it supports the notion that 

for an experiment to be effective, it should be run democratically and grant access to 

participants who request it. The experiment should also allow non-state actors to 

determine the scope of the problem, collectively decide on the appropriate course of action, 

and provide their perspective and expertise. However, boundary experiments are 

extremely resource intensive, and choosing the type of experiment to use could to a certain 

extent depend on the uncertainty of the impacts of the proposal and extent of consensus 

on the nature of the problem. 

There are limits to the research due to its systematic, quantitative nature. Large-n studies 

provide reliable data about broad patterns across independent and dependent variables 

but lose variance within individual cases or relationships between cases, which means 

interesting findings about the relationships between variables is lost. Self-reporting data 
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can also exaggerate or under-estimate the extent of learning changes. Further qualitative 

research to test the findings in this thesis would go some way in addressing these limits. 

The problem of adapting to the impacts of climate change is becoming more acute, and 

decision makers need fresh, new ideas. It has been noted that due to the complex nature 

of climate change, experimentation could be a more appropriate response than 

conventional modes of governance. The research shined light on a relationship that has 

great potential, but not a lot of critique - that between policy experimentation, learning, 

and broader policy influence. The thesis demonstrates that not all experiments are the 

same, and that their governance design, which is chosen for ideological or practical 

reasons, has significant impact on learning outcomes, pointing to the need for organisers 

to throw open the door and invite actors into their experiments who can provide knowledge 

and perspectives, and craft solutions together. Society must come to terms with being a 

living laboratory, with the citizens’ role less like a guinea pig and more like the pioneer. 
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SAMENVATTING- SUMMARY IN DUTCH 

 

Introductie 

Terwijl de wereldgemeenschap probeert de uitstoot van broeikasgassen onder controle te 

krijgen, wordt beleid voor klimaatadaptie om de gevolgen van klimaatverandering op te 

vangen steeds belangrijker. Klimaatadaptatie vraagt erom op nieuwe manieren na te 

denken over het opbouwen van veerkracht in onze water- en landbouwsystemen en 

stedelijke omgevingen. Dat maakt het een complex en veelzijdig vraagstuk. Onzekerheid 

is er over zowel het soort effecten dat zal ontstaan als de precieze effecten van toekomstige 

beslissingen. Dit gebrek aan kennis van de volledige effecten van klimaatverandering, en 

de lange termijn waarop klimaateffecten zich kunnen voordoen, maakt het moeilijk om in 

actie te komen . Door deze complexiteit en onzekerheid, is een groeiend aantal 

wetenschappers uit verschillende vakgebieden betrokken bij het adviseren van 

beleidsmakers en maatschappelijke organisaties om nieuwe ideeën te ontwikkelen voor 

klimaatadaptatie en te testen door te experimenteren. 

 

Experimenten worden doorgaans gezien als initiatieven die afwijken van de normale 

praktijk. De verwachting is dat experimenten noodzakelijke feedback opleveren over 

systeemgedrag in tijden van verandering, bijvoorbeeld hoe nieuwe beleidsmaatregelen, 

instituties, technologieën and bestuurlijke processen de sociale en natuurlijke omgeving 

beïnvloeden. Een experiment kan gezien worden als een manier van ‘leren’, die 

waarnemers helpt om een innovatie in de praktijk te beschouwen en het inzicht in de aard 

van een probleem kan doen verschuiven. Een experiment kan zo zorgen voor bredere 

maatschappelijke en politieke steun, zonder de innovatie meteen volledig te hoeven 

implementeren. Dit betekent dat als de uitkomsten van het experiment worden beschouwd 

als onvoldoende,  de innovatie stopgezet kan worden zonder verstrekkende gevolgen voor 

politiek en maatschappij.  

 

De wetenschap heeft echter zelden de fundamentele aanname onder de loep genomen dat 

leren daadwerkelijk volgt uit experimenten die zijn opgezet om beleidsbeslissingen te 

onderbouwen. Hoewel zowel leren als experimenteren kernideeën zijn in de 

beleidswetenschappen, zijn ze op dit moment conceptueel ambigu en behoeven ze een 

duidelijke definitie. Verder is er vooralsnog voor geen van beide een systematische, 

empirische onderzoeksbasis. Van belang in het bijzonder is het feit dat de dynamiek 

tussen beide concepten zelden onderzocht is - bijvoorbeeld, welke vormen van ‘leren’ 

voortkomen uit experimenten en hoe. Evenmin is deze relatie onderzocht in de context van 

milieubeheer. 

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de dynamiek en de impact van beleidsexperimenten. Daarvoor 

wordt een raamwerk ontwikkeld waarmee de zwarte doos van beleidsexperimentatie 

geopend kan worden. De zwarte doos is een term die verwijst naar het bestuurlijke 

ontwerp van een experiment, waaronder de keuzes die gemaakt worden over wie er wel of 

niet betrokken worden bij het experiment, welke informatie beschouwd wordt als valide, 

en de manier waarop macht verdeeld is. Dit proefschrift volgt bestaande theorieën die 
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suggererendat dit soort bestuurlijke keuzes het type leren en de mate waarin, op twee 

manieren kunnen beïnvloeden. Die twee manieren zijn,: 1)het leren door de deelnemers 

aan het experiment zelf, en; 2)het leren door besluitvormers in het bredere 

beleidsnetwerk. Dit proefschrift eindigt met een onderzoek naar hoe organisatoren 

experimenten kunnen gebruiken als een strategie om hun invloed op het beleidsproces te 

vergroten. 

De setting van dit onderzoek was het veld van waterbeheer en klimaatadaptatiebeleid in 

Nederland. Vooral is gekeken naar hoe Nederlanderse actoren omgaan met urgente 

vraagstukken in het waterbeheer die extra onder druk staan door de effecten van 

klimaatverandering.  

Conceptueel raamwerk 

Experimentatie is op dit moment een populair onderwerp in verschillende 

onderzoeksvelden, waaronder de beleidswetenschappen, adaptief management, 

transitiemanagement en klimaatbeheer. In milieubeleid kan experimenteren op twee 

manieren worden uitgelegd: als onderzoeksmethodologie, of als een 

managementbenadering.  Dit proefschrift richt zich op experimentatie als 

managementbenadering, met twee aanvullende voorwaardes: (1) een focus op vernieuwing 

– dat wil zeggen het nemen van risico’s door middel van acties die buiten de gevestigde 

praktijk vallen, en ; (2) een intentie om te evalueren. Een experimenteel initiatief moet 

een expliciete actietheorie bevatten die de beoogde effecten beschrijft en de organisatoren 

moeten openstaan voor het testen van deze theorie. 

 

Omdat een experiment een innovatief concept zowel mogelijk moet maken als moet testen, 

wordt de volgende definitie gehanteerd: een tijdelijke, gecontroleerde veldproef van een 

beleidsrelevante innovatie die ondersteuning levert voor daaropvolgende 

beleidsbeslissingen. Het verband tussen het experiment en beleid kan direct zijn (het 

experiment wordt uitgevoerd in opdracht van beleidsmakers) of indirect (resultaten van 

een experiment leiden uiteindelijk tot beslissingen over beleidsopties). Hoe dan ook, het 

doel is om een vorm van beleidsleren te creëren. 

 

Een experiment dat onderbouwing oplevert voor het maken van beleid, opereert op het 

zogenaamde science-policy interface. Dat is het raakvlak tussen kennisproductie en 

beleidsactie, een sociaal proces waarin wetenschappers interacteren met beleidsactoren, 

zoals politici en andere maatschappelijke actoren. Het raakvlak tussen wetenschap en 

beleid kan worden gekarakteriseerd door de rol van de wetenschapper in beleidsvorming 

te differentiëren, zoals de wetenschapper als technocraat, als honest broker, of als 

belangenbehartiger. Hieruit volgen een aantal ideaaltypes van experimenten. (1) een 

technocratisch experiment vormt een instrumenteel hulpmiddel voor het oplossen van 

beleidsproblemen door het genereren van (verondersteld) objectieve kennis voor 

beleidsontwikkeling; (2) een grenzenwerk experiment is een participatieve en dialectische 

benadering van beleidsevaluatie die niet alleen gericht is op het produceren van 

onderbouwing, maar ook op het ter discussie stellen van normen en het ontwikkelen van 

gedeelde waarden; en (3) een pleidooi experiment dat wordt geïnitieerd en gedomineerd 
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door beleidsmakers, die mogelijk andere soorten actoren uitnodigen, maar alleen als die 

het initiatief ondersteunen. Deze drie ideaaltypen worden afgebakend door verschillen in 

het bestuurlijke ontwerp en zullen daarom naar verwachting verschillende soorten leren 

produceren. Maar hoe, en welke soorten leren zijn relevant? 

 

De in dit onderzoek gebruikte typologie van leren maakt onderscheid tussen drie typen. 

1) Cognitief leren, dat is het verwerven van nieuwe kennis en het beter structureren van 

bestaande kennis. 2) Normatief leren, dat wordt gedefinieerd als een verandering in de 

waarden, doelen of geloofssystemen van een individu, zoals een verschuiving in het 

perspectief van een deelnemer op de problemen rondom het experiment. 3) Relationeel 

leren, dat verwijst naar de niet-cognitieve aspecten in begrip van en voor de mindset van 

andere deelnemers, en het verbeteren van het vertrouwen en de samenwerking binnen de 

groep. De typologie van het netwerkleren is gebaseerd op een raamwerk dat wordt 

gebruikt om de effectiviteit van het raakvlak tussen wetenschap en beleid te beoordelen: 

beleidsmakers vinden een experiment geloofwaardig als ze het als toonaangevend en van 

hoge kwaliteit zien; ze vinden een experiment betekenisvol als ze het op een bepaald 

moment als relevant voor het beleid zien; en ze vinden een experiment legitiem als ze het 

experimentele proces eerlijk vinden en de waarden, belangen en perspectieven van 

verschillende actoren meegenomen worden. 

 

Om hypotheses op te stellen over hoe experimenteel ontwerp zich verhoudt tot leren, is 

gekeken naar theoretische en empirische verklaringen die iets zeggen over zowel het leren 

van deelnemers als politieke impact. Op basis van deze theorieën werden de volgende 

hypotheses opgesteld  en getest in het onderzoek: een technocratisch experiment produceert 

hoge niveaus van cognitief leren, geen normatief leren, en beperkt relationeel leren onder 

de deelnemers. Politieke besluitvormers zullen de bevindingen van het experiment als 

zeer geloofwaardig, maar niet betekenisvol of zeer legitiem beschouwen. Een grenzenwerk 

experiment resulteert in gemiddelde niveaus van cognitief leren en hoge niveaus van 

normatief en relationeel leren onder de deelnemers. Politieke besluitvormers zullen de 

bevindingen van het experiment als redelijk tot zeer betekenisvol en als zeer legitiem 

beschouwen, maar slechts enigszins geloofwaardig. Een pleidooi experiment leidt tot 

gemiddelde niveaus van cognitief leren, een laag niveau van normatief leren en lage tot 

middelgrote niveaus van relationeel leren. Politieke besluitvormers zullen de bevindingen 

van het experiment betekenisvol vinden (onder sommige omstandigheden), maar niet erg 

geloofwaardig of legitiem. 

 

Er is nog weinig gekeken naar de rol van experimenten in beleidsverandering in de context 

van klimaatbeheer. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt hoe ondernemers- vaak drijvende krachten 

achter verandering - experimenten kunnen gebruiken om klimaatinnovaties neer te 

zetten. Het proefschrift buigt zich over de verschillende manieren die in de literatuur 

worden genoemd over hoe experimenten beleidsvorming kunnen beïnvloeden. Dat leidt tot 

de volgende onderzoeksvragen: worden experimenten gebruikt om ideeën abductief te 

ontwikkelen of om ideeën deductief te testen; worden ze gebruikt om ideeën te verkopen 

of om er steun voor te vinden; welke problemen ontstaan bij het bouwen van coalities rond 
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een experiment; en hoe kunnen experimenten hun zichtbaarheid als probleemoplosser 

behouden en zo relevant zijn voor politieke besluitvormers? 

 

Methode 

De zoektocht naar beleidsexperimenten relevant voor klimaatadaptatie werd uitgevoerd 

bij verschillende instituties binnen Nederland, waar waterproblemen steeds vaker als 

urgent worden beschouwd, zoals zeespiegelstijging, overstromingen, verzilting, de 

beschikbaarheid van zoet water en toegenomen droogte. Om relevante experimenten te 

selecteren uit een bredere set van 147 potentiële experimentele interventies, werden vijf 

selectiecriteria gebruikt (op basis van de bovenstaande definitie van een 

beleidsexperiment) : of het project effecten testte; of het innovatief was met onzekere 

uitkomsten; of het beleidsrelevantie had; of er sprake was van betrokkenheid van de 

overheid; en of het betrekking had op klimaatadaptatie. Achttien gevallen voldeden aan 

alle vijf criteria. Hiervan waren er vijf technocratische experimenten, zes grenzenwerk 

experimenten en zeven pleidooi experimenten. 

In de onderzoeksaanpak werden kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve methoden gecombineerd 

om de hypotheses te testen: literatuuronderzoek en inhoudsanalyse om het raamwerk te 

construeren, desktopanalyse om de 18 experimenten te selecteren, 23 semi-

gestructureerde interviews voor de case studies, twee online enquêtes om gegevens te 

verzamelen over leren en experimenteel ontwerp, en een workshop van een halve dag met 

11 organisatoren van experimenten om het gebruik van experimenten in 

beleidsverandering te bespreken. De combinatie van een uitgebreid en theoretisch 

geïnformeerd conceptueel kader, systematische onderzoekstechnieken, statistische tests 

en een groot aantal respondenten uit de enquête (n = 173 uit de deelnemersenquête en n 

= 70 uit de enquête van het beleidsnetwerk) verhoogde de robuustheid en de validiteit van 

de bevindingen.  

Empirische resultaten 

Hoofdstuk drie bespreekt welke invloed het ontwerp van een experiment heeft op het 

leervermogen van individuele deelnemers aan een experiment. Gemiddeld genomen over 

de hele steekproef scoorde cognitief leren het hoogst, normatief leren het laagste en 

relationeel leren lag in het midden. Technocratische experimenten scoorden het sterkst op 

cognitief leren en vertoonden een hoger niveau van normatief leren dan verwacht. 

Grenzenwerk experimenten scoorden daarentegen lager dan verwacht, met middelmatige 

/ lage niveaus van normatief en relationeel leren. Pleidooi experimenten voldeden aan de 

verwachtingen voor cognitief leren, maar normatief leren was lager dan verwacht en 

relationeel leren was hoger. 

De analyse bevestigde dat verschillend ontworpen experimenten leiden tot verschillende 

soorten van beleidsleren. Het experimentele ontwerp heeft een duidelijke invloed op 

kennisverwerving, herstructurering van bestaand inzicht en een verandering in 

denkpatronen. Daarentegen verschillen wijzigingen in het vertrouwen en veranderingen 

in de perspectieven van de deelnemers niet per type experiment. Leertypen worden 
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waarschijnlijk meer beïnvloed door de capaciteiten van de leider en wat voor soort leerstijl 

de deelnemende actoren hebben. 

Hoofdstuk vier beschrijft de leerresultaten binnenhet netwerk van politieke 

besluitvormers. Geloofwaardigheid scoorde het hoogst en het criterium betekenisvol 

scoorde het laagst. Geen enkel criterium scoorde ''laag'', wat aangeeft dat de experimenten 

over het algemeen goed werden gewaardeerd. Wanneer we ze opdelen in de drie 

ideaaltypen, scoorden technocratische experimenten behoorlijk veel lager dan de andere 

twee typen en grenzenwerk experimenten het hoogste voor alle drie de criteria, zelfs op 

geloofwaardigheid. Pleidooi  experimenten scoorden beter dan verwacht op basis van de 

hypothese, vooral op legitimiteit. 

De resultaten bevestigen dat beleidsmakers zich in het algemeen bewust zijn,, en een 

positieve indruk hebben, van beleidsexperimenten, en dat voor leren binnen netwerken 

het bestuurlijke ontwerp van een experiment een sterke rol speelt in wat voor leren wordt 

geproduceerd. De bevinding dat technocratische experimenten relatief slecht scoorden, 

was verrassend. De bevindingen suggereren dat plaats-specifieke argumenten van niet-

experts ook als geloofwaardig kunnen worden beschouwd, in sommige gevallen zelfs meer 

dan  onderbouwing door alleen experts. 

Hoofdstuk vijf kijkt kritisch naar hoe, en in welke mate, experimenten strategisch worden 

ingezet voor beleidsverandering. De analyse laat zien dat experimenten geen radicaal 

nieuwe ideeën ontwikkelen, maar eerder voorgevormde ideeën testen. Ze worden niet 

zozeer gebruikt om ideeën te verkopen als wel om ze te publiekelijk te testen, en het is 

zelfs eerder dit experimentele proces dat ‘verkocht’ moet worden. Experimenten worden 

gebruikt om coalities van actoren te vormen, soms met actoren die elkaar al kennen, maar 

soms ook met actoren die elkaar nog niet eerder hebben ontmoet. De casussen brachten 

enkele controlemechanismen aan het licht die door organisatoren worden ingezet om de 

complexiteit en de mogelijkheid op tegenstemmen te verminderen. Ze beslissen daarbij 

zelf  welke kennis belangrijk is en wiens stem relevant. Ten slotte zijn experimenten 

bruikbare 'koppelaars'- ze koppelen oplossingen aan problemen binnen de innovatieve 

klimaatprogramma's en zorgen voor verbinding met invloedrijke politieke actoren om 

relevantie en zichtbaarheid te waarborgen. 

Conclusies 

Het openen van de 'zwarte doos' van experimentatie en het onderzoeken van de 

institutionele regels was om verschillende redenen nuttig. Ten eerste omdat institutionele 

regels op verschillende manieren gegroepeerd  kunnen worden, maken ze een consistente 

operationalisatie van variabelen en systematische analyse mogelijk; wat ideaal is voor 

kwantitatieve onderzoeken met een grote steekproefpopulatie. Ook weerspiegelen de 

institutionele regels veel structurele en procesvariabelen die voorkomen in de literatuur 

over beleidsleren en kennisgebruik. Daardoor werd een grondige analyse mogelijk van hoe 

leren teweeg wordt gebracht. Het gebruiken van deze regels om leren te groeperen in 

ideaal-typen leverde sterke theoretische verbanden op. Zo konden er bijvoorbeeld 

parallellen worden getrokken met de discussie over de verschillen tussen technisch-
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analytische beoordeling, beoordeling gebaseerd op overleg en 'op beleid gebaseerd' 

bewijsmateriaal; en met de tegenovergestelde technologische en interpretatieve 

benaderingen die in literatuur over beleidsevaluatie. Een focus en ordening van de 

institutionele regels maakte een systematische operationalisering van gevestigde theorie 

mogelijk. 

Het onderzoeken van relationeel leren was conceptueel vernieuwend en de experimenten 

toonden redelijk-tot-hoge niveaus van ontwikkeling van vertrouwen en begrip voor 

andermans mind-sets. Een voorzichtige bevinding van het onderzoek is dat, hoewel het op 

een lijn krijgen van verschillende perspectieven belangrijk is om verandering teweeg te 

brengen, niet-cognitieve aspecten van leren even belangrijk of mogelijk belangrijker zijn. 

Er wordt gesuggereerd dat een deel van de aandacht voor leren in experimentele analyses, 

of milieubewustzijn in het algemeen, zich niet moet richten op het veranderen van 

individuele perspectieven, maar eerder op het bevorderen van het wederzijds begrip 

zonder noodzakelijkerwijs eigen overtuigingen te hoeven veranderen.  De mate waarin het 

experimentele proces een effectieve manier is om relationeel leren te bewerkstelligen 

wordt hier niet in twijfel getrokken. Het kan echter wel een zeer arbeidsintensieve manier 

zijn om relationeel kapitaal op te bouwen. Andere benaderingen, zoals jury's, 

beleidsgames of co-managementprocessen, kunnen ook geschikt zijn om relationeel 

kapitaal op te bouwen. 

Het onderzoek toont ook aan dat het type experiment met het meest inclusieve ontwerp, 

d.w.z. het grenzenwerk experiment, het meest succesvol is in het genereren van bijna alle 

gemeten aspecten van leren. Deze bevinding heeft belangrijke praktische implicaties 

omdat het de gedachte ondersteunt dat een experiment alleen effectief kan zijn als het op 

democratische wijze wordt uitgevoerd en toegang verleent aan deelnemers die daarom 

vragen. Het experiment moet ook niet-overheidsactoren toestaan om de probleemdefinitie 

vast te stellen, om gezamenlijk de juiste koers te bepalen en om hun perspectief en 

expertise aan te bieden. Grenzenwerk experimenten zijn echter uiterst arbeidsintensief. 

Het kiezen van het type experiment dat moet worden gebruikt, kan tot op zekere hoogte 

afhangen van de onzekerheid van de effecten van het voorstel en de mate van consensus 

over de aard van het probleem. 

Er zitten grenzen aan dit onderzoek vanwege de systematische, kwantitatieve aard ervan. 

Studies met een grote steekproefpopulatie (een grote n) leveren betrouwbare gegevens op 

over brede patronen in een set onafhankelijke en afhankelijke variabelen, maar verliezen 

variantie als het gaat over individuele gevallen of relaties tussen gevallen, wat betekent 

dat sommige interessante bevindingen mogelijk gemist worden. Gegevens op basis van 

zelfrapportages (zoals enquetes) kunnen de mate van leren ook overdrijven of 

onderschatten. Verder kwalitatief onderzoek zou waardevol zijn om de bevindingen in dit 

proefschrift te testen.  

De noodzaak tot adaptatie aan de gevolgen van klimaatverandering wordt steeds groter 

en beleidsmakers hebben behoefte aan frisse, nieuwe ideeën. Gezien de complexiteit van 

klimaatverandering, bieden experimenten wellicht een geschiktere bestuursvorm dan een 

conventionele bestuursvorm. Het onderzoek heeft gekeken naar de relatie tussen 
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beleidsexperimenten, leren en een bredere invloed op beleidsvorming; die veel potentieel 

heeft, maar weinig kritiek–. Het proefschrift laat zien dat niet alle experimenten hetzelfde 

zijn en dat hun bestuurlijke ontwerp - gekozen om ideologische of praktische redenen -  

een aanzienlijke invloed heeft op de leerresultaten. Dat benadrukt dat organisatoren van 

experimenten de deur open zouden moeten zetten voor actoren die kennis en perspectieven 

meenemen om samen tot oplossingen te komen. Binnen de maatschappij moet het idee 

omarmd worden dat de samenleving een levend laboratorium is (een living lab), waarbij 

burgers minder als proefkonijnen worden gezien en meer als pioniers. 

 

 

 

 


